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Introduction

The nucleons are composed of elementary particles, quarks and gluons. Evidence from
the composite structure of the nucleons first came from the fact that their magnetic
moment differs from the nuclear magneton which characterizes point-like particles. The
existence of quarks within the nucleons was first postulated by Gell-Mann and Zweig
(in1964) in order to explain the hadrons spectrum. Indeed, elastic scattering exper-
iments (after 1955) revealed the extent of the charge distributions through the mea-
surement of form factors. For protons the charge radius was found to be about 0.8 fm.
At the end of the 60’s, with the energy increase of the particle accelerator it became
possible to break the nucleons into pieces in experiments known as «deep inelastic scat-
tering» experiments. The scaling behavior of these experiments was received as the
proof of scattering off point-like particles inside the nucleons. Increasing the kinemati-
cal domain later allowed to show that only half of the nucleon energy is actually carried
by the quarks, the remaining half was then attributed to the gluons, mediator of the
strong interaction.

In 1988, the European Muon Collaboration showed that the contribution of quarks
to the nucleon spin is much smaller than expected and that the strange quark contribu-
tion is non-zero. These results, later referred to as the «spin crisis» have triggered an
important experimental and theoretical work and new experiments were performed in
order to confirm and precise them (SMC, SLAC, DESY). The outcome of this second
campaign confirmed the EMC result. The community started a wide program of inves-
tigations. The contribution of strange quarks to other observables such as the elastic
form factors was to be measured by studying the parity violation in elastic scattering
experiment. The contribution of gluons to the nucleon spin was to be measured though
the process of semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering. And the contribution of angular
momentum appeared to be accessible with hard exclusive photon or meson production
reactions.

This habilitation work summarizes my contributions to the field. In the first chapter,
I give the basic theoretical description of some of the various ways of probing the nucleon
structure. In the second chapter I describe how the measurement of the parity violation
in electrons scattering allows to access the strange form factor of the nucleon. I describe
the HAPPEX experiment at Jefferson Lab and the Compton beam polarimeter that
our group has built for this program and in which I was strongly involved. In the third
chapter, I present the apparatus of the COMPASS experiment at CERN and I briefly
show the result on the measurement of the contribution of gluons to the nucleon spin.
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6 CONTENTS

In the last two chapters, I focus on my recent work on the study of exclusive processes
using COMPASS. The fourth chapter is devoted to the exclusive production of the ρ0

meson. There, I present the first attempt to study this exclusive channel using the data
accumulated in the previous years of running without a recoil detector which will be a
must in the future program. I will discuss the selection of this channel and the results
obtained on the transverse target spin asymmetries related to GPDs.

Finally, in the last chapter, I present the proposal for a measurement of the Deeply
Virtual Compton Scattering process using the COMPASS spectrometer. I present the
projections of errors for the different observables directly related to GPDs and obtained
with a simulation program which I have developed. I will also show the preliminary re-
sults of beam tests performed to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed experiment
that conclude on the observation of the DVCS process at COMPASS.



Chapter 1

Probes of the nucleon structure

The scattering of accelerated particles has always been a way to learn about matter
structure. We will examine three different ways to probe the nucleon structure. First,
through elastic scattering one measures the form factors which are related to the overall
size of the charge and magnetization distributions. This can be further decomposed
on the quark flavors by using the weak interaction. Second, through deep inelastic
scattering one measures the probability to find a parton with a given momentum. Then,
with a polarized target, the contributions of quark flavors and gluons to the nucleon
spin can be extracted. Finally, the two sets of observables are unified in the framework
of the generalized parton distributions accessible through the hard exclusive production
of a photon or a meson.

1.1 Elastic scattering

We consider the elastic scattering of an electron off a proton which is represented at
Born approximation on figure 1.1. The electron has a quadri-momentum k and a spin s

and the proton has quadri-momentum p and a spin S. In the final state, the momentum
and spin of the particles are denoted with a prime (’). A virtual photon is exchanged
and has the quadri-momentum q. For a given lepton energy, the kinematics of elastic

Figure 1.1: Elastic scattering of a lepton off a proton at Born approximation.
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scattering is described with only one variable. It is often chosen to be the virtuality of
the photon :

Q2 = −q2 = −(k − k�)2 (1.1)

which in case of elastic scattering coincides with the momentum transfer to the pro-
ton, t :

t = (p� − p)2 (1.2)

The scattering amplitude for this process is :

M = jµEM

gµν
Q2

Jµ
EM (1.3)

where jµEM is the electromagnetic current at the electron vertex, Jµ
EM is the electro-

magnetic current at the proton vertex and gµν is the metric tensor. As the electron is
point-like and has spin 1

2 , its electromagnetic current is built on the Dirac matrix γµ

and the spinors u and ū and has the form :

jµEM = ū(k�, s�)γµu(k, s) (1.4)

At the nucleon vertex, the expression of the coupling of the electromagnetic current is
not straightforward since the nucleon is not a point-like particle. It can be built on the
relevant Lorentz vectors and after applying current conservation, parity conservation
and hermiticity it reduces to :

�P �(p�, S �)| Jµ
EM |P (p, S)� = ū(p�, S �)

�
γµF (γ,p)

1 (Q2) + i
σµνqν
2M

F (γ,p)
2 (Q2)

�
u(p, S) (1.5)

where M is the nucleon mass. Our lack of knowledge of the nucleon structure is then
contained in the coefficients F (γ,p)

1 (Q2) andF (γ,p)
2 (Q2) known as the Dirac and Pauli

form factors which depend on the scalar variable Q2 used to describe the process. The
interpretation of the form factors is better understood when considering the electric,
GE(Q2), and magnetic, GM(Q2), Sachs form factors which are linear combinations of
the Pauli and Dirac form factors [1]:

GE(Q
2) = F1(Q

2)− τF2(Q
2) with τ =

Q2

4M2
(1.6)

GM(Q2) = F1(Q
2) + F2(Q

2) (1.7)

The Sachs form factor are related to some of the macroscopic properties of the nucleons.
For example, at Q2 = 0, they are normalized to the electric charge and magnetic
moment :

GP
E(0) = 1 GP

M(0) = µP = 2.79 (1.8)
GN

E (0) = 0 GN
M(0) = µN = −1.91 (1.9)
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Figure 1.2: The deep inelastic scattering process

where we have separated the proton (P) and the neutron (N) quantities. Furthermore,
at the limit of low recoil of the target nucleon (|t| � M2

N), the form factors are the
Fourier transform of the electric charge and magnetization spatial distributions. The
Sachs form factors are, to a good precision (and up to Q2 ≈ 1 (GeV/c)2) described by
a dipole dependence :

GM(Q2) = µPGD(Q
2) =

µP

(1 + λD
Q2

4M2 )2
with λD = 4.97 (1.10)

which is the Fourier transform of an exponential distribution ρ(r) = e−
r
r0 with r0 ∝√

λD/2M . The first derivative of the form factors is related to the quadratic charge
radius of the charge and magnetization distribution :

dGE,M(Q2)

dQ2

����
2

Q2=0

= − 1

6(�c)2 < r2E,M > (1.11)

Historically, the form factors were extracted from cross section measurements at
different beam energies through the Rosenbluth separation [2]. In the last ten years,
the knowledge of form factors [3] has progressed significantly with the onset of recoil
particle polarization measurements [4, 5] at high quality electron accelerators such as
MAMI and JLab.

1.2 Deep Inelastic Scattering

Description of the formalism

With the increased energy of available lepton beams the inner structure of nucleons
could be revealed through the process of Deep Inelastic Scattering (represented in figure
1.2). In this process the energy available in the γ∗ − p system is much higher than the
nucleon mass which breaks into fragments (denoted by X). At high momentum transfer
(Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2) the Compton wavelength of the photon becomes smaller than the
nucleon size and the interaction occurs with the constituents of the nucleon. The cross
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section of the deep inelastic scattering is obtained from the contraction of the leptonic
and hadronic tensor :

d2σ

dxdQ2
=

α2

4M2E2

1

x2Q2
LµνWµν (1.12)

The leptonic tensor, Lµν , is perfectly known and can be derived using the Feynman
rules of Quantum Electro-Dynamics :

Lµν =
�

s�

[ū(k�)γµu(k)] [ū(k�)γνu(k)]∗

= 2(kµk�ν + kνk�µ − gµνk · k� − i�µναβqαsβ) (1.13)

where the sum is done over the spin of the scattered lepton and terms involving the
lepton mass were neglected. In this expression gµν is the metric tensor and �µναβ is the
Levi-Civita totally antisymmetric tensor. For the hadronic tensor, Wµν , the calculation
is not straightforward since it would require to calculate the interaction between the
hadronic current and all possible final state X:

Wµν =
�

X

�

spins

�P | Jµ |X� �X| Jν |P � (1.14)

It is then preferred to parametrize the hadronic tensor from the independent tensors
built on the problem variables : pµ, qµ, gµν , sµ and �µναβ. There are only 4 independent
terms invariant under parity, charge conjugation, time reversal and which conserve the
electromagnetic current at the vertex. The hadronic tensor is a linear combination of
these tensors [9]:

Wµν = −F1(x,Q
2) gµν +

F2(x,Q2)

p · q · pµpν

−iM�µναβ

�
g1(x,Q2)

p · q · qαSβ +
g2(x,Q2)

(p · q)2 · qα(p · qSβ − S · qpβ)
�

(1.15)

where our lack of knowledge of the nucleon structure is included in the multiplicative
coefficients F1 and F2 which are the unpolarized structure function1 of the nucleon and
g1 and g2 which are the polarized structure functions. The structure functions depend
on two scalar variables : x and Q2 are traditionally used.

Quark Parton Model interpretation

The physics content of the deep inelastic scattering can be understood in the framework
of the parton model. In this model the interaction is described in the proton infinite
momentum frame where the quarks have only longitudinal momenta along the direc-
tion of the photon-proton collision and do not interact with each other. The interaction
between the virtual photon and the nucleon is then seen as the incoherent sum of the

1
these functions are different from the form factors although they are named with the same symbols
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interactions between the virtual photon and each individual component of the nucleon
(i.e. the partons). The structure functions are related to the parton distribution func-
tion qi(x) which are the probability to find a quark of a given flavor i carrying a fraction
x of the proton momentum. In the parton model, the variable x is found to be equal
to the Bjorken variable [6]:

x = xbj ≡
Q2

2p · q (1.16)

which can be measured experimentally using the quadri-vector of the incoming and
scattered leptons. The parton distribution function receive contributions from quarks
q and anti-quarks q̄

q(x) = q+(x) + q−(x) + q̄+(x) + q̄−(x)) (1.17)

where we have also separated the contribution of partons with their spin aligned (+) or
anti-aligned (-) with the nucleon spin. Then, the structure function have the following
interpretation :

F1(x) =
1

2

�

q=u,d,s

e2qq(x) (1.18)

F2(x) =
�

q=u,d,s

e2qxq(x) (1.19)

The integral of the structure function describe macroscopic properties of the nucleon.
For instance, the integral of F2 :

I =

1�

0

F2(x)dx =
�

q=u,d,s

1�

0

e2qxq(x)dx (1.20)

allows to measure the contribution of quarks to the nucleon momentum. The result
obtained is of the order of 50% and deficit of momentum is attributed to gluons.

In the polarized case, the probability to find a quark with its spin aligned with the
proton spin, ∆q(x), can be defined as :

∆q(x) = q+(x)− q−(x) + q̄+(x)− q̄−(x)) (1.21)

and the structure function g1 can be interpreted as :

g1(x) = 1
2

�

q=u,d,s

e2q∆q(x) (1.22)

and g2(x) = 0. The polarized structure functions are measured through asymmetries
with both the beam and the target polarized.
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The Nucleon spin puzzle

The nucleon has a spin 1/2 and it can be decomposed on its constituents. It receives
contributions from the spin of the quarks, ∆Σ, from the spin of the gluons ∆G and
from the orbital angular momentum Lq,g of the quarks and the gluons leading to what
is known as the spin sum rule (in the Jaffe-Manohar decomposition [7]):

1

2
=

1

2
∆Σ+∆G+ Lq + Lg (1.23)

In relativistic parton models [8] the contributions of the quarks can be estimated and
typical values are :

∆Σ ∼ 0.75 Lq ∼ 0.125 (1.24)

In the Operator Product Expansion formalism [9], one can relate the moments of the
structure functions to matrix elements of local operators. For example, the first moment
of the g1 structure function can be expressed as :

Γp
1 =

� 1

0

gp1(x)dx =
1

2

�

q=u,d,s

e2qaq (1.25)

where aq are the matrix elements of the axial current of a given flavor and are defined
as :

aq =< Pi|ψ̄qγ
µγ5ψq|Pj > (1.26)

It follows that in the parton model : aq = ∆q. In SU(3) flavor symmetry, the axial
currents can be rewritten with the SU(3) generators, λj :

Aµ
j = ψ̄γµγ5λjψ with ψ =




ψu

ψd

ψs



 (1.27)

One can then rewrite the flavor matrix elements on the base of the SU(3) diagonal
generators:

a0 = au + ad + as (1.28)
a3 = au − ad (1.29)

a8 =
1√
3
(au + ad − 2as) (1.30)

where a0 is the singlet flavor axial matrix element and a3 and a8 are non-singlet. If
we now assume SU(3) symmetry to be valid, the weak decay of the hyperons provides
measurements of a3 and a8. The third constrain comes from the integral of the polarized
structure function, g1 :

Γp
1 =

� 1

0

gp1(x)dx =
1

36
(4a0 + 3a3 + a8) (1.31)
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Figure 1.3: Diagram responsible of the ”axial anomaly”.

Going back to the parton model, we find that the matrix element a0 is equal to the
spin carried by the quarks :

a0 = ∆u+∆d+∆s = ∆Σ (1.32)

In 1988 the EMC experiment at CERN published the striking result that the con-
tribution of quarks to the nucleon spin is rather small and compatible with zero in
complete contradiction with the relativistic quark model and that the strange quarks
are polarized. This result triggered what is known as the ”spin crisis”. Since then, many
experiments were performed at SLAC, CERN, DESY and JLab and recent results now
state that only 30% of the nucleon spin arises from the quarks.

It was also shown that taking into account higher order diagrams in αS which couple
gluons of the nucleon wave function to the axial current (see figure 1.3) contribute to
a0 in the following manner :

a0(Q
2) = ∆Σ− 3

αS(Q2)

2π
∆G(Q2) (1.33)

as(Q
2) = ∆s− αS(Q2)

2π
∆G(Q2) (1.34)

where we have explicitly written the Q2 dependence arising from the fact that this
axial contribution breaks the conservation of the axial current in what is known as
the ”axial anomaly”. It appeared then that large values of ∆G ∼ 2 would reconcile
the measurements and the predictions of relativistic quark models. Although, indirect
determination of ∆G through the QCD evolution equations of polarized parton dis-
tributions seemed to point towards lower values. The measurement of ∆G is one of
the main goals of the COMPASS experiment at CERN and at RHIC and is briefly
presented in the third chapter of this document.

Having a large value of ∆G implies qualitatively to have a large and opposite value
for the angular orbital momentum in order to fulfill the nucleon spin sum rule. From
a theoretical point of view [10], there is no representation yet where all components
of Eq. 1.23 correspond to physics observables defined by gauge invariant operators
and no direct access to the parton orbital angular momentum has been identified. In
contrast, in the next section, we present the Ji decomposition [14] and the possibility
to access the angular momentum through the measurement of the Generalized Parton
Distributions.
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Figure 1.4: Leading twist Feynman diagrams for the DVCS process involving the ex-
change of quarks (left) or gluons (right). The dotted lines illustrate the factorization
between the perturbative QCD calculable probe (top) and the non perturbative nucleon
structure (bottom).

1.3 Generalized Partons Distributions

Generalized Partons Distributions (GPDs) are theoretical objects which were intro-
duced only 15 years ago [11, 14, 15]. They provide a novel description of the nucleon
and unify the already measured quantities such as form factors and unpolarized and
polarized parton distributions functions. They can be accessed through the process
of Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) or Hard Exclusive Meson Production
(HEMP). In figure 1.4, we have represented the leading twist ”handbag” diagrams con-
tributing to the DVCS process which can proceed either through the exchange of 2
quarks or 2 gluons. At high Q2 and for momentum transfer |t| � Q2, the amplitude
can be factorized into a term containing the hard probe calculable in QCD (top part
of the graphs) and a term containing the non-perturbative nucleon structure [12]. In
the case of HEMP, the real photon in the final state is replaced by a meson and the
factorization is only valid for longitudinal virtual photons [13]. For DVCS, the glu-
ons contribution is suppressed by a factor αS with respect to the quarks contribution
whereas for the HEMP they appear at the same order in αS.

We now examine the definitions and properties of the GPDs. The lower part of the
graph (below the dotted line) can be expressed as the matrix element of the bi-local
quark field operator :

Λµ =

�
dλ

2π
eixλ

�
P +

∆

2

���� q̄(−
λ

2
n) γµ q(+

λ

2
n)

����P − ∆

2

�
(1.35)

where ∆2 = −(p− p�)2 = −t is the momentum transfer to the proton. Similarly to the
DIS case, the nucleon structure is parametrized by two generalized parton distributions
H and E which are the coefficients of the expansion in the possible vectors and axial-
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vector components γµ and σµν∆ν

Λµ = u(P +
∆

2
)

�
H(x, ξ, t)γµ + iE(x, ξ, t)σµν ∆ν

2M

�
u(P +

∆

2
) (1.36)

The functions introduced depends on 3 variables. It is chosen to use x, the longitudinal
proton momentum fraction carried by the quark circulating in the loop, ξ , the longitu-
dinal momentum fraction imbalance between the quark lines which has the interesting
property to be related to xbj through : ξ = xbj/(2− xbj). Finally, the transfer t is used
as the third variable to describe the GPDs. For the axial-vector part, we introduce two
other generalized parton distributions H̃ and Ẽ to describe the corresponding matrix
element :

�
dλ
2πe

ixλ
�
P + ∆

2

�� q̄(− λ
2n) γ

µγ5 q(+λ
2n)

��P − ∆
2

�
= (1.37)

ū(P + ∆
2 )

�
H̃(x, ξ, t)γµγ5 + iẼ(x, ξ, t)∆ν

2M γ5
�
u(P + ∆

2 ) (1.38)

In the case of forward deep inelastic scattering the application of the optical theorem
[9] states that ∆ = 0. This implies that the functions E and Ẽ which are multiplied
by ∆ were not accessible through DIS and that they can bring new information on the
nucleon structure.

1.3.1 Sum rules

At the limit ξ → 0 and t → 0, the GPDs tend to the parton distribution functions:

H(x, 0, 0) = q(x) (1.39)
H̃(x, ξ = 0, t = 0) = ∆q(x) (1.40)

There are no corresponding relations E and Ẽ for the reason mentioned above that
they are always multiplied by the transfer ∆ and that their contribution vanishes at
the DIS limit.

Then, the first moments of the GPDs are linked to the elastic form factors through
their integral over x:

�
H(x, ξ, t)dx = F1(t) ∀ξ (1.41)

�
E(x, ξ, t)dx = F2(t) ∀ξ (1.42)

�
H̃(x, ξ, t)dx = GA(t) ∀ξ (1.43)

�
Ẽ(x, ξ, t)dx = GP (t) ∀ξ (1.44)

where F1 and F2 are the Dirac and Pauli form factors and GA and GP are the axial vector
and pseudo-scalar form factors of the nucleons. They were absent of the description
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of electromagnetic elastic scattering but will come into play when we will examine the
measurement of the weak form factors.

Finally, the GPDs can be related to the total angular momentum carried by the
quarks, Jq, through the Ji sum rule [14] , which states that :

Jq =

�
x(H(x, ξ, t = 0) + E(x, ξ, t = 0))dx (1.45)

In Ji’s representation Jq is the sum of the spin carried by the quarks and their orbital
momentum:

Jq =
1

2
∆Σ+ Lq (1.46)

where the orbital angular momentum contribution Lq has a different definition than
the one used in equation 1.23 although the definition of ∆Σ is the same. Accessing
the Ji’s sum rule will bring another constrain in the search of the origin of the nucleon
spin complementary to intrinsic quarks and gluons contributions measurement and has
allowed to envisage a possible solution of the ”proton spin crisis”.

1.3.2 Transverse distribution of partons in the nucleon

A particularly simple physical interpretation for GPDs as probability density exists in
the limiting case ξ = 0 where the parton carries the same longitudinal momentum frac-
tion x in initial and final state and hence the momentum transfer is purely transverse,
t = −∆2

⊥. In this case, in analogy to the case of form factors, the Fourier transform
of the GPD Hf (x, 0,−∆2

⊥) for fixed x describes the spatial distribution q(x, b⊥) of par-
tons of species f carrying the longitudinal momentum fraction x located at a transverse
distance b⊥ from the center of momentum of the nucleon [20, 16]:

qf (x, b⊥) =

�
d2∆⊥
(2π)2

e−i∆⊥·b⊥Hf (x, 0,−∆⊥) (1.47)

With this relation, it will become possible to observe whether the valence quarks are
located in a small core at center of the nucleon or whether the gluons distribution
extends to larger distances as described in figure 1.5. The average squared impact
parameter is linked to the GPD H through the relation:

< b2⊥ >=

�
d2b⊥b2⊥qf (x, b⊥)�
d2b⊥qf (x, b⊥)

= 4
∂

∂t
logHf (x, 0, t)

����
t=0

(1.48)

which is similar to the relation linking the Form Factors and the quadratic charge
radius of the nucleon (equation 1.11). The quantity < b2⊥ > can be predicted by lattice
calculations [24] and the results are consistent with the image depicted above.
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Figure 1.5: Scheme of the transverse size of the partonic structure for increasing x..

1.3.3 Compton Form Factors

The notion of form factor has been extended to the GPDs formalism under the denomi-
nation of Compton Form Factors [18]. In the measurement of GPDs through DVCS, the
loop in the handbag diagram results in an integral over the variable x. The Compton
Form Factors H are defined as (similar relation holds for each GPD) :

H(ξ, t;Q2) =
�

f

e2f

� 1

−1

dxHf (x, ξ, t;Q2)

�
1

ξ − x− i�
− 1

ξ + x− i�

�
(1.49)

where the function Hf are the GPDs for a given parton specie (f = u, d, s, g), the
coefficient ef is the electric charge for quarks and is equal to 1 for gluons. The Compton
Form Factors now depend only on ξ and t although we have explicitly mentioned the Q2

dependence because measurements are not performed at infinite Q2 and QCD evolution
has to be taken into account. Compton Form Factors are complex functions and their
real and imaginary parts are fundamental quantities which can be measured by the
experiments independently of models.

The real part is related to the integral of the GPDs through the following relation :

ReH(ξ, t;Q2) =
�

f

e2f

� 1

−1

dxHf (x, ξ, t;Q2)

�
1

x+ ξ
− 1

x− ξ

�
(1.50)

The imaginary part is given by the residue theorem and only the contributions at
the poles in x = ξ and x = −ξ remain :

ImH(ξ, t;Q2) =
�

f

e2f (H(ξ, ξ, t;Q2) +H(−ξ, ξ, t;Q2)) (1.51)
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This particular property gives the only way to access the GPDs at a given point in
the (x; ξ) plane. The Compton Form Factors will be a sort of ”crossroad” for the
understanding of the nucleon structure in terms of generalized parton distributions
where experimental results and models will be compared.

1.3.4 Case of meson production

Similarly to Compton Form Factor one can define a Generalized Form Factor for the
exclusive production of a given meson M . It is written as a function of the meson decay
constant fM , the meson distribution amplitude φ(z) and the universal GPD of a given
specie Hf and different coefficients for each specie which depend on various parameters
like the the electric charge of the quarks2 or the wave function or the possibility to
couple gluons. It reads [23]:

HM(ξ, t;Q2) =
4παS

9

fM√
2

� 1

0

dz
φρ(z)

z(1− z)

�
dx

�
1

ξ − x+ iξ
− 1

ξ − x− iξ

�

·
�
cMu Hu(x, ξ, t) + cMd Hd(x, ξ, t) + cMs Hs(x, ξ, t) + cMg Hg(x, ξ, t)

�
(1.52)

Considering different vector mesons allow to separate the quark flavors and gluons
contributions. For example, for the ρ, ω and φ mesons, the Generalized form factors
will be sensitive to:

Hρ =
1√
2

�
2

3
Hu +

1

3
Hd +

3

8
Hg

�
(1.53)

Hω =
1√
2

�
2

3
Hu − 1

3
Hd +

1

8
Hg

�
(1.54)

Hφ = −1

3
Hs − 1

8
Hg (1.55)

The measurement of the Compton and Generalized Form Factors is one of the main
goals of the future Compass experimental program.

2
it is not squared since there is only 1 electromagnetic vertex in this case



Chapter 2

The HAPPEX Experiment

One of the results of the EMC experiment was to show that there was a sizable contri-
bution of strange quarks to the nucleon spin. It was then proposed by various groups
at MAMI, MIT-Bates and JLab to determine the contribution of strangeness to the
elastic form factors of the nucleon and hence to see if strangeness contributes also to
the electric charge and magnetic moment. At Jefferson Lab, the HAPPEX experiment
was approved in 1994 and started in 1998. Three data taking periods were conducted,
first data were taken at Q2=0.48 (GeV/c)2 in 1999 where a large signal could be ex-
pected in view of the existing models. Then with the progress made in the systematic
errors reduction data was taken at Q2=0.10 (GeV/c)2 for Hydrogen and Helium targets
allowing for a separation of the electric and magnetic contributions.

In this chapter, we will first present the measurement of the weak form factors and
how they allow to access the strange form factors. Then, we will present the experimen-
tal setup used by the HAPPEX experiment and present the results obtained. The last
section of this chapter is dedicated to the description of the Compton polarimeter which
was built by our group for the purpose of monitoring the electron beam polarization in
the Hall A of Jefferson Lab.

2.1 Measurement of strange form factors

2.1.1 Weak form factors

In the introduction we have presented the measurement of nucleon form factors using
the electromagnetic interaction. We now consider the elastic scattering of an electron
off a proton to proceed also through the exchange of a Z0 as shown in the right graph
of figure 2.1.

At the electron vertex, the neutral weak current can be written:

�e�(k�, s�)| jµW |e(k, s)� = ū(k�, s�)γµ(geV − geAγ5)u(k, s) (2.1)

The interaction of the neutral weak current with the proton is described in term of
form factors similarly to the electromagnetic interaction. Due to the structure of the

19
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Figure 2.1: Graphs contributing to elastic scattering: electromagnetic interaction (left)
and weak interaction (right)

Q gV gA
e -1 −1 + 4 sin2 θW +1

u, c, t 2
3 1− 8

3 sin
2 θW -1

d, s, b -13 −1 + 4
3 sin

2 θW +1

Table 2.1: Electromagnetic and weak vector and axial charges for electron and quarks

weak interaction, the current is written:

�P �(p�, s�)| Jµ
W |P (p, s)� =

ū(p�, s�)

�
γµF (Z,p)

1 (Q2) + i
σµνqν
2M

F (Z,p)
2 (Q2) + γµγ5G

e
A(Q

2) +
qµγ5

M
GP (Q

2)

�
u(p, s) (2.2)

where F1 and F2 are analogous to the Dirac and Pauli form factors and GA and GP are
the axial vector and pseudo-scalar form factors of the nucleons.

2.1.2 Extraction of strange form factors

The form factors can be decomposed on ”quark flavors” form factors Gf
E,M which quan-

tify the contribution of each flavor to the nucleon form factors. Going back to the
electromagnetic interaction we can derive the following relations:

Gγ,p
E,M =

2

3
Gu(p)

E,M(Q2)− 1

3
Gd(p)

E,M(Q2)− 1

3
Gs(p)

E,M(Q2) (2.3)

Gγ,n
E,M =

2

3
Gu(n)

E,M(Q2)− 1

3
Gd(n)

E,M(Q2)− 1

3
Gs(n)

E,M(Q2) (2.4)

where the coefficients are the electric charges and only light flavors have been taken
into account. The number of flavor form factors is further reduced to 6 by applying the
isospin symmetry:

Gu(p)
E,M = Gu(p)

E,M ≡ Gu
E,M (2.5)
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Gd(p)
E,M = Gu(n)

E,M ≡ Gd
E,M (2.6)

Gs(p)
E,M = Gs(n)

E,M ≡ Gs
E,M (2.7)

And then the electromagnetic form factors are rewritten:

Gγ,p
E,M(Q2) =

2

3
Gu

E,M(Q2)− 1

3
Gd

E,M(Q2)− 1

3
Gs

E,M(Q2) (2.8)

Gγ,n
E,M(Q2) =

2

3
Gd

E,M(Q2)− 1

3
Gu

E,M(Q2)− 1

3
Gs

E,M(Q2) (2.9)

which provide four measurements for six unknown quantities. The weak interaction is
used to provide an additional constrain. The electroweak unification guarantees that
the flavor form factors are universal and do not depend on whether the probe is a
photon or a Z0. Then, for the weak interaction the coupling to a given flavor is given
by the weak vector charge leading to:

G(Z,p)
E,M = (1− 8

3
sin2 θW )Gu

E,M + (−1 +
4

3
sin2 θW )(Gd

E,M +Gs
E,M) (2.10)

Using this additional measurement, the strange contribution to the form factors are
extracted as:

Gs
E,M = (1− 4 sin2 θW )G(γ,p)

E,M −G(γ,n)
E,M −G(Z,p)

E,M (2.11)

This demonstrates the interest in the measurement of the weak form factors. In the
next section, we show how they can be determined from the parity violation asymmetry
in elastic scattering.

2.1.3 Parity violating asymmetry

The weak interaction does not conserve parity meaning that the amplitude, MZ , for
the exchange of the Z0 depends on the helicity (right or left) of the incoming elec-
tron, contrary to the amplitude, Mγ, for the exchange of a photon. The cross section
dependent helicity is written:

σR ∝
��Mγ +MR

Z

��2 = |Mγ|2 + 2�
�
Mγ · MR

Z

�
+
��MR

Z

��2 (2.12)

σL ∝
��Mγ +ML

Z

��2 = |Mγ|2 + 2�
�
Mγ · ML

Z

�
+
��ML

Z

��2 (2.13)

It shows that the weak amplitude appears in the interference and in the pure weak
terms. The magnitude of each term is given by:

|Mγ|2 ∝
�

α

Q2

�2

(1)

2�(Mγ ·MZ0) ∝ α

Q2
GF (3 10−5)

|MZ0 |2 ∝ G2
F (10−9)
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where α � 1/137 is the fine structure constant and GF = 1.17 ·10−5 GeV−2 is the Fermi
constant. The relative size of each term is written in brackets for Q2 = 0.48 (GeV/c)2.
The pure weak term is out of reach but it appears in the interference which acts as an
”amplifier” and can be accessed through asymmetry measurements at high quality po-
larized electron accelerators. From the cross section for right- and left-handed electrons
off an unpolarized target the parity violating cross section asymmetry, APV , reads:

APV =
σR − σL

σR + σL
=

��Mγ +MR
Z

��2 − (Mγ +ML
Z)

2

(Mγ +MR
Z)

2 + (Mγ +ML
Z)

2
(2.14)

�
Mγ

�
MR

Z −ML
Z

�

M2
γ

(2.15)

where sub-leading terms have been dropped out. With the exact amplitudes depend-
ing on the proton’s electric and magnetic form factors the tree-level parity-violating
asymmetry is calculated to be [26]:

APV = − GFQ2

4πα
√
2

εG(γ,p)
E G(Z,p)

E + τG(γ,p)
M G(Z,p)

M − (1− 4 sin2 θW ��G(γ,p)
M G(Z,p)

A )

ε
�
G(γ,p)

E,M

�2

+ τ
�
G(γ,p)

E,M

�2 (2.16)

where τ = Q2/4M2
P , � = [1 + 2(1 + τ) tan2 θ/2]−1, �� =

�
τ(1 + τ)(1− �2) are kine-

matical factors. The measurement of the parity violating asymmetry provides a mea-
surement of the weak form factors of the nucleon and hence of the strange form factors
which appear as a linear combination of the electric and magnetic terms:

APV → Gs
E + ηGs

M (2.17)

At backward scattering angles the electric term is kinematically suppressed and the
experiments are sensitive to Gs

M and GZ
A. For a spinless isoscalar target such as Helium,

the magnetic term drops and the parity violating asymmetry is only sensitive to the
electric term, Gs

E:

AHe
PV = − GFQ2

4πα
√
2

�
4 sin2 θW +

2Gs
E)

G(γ,p)
E +G(γ,n)

E

�
(2.18)

An extensive parity-violation program was undertaken to measure the strange quark
vector form factors and will be commented in the results section of this chapter.

2.2 The HAPPEX experiment

In this section we describe the HAPPEX experiment performed in the Hall A at Jef-
ferson Lab in which our group has been involved. We give a brief description of the
experimental setup and present the results obtained. The last section is dedicated to
the Compton polarimeter.
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2.2.1 Polarized electron source

We have used an optically pumped a GaAs crystal as a polarized electron source. In
this device, a 780 nm Laser is used to shine circularly polarized light onto the crystal.
The laser is pulsed to the accelerator frequency (500 MHz) and the bunch-length is
50 ps. Left and right circular polarization of the light are obtained with a Pockels
Cell by applying the voltage corresponding to the quarter wave retardation. Electrons
are extracted using an electric field and then injected in the accelerator. In the first
campaign of HAPPEX measurements, a bulk GaAs crystal was used and polarization of
the order of 40 % were obtained. In the second campaign, the use of ”strained crystals”
for which the band structure is modified allowed to reach more than 80 % polarization

The helicity is flipped at a 30 Hz frequency and is phase locked to the 60 Hz AC
cycle. Helicity pulses are associated in pairs of which the second pulse has an helicity
opposite to the first one. The helicity of the first one is chosen by a 24-bit pseudo-
random number generator. The helicity signal is transferred delayed by 8 pairs and
true helicity is determined afterwards in software. Asymmetries and differences are
then calculated for pairs.

A half-wave plate can be inserted in the laser beam line. As it swaps left and
right helicities it reverses the sign of the experimental asymmetry and provides a useful
systematic check. The half wave plate was put in or taken out after every 24 hours of
full data taking.

2.2.2 Detection of the elastically scattered electrons

After being accelerated to 3.355 GeV, the polarized electrons are extracted and deflected
to the proton target. The target is a 15 cm long cell of liquid hydrogen cooled at 19 K.
The cryogenic installation is able to evacuate the 500 Watts deposited in the target by
a 100 µA electron beam. Tests performed prior to the experiment have shown that no
significant boiling was induced in the target by the beam.

The two identical High Resolution Spectrometers (HRS) in Jefferson Lab’s Hall A
[28] are used to detect the elastically scattered electrons. The spectrometers (see figure
2.2 (top)) were placed at the most forward scattering angle (θ = 12.5°) and the field
in the magnets (the configuration is QQDQ) was set to detect electrons at a quadri-
momentum transfer Q2 = 0.48 (GeV/c)2. These settings were chosen to maximize the
figure of merit (A (dσ)

1
2 ) in a kinematical region where some models on strangeness

predicted a sizable effect. In the running period at Q2 = 0.10 (GeV/c)2, a septum
magnet was installed and the target was moved upstream in order to access scattering
angles of 6° (figure 2.2 (bottom)).

One property of the HRS is to spatially separate elastic from inelastic scattering.
Thus, elastic scattering can be identified without reconstruction of the trajectories
(figure 2.3). To detect the scattered electrons total absorption electron calorimeters
were placed in the focal plane of both spectrometers. These detectors are made of 5
layers of lead and Lucite interleaved. The Cerenkov light produced by the electron
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Figure 3.8. A schematic of the HRS design layout also showing the first VDC plane.

Two simultaneous methods are used to control beam heating of the target. Heat is

quickly dissipated by using a flow of hydrogen transverse to the beam direction, and the

heat is distributed by rastering the beam over an area 4.8 mm × 4.8 mm incident on

the target (in 2005, the raster was 6.0 mm × 3.0 mm). The raster consists of two dipole

magnets, one vertical and one horizontal, located 23 m upstream of the target. The raster is

driven by a 25 kHz triangular waveform such that the beam is uniformly distributed over a

rectangular area on the target [32]. Estimates of the density fluctuations made by scanning

parameters such as raster size and cryogen-loop fan speed suggest that density fluctuations

are controlled at the 100 ppm level and are not a significant problem.

3.6 Hall A Spectrometers and Septum Magnets

The Hall A High Resolution Spectrometers (HRS) consist of two identical magnetic

spectrometers. The HRS is a QQDQ superconducting magnet design: two quadrupoles, a

vertically bending dipole (45◦), and a third quadrupole shown in Figure 3.8. The dipole pro-

vides high momentum resolution (10−4) because of the 12 m dispersion, and the quadrupoles

provide focusing. Because of the size of the apparatus, the minimum scattering angle of the

33

Septum
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12.5 deg

II
Beam axis

Q1

HRS

80 cm

position
New target 

  position
Old target

Figure 3.9. A diagram showing the HRS setup with the septum installed.

HRS is 12.5◦ and both HRS are placed symmetrically about the beamline at this angle. The

HRS on each side of the beamline (looking along the beam direction) is called the Left HRS

(LHRS) or left arm and the Right HRS (RHRS) or right arm. The HAPPEX kinematics

require a very forward scattering angle (6◦); therefore the experiment uses superconduct-

ing septum magnets upstream of the HRS in order to bend the 6◦ scattered electrons into

the opening aperture of the HRS. With the septum magnets installed, the target location is

moved 80 cm upstream in order to stay on the optical axis of the HRS. A schematic showing

the HRS with the septum magnets installed is in Figure 3.9. The symmetry of the appa-

ratus doubles the counting statistics and provides a means to cancel position differences.

Details of the HRS, septum apparatus, and the optical transport matrices can be found in

[33, 34, 35].

3.6.1 High Resolution Spectrometers

The HRS magnetic fields are set using the EPICS (Experimental Physics and Industrial

Control System)4 interface such that the central momentum of the spectrometer focuses

the elastically scattered electrons onto the focal plane into the detector. The dipole fields

are measured and monitored by NMR probes while the quadrupole fields are monitored by

Hall probes. The fields in the quadrupoles are set based on their current settings because

4EPICS documentation, http://www.aps.anl.gov/epics

34

Figure 2.2: Top: side view of one of the Hall A High resolution spectrometers. Bottom:
top view of the target region describing the use of a septum magnet in order to access
scattering angles down to 6 degrees.
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Figure 3.10. The simulated elastic peak focused onto the focal plane by the Hall A HRS
and the detector footprint are shown.

the Hall probes are not stable or reliable over long time periods [33]. The HRS momentum

resolution provides a clean separation of elastic events from inelastic background ensuring

the integration technique is reliable. The focused elastic peak in the focal plane and the

detector footprint over the peak is shown in Figure 3.10.

3.6.2 Septum Magnets

The septum magnet field is controlled by setting the current via the EPICS interface.

The coolant flow through the right septum was limited due to a blockage in the helium

coolant circuit (from the time of manufacturing) and a leaky control valve [36]. The septum

current was actually set at a value +10% of the central momentum setting because it

provided better cooling without affecting the spectrometer acceptance. The septummagnets

also had problems with heating due to low-energy Møller electrons impinging on the bore

of the magnets. Some special tungsten collimators were built to help reduce the heating as

well as some lead shielding placed just upstream of each septum. The beam-induced heating

was still a significant problem because of the thick target used and limited the beam current

of the experiment to 38 µA in 2004. The beam current was only limited to 58 µA in 2005

35

Figure 2.3: Impact point of the elastically scattered electron in the focal plane of the
spectrometer. The rectangular area shows the surface of the electron detector.

shower is detected by a 5 inch photomultiplier tube. The resolution of such a device is
14 % at the energy of the scattered electrons. Rates of 2 MHz were obtained and since
the output current of the PMTs is integrated over the helicity pulse, the effect of the
resolution is only to increase the time needed to achieve a given accuracy by less than
a percent.

Data was also taken using the standard detector package of the HRSs and DAQ
system in order to determine the averaged Q2 of each experiment. Even if the spec-
trometers have a 10−4 momentum resolution, for the purpose of our experiment we only
need precision of the order of a percent. An eventual contamination of background was
also studied by detuning the magnets.

2.2.3 Control of beam parameters

The control of the beam parameters is a key point of the parity violation experiments.
For example, a helicity correlated difference in beam position is transformed into a
difference in counting rates in the spectrometer as a consequence of accepted solid
angle variations. To correct for these effects, one need to know the value of the helicity
correlated differences and to know the sensitivity of the counting rates with respect
to these variations [27]. This is done by steering the beam using small magnetic coils
and monitoring the effect in the Beam Position Monitors for spatial coordinates and
for energy since one of the monitor is located at the highest dispersion point in the
magnetic arc (see figure 2.4).

The experimental asymmetry, Aexp, is calculated from the integrated signal S+/−
and the normalized to the beam current c+/− and is related to the physics asymmetry,
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3.4.1 Beam Position Monitors

HAPPEX uses the two BPMs located closest to the target to measure helicity-correlated

position and angle differences of the beam and a BPM located in the Hall A bend to

measure energy differences. BPM4A is located ∼6 m upstream of the target and BPM4B is

located ∼1 m upstream of the target. Both BPMs are downstream of all optical beamline

components and together the data from these two BPMs give beam position and angle

information at the target. BPM12 is located in the highly dispersive region of the Hall A

bend and is used to measure energy differences. The dispersive region is 4 m long and the

dispersion is in the horizontal plane; therefore, by measuring ∆x with BPM12, we obtain a

measurement of ∆E.

The BPMs are wire stripline monitors which consist of 4 antennas: X+, X−, Y +, and

Y −. The signal from each wire is proportional to the beam current times the distance

between the beam and the antenna. All four signals for each monitor are read out and

integrated in the HAPPEX DAQ. The X and Y antennas are positioned at ±45◦ with

respect to the vertical axis [28, 29]. The measurement of beam position can be determined

independently of the beam current for each pair of wires:

x� =
X+ −X−

X+ +X− , y� =
Y + − Y −

Y + + Y − . (3.1)

29

Figure 2.4: Schematic view of the Hall A beam-line. 7 coils are used to modulate the
beam position. Beam position monitors (BPM) and Beam current monitors (CAV) are
used to control the induced beam parameter modifications.

APV , through:

Aexp =
S+/c+ − S−/c−
S+/c+ + S−/c−

= PeAPV (2.19)

The beam current is determined using cavity monitors and the beam polarization,
Pe, was measured using Compton and Moller polarimeters. The Compton polarimeter
gave the best precision of the two devices and allowed for a continuous monitoring of
the beam polarization.

2.2.4 Results

The first measurement of the HAPPEX experiment was at Q2 = 0.48 (GeV/c)2. The
result obtained is [29]:

Gs
E + 0.39Gs

M = 0.025± 0.020exp ± 0.014ff (2.20)

where the first systematic errors arises from experimental aspects (statistics and system-
atics) and the second term originates from the knowledge of the form factors and could
be improved in the future. The result is compatible with zero and ruled out models
predicting large strange contribution to the nucleon form factor. The first experiment
also served as a benchmark for future measurements.

In view of a possible cancellation between the magnetic and electric contribution
at high Q2 it was decided that the second HAPPEX measurement campaign would
be performed at Q2 � 0.10 (GeV/c)2. Data was taken on both Hydrogen and Helium
targets to separate the electric and magnetic term [30]. It is worth noting that the
measured asymmetries and precision achieved are very small (1 ppm = 10−6):

AHe
phys = +6.40± 0.23(stat)± 0.12(syst) ppm (2.21)

AH
phys = −1.58± 0.12(stat)± 0.04(syst) ppm (2.22)
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Figure 2.5: Results of HAPPEX at Q2 = 0.1GeV 2. Also represented are the results of
SAMPLE (orange band) and PVA4 (green band) at the same Q2.

which have to be compared to the prediction in the absence of strange quarks contri-
butions:

AHe
phys = +6.37± 0.12(syst) ppm (2.23)

AH
phys = −1.66± 0.05 ppm (2.24)

Using expressions 2.16 and 2.18 one can extract the strange form factor information:

Gs
E + 0.09Gs

M = 0.007± 0.011± 0.006 (2.25)
Gs

E = 0.002± 0.014± 0.007 (2.26)

These two results are represented in figure 2.5 in the (Gs
M , Gs

E) plane showing their
complementarity to separate electric and magnetic contributions along with predictions
for which the references are found in Appendix 2. The electric and magnetic strange
contributions to the proton are found to be very small. This implies that the strange
and anti-strange spatial distribution are quasi-identical and that the contribution of
strangeness to the magnetic moment of the nucleon is less than 3 ± 4% and that the
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Figure 2.6: World data on Gs
E + ηGs

M .

contribution to the electric charge is 0.2± 0.8% [31]. At Q2 = 0.1GeV 2, there are also
measurements performed by the A4 experiment [32] at the Mainz Microtron. Their
actual result is 2 σ off zero but is not in contradiction with HAPPEX results within
errors. Also represented is the measurement performed by the SAMPLE experiment at
MIT-Bates [33] which is mostly sensitive to Gs

M .
The HAPPEX data are compared to the results of the G0 experiment at Jefferson

Lab which has measured Gs
E + ηGs

M for Q2 values from 0.12 to 0.8 GeV2 [35] in figure
2.6. Also plotted is the A4 result at Q2 = 0.23GeV2 [34]1. These data confirm the small
contribution of strange quarks at low Q2 and suggest that there might be a non-zero
contribution at higher Q2. To solve this issue the A4 and HAPPEX collaboration shall
provide a measurement at Q2 = 0.6GeV2 in the near future.

In conclusion, the measurement of strange the form factors has been performed
using parity violation in electron scattering. It has benefit from the advance in highly
polarized electron source and extensive control of the systematic errors down to a few
10−8. The results point towards small strangeness contributions to the form factors of
the nucleon.

2.3 The Compton Polarimeter

The polarization of the electron beam had to be measured with an accuracy better than
2% with a strong need for a continuous monitoring of the variation of the polarization.
To fulfill these goals it was proposed to build a polarimeter using the polarized Compton
scattering of the electrons off a photon beam.

1
This paper also provides a strong constrain on Gs

M
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Figure 2.7: Compton scattering

2.3.1 Kinematics

The Compton process is the scattering of photons off electrons and is represented in
figure 2.7. In this process the energy of the back-scattered photon k reaches a maximum
depending on the beam energy, Ebeam:

kmax = 4ak
E2

m2
with a =

1

1 + 4kE
m2

(2.27)

The cross section is described as a function of the variable ρ = k/kmax by:

dσ

dρ
= 2πr20a

�
1 +

ρ2(1− a)2

1− ρ(1− a)
+

�
1− ρ(1 + a)

1− ρ(1− a)

�2
�

(2.28)

where r0 = α�c/mc2 is the classical radius of the electron. It is shown as a function of
the photon energy in figure 2.8 with the characteristic Compton edge. The asymmetry
of the Compton scattering of longitudinally polarized electrons off circularly polarized
photon can be determined to first order in QED and is expressed as:

Aγe(ρ) =
σR − σL

σR + σL
=

2πr20a

dσ/dρ
(1− ρ(1 + a))

�
1− 1

(1− ρ(1− a))2

�
(2.29)

An JLab energies (2 to 6 GeV) asymmetries of the order of 4 to 8 % can be expected.

2.3.2 Experimental set-up

To enhance the statistics, it was decided to use a low power infrared Nd-YAG Laser
(300mW) coupled with an optical cavity of high finesse (F = 30000) as a photon source.
The cavity is located at the center of a magnetic chicane as shown in figure 2.9. The
back-scattered photons are detected in a electromagnetic calorimeter made of a matrix
of 5 × 5 blocks of PbWO4 (block size is 2 × 2 cm2). This material was chosen for its
small Molière radius allowing to contain the shower in the limited space available. The
scattered electrons are deviated by the magnetic field of the third dipole of the chicane
and are detected in 4 planes of Silicon multi-strip detectors of 48 strips each (650 µm
pitch) approaching the primary beam up to 4 mm.

The optical cavity system is described in figure 2.10 and in reference [36]. It was
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Figure 2.8: Energy spectrum of the back-scattered photon (left) and theoretical asym-
metry (right) for three beam energies.

Hall A

Dipoles 

Deflected beam line 

Optical cavity 

Direct b
eam line 

Photon detector
 

Electron detector
 

Figure 2.9: View of the Compton magnetic chicane layout (top) and principle of the
detection of the scattered particles (bottom).
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Figure 2.10: Experimental optical set-up of the monolithic cavity system.

chosen to use a ”monolithic” design for the cavity. This implies that the cavity mirrors
are attached to a single support frame and that the optical axis is fixed mechanically.
Motorized mirrors are then used to bring the circularly polarized light along this axis.
The cavity is locked by a feed-back on the laser frequency using the signal reflected by
the cavity. The power in the cavity reaches 1700 W and is stable over many hours.
A system of polarizers, quarter wave plates and lenses allows to provide up to 99.8%
circularly polarized light at the entrance of the cavity. Another subsystem using a
Wollaston prism and integrating spheres is used to measure the polarization at the
exit of the cavity. Special measurement where the cavity was removed were performed
in order to estimate the transfer function of the exit line and allowed to reach 0.36%
precision on the polarization in the cavity.

2.3.3 Analysis of the data

2.3.3.1 The «electron» method

The electron detector data was used to determine the beam polarization without the use
of the photon detector. It was also used to determine the calibration and the response
function of the photon detector. The counting rates viewed by the strips of the electron
detector are represented in figure 2.11(left) when the cavity is ON (blue points) and
OFF (red points). It follows the distribution shown in figure 2.8 and the Compton edge
is clearly seen. Knowing the field integral in the dipole magnet allows to determine the
momentum calibration of each detector strip. Then, the asymmetry when the beam
polarization is reversed can be measured for each strip of the electron detector is shown
in figure 2.11(right). It is fitted with the relation:

Aexp = PePγAγe (2.30)

where Pe and Pγ are the electron and photon polarization and Aγe is the Compton
process asymmetry given in equation 2.29. This provides the polarization measurement
as well as redundancy in the calibration.
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Figure 2.11: Counting rates in the strips of the electron detector (E=5.777 GeV)

2.3.3.2 The «photon» method

In the calorimeter, a photon with incident energy k produces a shower which is converted
to an ADC value at the end of the detection chain. Due to the high counting rate it was
decided to store the energy information in a 20-bin array and to transfer this array at
the end of each beam polarization orientation window. In principle one could estimate
the asymmetry and analyzing power for each bin but this ”differential” method suffers
large systematic errors. It was preferred to use an ”integrated” method [37] for which
the counting rates above a given threshold are integrated. The analyzing power is then
expressed as:

A(ADCt) =

� kmax

0 p(k,ADCt)
dσ
dkAγe(k)dk� kmax

0 p(k,ADCt)
dσ
dkdk

(2.31)

where we have introduced the function p(k,ADCt) which is the probability to detect
a photon with incident energy and to register it at an ADC value greater than ADCt.
This function can be estimated using specific data where the scattered electron and
photon of the Compton process are detected in coincidence. It depends on the response
function of the calorimeter, R(ADC, k), i.e. the distribution of ADC values for a given
incident energy, and has the following expression :

p(k,ADCt) =

�∞
ADCt

R(ADC, k)dADC
�∞
0 R(ADC, k)dADC

(2.32)

The response of the calorimeter when a given strip of the electron detector was hit is
shown in figure 2.12 and relies on the calibration of the electron detector. It shows an
asymmetric tail extending to lower ADC values corresponding to shower leakage. The
response function is parametrized using an ad-hoc function and allows to well reproduce
the unintegrated ADC spectrum (right panel). The analyzing power is then calculated
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asymmetry AR=L
raw is defined as the average of all

pulse-to-pulse asymmetries AR=L
p . The distribution

of these asymmetries is shown in Fig. 3, for
both right and left photon polarizations. We
can see that the pulse-to-pulse asymmetry dis-
tributions follow a Gaussian law. The raw
asymmetry has to be corrected for background
according to

AR=L
exp ! 1"

B

S

R=L! "

AR=L
raw #

B

S

R=L

AB (5)

where $B=S%R=L is the background to signal ratio
for each photon polarization and AB is the
background asymmetry. B=S is of the order of
0.06 with a threshold set to the 8th energy bin
(& 230MeV), and AB is found to be compatible
with zero at the 10#4 level.

Finally, the mean experimental asymmetry is
computed as

oAexp4 !
oLAL

Exp # oRAR
Exp

oL " oR
(6)

where oR=L corresponds to the statistical weight of
each experimental asymmetry.

The mean experimental asymmetries measured
above the software threshold for E ! 4:6GeV are
around 6% and can be measured with a relative
statistical accuracy of 0.65% in one hour at
I ! 40mA.

5. Analysing power

The second part of this analysis concerns the
determination of the analyzing power. In order to
account for detection effects, we define the
response function of the calorimeter R$ADC; k%
as the ADC spectrum for a set of photons with a
given energy k. From this response function the
probability to detect photons of energy k above a
given ADC threshold ADCs is

P$k% !

R1
ADCs

R$ADC; k%dADC
R1
0 R$ADC; k%dADC

. (7)

Using this probability one can then calculate the
analyzing power of the polarimeter defined as the
average of the Compton asymmetry weighted by

the Compton cross section

oAs4 !
R kmax

0 P$k% ds0
dk AC$k%dk

R kmax

0 P$k% ds0
dk dk

. (8)

5.1. Determination of the response function
R$ADC; k%

The calorimeter response function depends
mostly on the intrinsic properties of the calori-
meter. It is measured during dedicated runs where
data are taken in photon–electron coincidence
mode on an event-by-event basis.
Thanks to its very fine pitch the electron

detector functions as an energy tagger of the
incident photons. The distribution of the photon
energy deposited in the central crystal for one
selected strip of the electron detector is shown in
Fig. 4. The tail at low energy is due to shower
leakage to the sides of the central crystal (the
Molière radius is 2.19 cm). For practical reasons it
was found more accurate to model the response
function of the central crystal rather than dealing
with the inter-calibration of all the crystals of the
5x5 matrix [10]. The response function is described
by an ad hoc asymmetrical function composed of
two Gaussians and a 4th degree polynomial P4$x%.
Best fits were obtained with the following fit
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Fig. 4. Photon energy spectrum measured in coincidence with
electrons hitting the 14th strip. Parameters of the fitting function
are illustrated.
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function

R!ADC; k" # A e!ADC$ADC0"2=2s2R ; ADCXADC0

R!ADC; k" #

A !1$ d" e!ADC$ADC0"2=2s2L % Z% !d$ Z"
ADC4

ADC4
0

" #

,

ADCpADC0 !9"

where A, ADC0 and sR=L are Gaussian para-
meters, and Z, d denote proportional amplitudes
P4!0"=A and P4!x0"=A, as described in Fig. 4. A is
fixed by normalizing the integral of the response
function to 1 in the denominator of Eq. (7). The
remaining five parameters are functions of the
scattered photon energy k, fitted to data from all
electron detector strips which fired. The Gaussian
widths sR=L are corrected for smearing due to the
width of the electron strips (sE & 5MeV).

The electron detector cannot be put closer than
a few mm to the beam axis and thus restricts the
range over which the response function can be
determined. For instance, only photon energies
between 150 and 340MeV (Compton edge) could
be explored with a 4.6GeV beam. The determina-

tion of the calorimeter response function is well
controlled inside this energy range but the extra-
polation to lower energy induces larger systematic
errors (see Section 6).

5.2. Calibration and analyzing power

The response function measured during a
specific reference run has to be corrected for mean
gain variations when used to analyze a later run.
To this end a calibration coefficient l is introduced
which accounts for gain corrections

R!ADC; k" # R!
ADC

l
; k" (10)

l is fitted to the experimental spectrum of each run
(Fig. 5) using the convolution of the unpolarized
Compton cross-section ds0!k"=dk with the re-
sponse function

dN!ADC"
dADC

#
Z kmax

0

ds0!k"
dk

R!ADC; k"dk. (11)

The probability of photon detection is deduced
from Eq. (7), where the lower integration bound-
ary ADCs is replaced by ADCs=l. The analyzing
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Fig. 5. Fit of the experimental photon spectrum using the smeared cross-section. The fit range is restricted to the validity energy range
of the modelling.

S. Escoffier et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 551 (2005) 563–574568

Figure 2.12: Response function of the calorimeter when the strip number 14 of the
electron detector was hit.

and the polarization is given by:

Aexp = PePγA(ADCt)

2.3.4 Results

The systematic errors entering the beam polarization measurement for the ”photon”
and ”electron” methods are presented in table 2.2. For the ”photon” method the main
error comes from the modeling of the response function and the effect of pile-up in the
photon detector. For the ”electron” method the main source of error arises from the
calibration. The error on the photon polarization is not a limiting factor thanks to
the effort put in this direction. We have achieved a total precision using the electron
method of 1% and the systematic error in the parity violation asymmetry measurements
is kept well below the statistical error.

The Compton polarimeter has also monitored continuously the electron beam used
by Jefferson Lab Hal A experiments. The graph in figure 2.13 shows the variation of the
beam polarization during a two-month period. It shows that substantial polarization
variation are observed and are correlated in time with intervention at the polarized
electron source. Between these interventions the polarization is stable to better than
1% and is a confirmation that the polarimeter systematic errors are under control.
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”photon method” Error
response function 1.25

pile-up 1.00
dead-time 0.50

photon polarization 0.36
radiative corrections 0.25

Total 1.73

”electron method” Error
calibration 0.79

data quality checks 0.50
photon polarization 0.36
radiative corrections 0.25

beam energy 0.10
efficiency 0.10

background 0.04
Total 1.04

Table 2.2: Systematic errors entering the beam polarization measurement for the photon
and electron analysis methods.

The photon polarization used for the electron
polarization measurement is the average value
between the two polarization states :

Pg !
oLPL

g " oRPR
g

oL # oR
(14)

where we took to first order oL ! oR.

7. Results and discussions

7.1. General results

A review of the uncertainties is given in Table 4.
The last column shows the accuracy of the
monitoring of the electron beam polarization

for which all normalization errors cancel. A
summary graph of all polarization measure-
ments performed during the N–D experiment is
shown in Fig. 9 (300 measurements in 60 days).
The jumps in the beam polarization are directly
correlated with operations at the polarized elec-
tron source when the laser spot is displaced
to illuminate a different spot on the photocathode
in order to increase the beam current. These
significant variations in the beam polarization
demonstrate that the Compton polarimeter is an
ideal and a mandatory tool to provide a mean-
ingful polarization measurement over long data-
taking periods.
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Table 4
Review of uncertainties for an absolute (2nd column) and
relative (3rd column) electron beam polarization measurement

Absolute Measurement Monitoring
% %

Experimental asymmetry 0.50 0.50
Analyzing power 0.95 0.45
Photon polarization 0.60 -
Total systematic 1.23 0.67
Statistical error 0.80 0.80

Total 1.47 1.04

Table 3
Relative systematic uncertainties applied to each photon beam
polarization states

Time fluctuations 0.4%
Polarization transport 0.4%
Mirrors transmission 0.14%
Birefringence 0.05%
Alignment 0.1%

Total on PL=R
g

0.60%

Fig. 9. Electron polarization measurements during N–D experiment. Vertical dash lines show laser spot moves on AsGa crystal at the
polarized electron source

S. Escoffier et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 551 (2005) 563–574572

Figure 2.13: Monitoring of the electron beam polarization over a 80-day period. Vertical
dashed lines corresponds to intervention at the polarized electron source.



Chapter 3

The COMPASS Experiment

The COMPASS experiment is located in the north area of the CERN complex at the end
of the M2 muon beam line. The experimental set-up (see figure 3.1) is composed of a two
stage spectrometer placed after a 1.2 m long polarized target. In can be decomposed in
a beam telescope, a large angle spectrometer around the first dipole magnet (SM1) and
a short angle spectrometer around the second dipole magnet (SM2). The apparatus
was extensively described in reference [38] which we only summarize here.

3.1 The M2 muon beam line

The beam available at the COMPASS experimental hall is originating from the CERN
Super Proton Synchrotron. It accelerates protons up to 400 GeV/c in a 2 km diameter
circular accelerator. The protons are extracted from the SPS and are sent to a 500
mm Beryllium target. Following the interaction, secondary particles (mainly pions
and kaons) are produced and are selected according to their momenta (172 GeV/c).
The pions enter a section of 600 m where they can decay into muons through the
weak interaction : π → µν. Due to the parity violation of the weak interaction there
is a strong correlation between the momentum and the polarization of the muons.
Therefore, selecting a band in momentum results in a natural polarization of the beam
as shown in the left panel of figure 3.2. The COMPASS muon beam energy is 160 GeV
with a dispersion of 5 GeV. The resulting average polarization of the beam is around
Pµ = 80%. The muon beam intensity, Iµ, also depends on the energy of the muons and
is represented in the right panel of figure 3.2. It shows that the experiment does not
run at the maximal available intensity which is due to the fact that the figure of merit
for asymmetry measurements is proportional to P 2

µIµ (for a fixed parent pion energy).
The beam is focused at the location of the target and has a size of 0.8× 0.8 cm2.

3.2 The polarized target

The polarized target is made of cylindrical cells along the beam line filled with a solid
state material. The choice of material done by maximizing statistical figure of merit,

35
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Figure 3.1: The COMPASS experimental setup as used in 2010.
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Table 3
Parameters and performance of the 160 GeV/c muon beam.

Beam parameters Measured

Beam momentum (pµ)/(pπ) (160 GeV/c)/(172 GeV/c)

Proton flux on T6 per SPS cycle 1.2 · 1013

Focussed muon flux per SPS cycle 2 · 108

Beam polarisation (−80 ± 4)%

Spot size at COMPASS target (σx × σy) 8× 8 mm2

Divergence at COMPASS target (σx × σy) 0.4× 0.8 mrad

Muon halo within 15 cm from beam axis 16%

Halo in experiment (3.2× 2.5 m2) at |x, y| > 15 cm 7%
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Figure 3. The muon beam polarisation (absolute value) as a
function of the central muon momentum, assuming a central
hadron momentum of 172 GeV/c.

the number of incident particles measured outside
the area crossed by the nominal muon beam. The
outer part of the halo is measured in the first large
veto counter with a surface of 2.50× 3.20 m2 and a
30× 30 cm2 hole in the middle. It amounts to about
7 % of the nominal muon beam. The inner part of
the halo, which also includes the tails of the beam
distribution, is detected by the inner veto counters
whose dimensions are 30 × 30 cm2 with a hole of
4 cm diameter; it represents about 16% of the muon
beam.

Due to the parity violating nature of the pion
decay, the COMPASS muon beam is naturally po-
larised. The average beam polarisation results from
the integration of all individual muon helicities
over the phase space defined by the beam optics. It
strongly depends on the ratio between muon and
pion momenta. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, where
the muon polarisation is shown as a function of
the muon momentum, assuming a fixed pion mo-
mentum of 172 GeV/c. The final muon polarisation

Figure 4. The maximum muon flux per SPS cycle as a func-
tion of the muon momentum, assuming a pµ/pπ ratio cor-
responding to −80% positive muon polarisation. The points
are measurements at various beam energies. The solid curve
is a result from a simulation of the beam optics.

value of (−80 ± 4)% in the 2004 run also includes
a tiny correction due to the kaon component of the
pion beam.

The statistical factor of merit of the COMPASS
experiment is proportional to the beam intensity
and to the square of the muon polarisation. The fac-
tor of merit is optimised for a muon polarisation of
−80%; the maximum allowed flux of 2·108 muons per
SPS cycle is then achieved for all momenta between
80 and 160 GeV/c. This is visible in Fig. 4 where the
measured intensities are compared to a prediction
from the beam simulation software. Higher polarisa-
tion values could also be reached, but at the expense
of less intense muon fluxes. For standard COMPASS
data taking, a beam momentum of 160GeV/c is se-
lected.

14

Figure 3.2: Muon beam polarization and intensity as a function of the muon momentum
(the parent pion has 172GeV/c).

fP 2
t , where f is the dilution factor (i.e. the fraction of polarizable nucleons) and Pt is

the achievable target polarization. The deuterated Lithium, 6LiD, has been chosen as
target material from 2002 to 2006. In this molecule, the6Li nucleus can be considered
as spin 0 4He nucleus plus a deuteron. With the additional D in 6LiD it leads to a
theoretical dilution factor of 0.5 but the material has a bead structure and the spaces
are filled by the liquid helium of the cooling system leading to a realistic dilution
factor of 0.36. Typical polarizations up to 50% are obtained. With rising interest for
measurements of the transversity distribution function on the proton, it was chosen
in 2007 to use ammonia, NH3. For this material, the dilution factor is quite lower
(f = 0.15) but it is compensated by higher polarizations of the order of 80%.

The polarization process arises from the Dynamic Nuclear Polarization. In this
technique, the material has first to be irradiated in order to create paramagnetic centers
(electrons). Then, under the presence of a magnetic field and at low temperature
(50mK), there is a splitting between the levels of the electron-nucleon system which
can be exploited. Indeed, by applying an adequate microwave frequency the system
can be brought to a state where both the electron and the nucleon are polarized. Then
the electron polarization is relaxed in milliseconds and the electron is again available
for polarizing another nucleon which relaxation time is of the order of 1000 hours. The
nucleon exchanges its spin by interacting with its neighbors and the polarization spreads
over the volume of the material. This technique allows for a buildup of the polarization
which takes a few days.

The field is provided by a super-conducting magnet. Up to 2004, the magnet used
was the one build for the SMC experiment but resulted in a reduced acceptance. A new
magnet originally planed for the beginning of COMPASS has been available since 2006
and matches the 180 mrad polar angle of the acceptance of the spectrometer. These
two magnets have a solenoid and a dipole field. The solenoid field is 2.5 T along the
beam axis. The dipole field is 0.8 T and is transverse to the beam. It allows to hold
the polarization during the rotation and also to hold a polarization transverse to the
beam.
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Figure 3.3: Set-up used for the measurement of the beam momentum and beam track
definition.

The target is decomposed in 2 or 3 cells which can be polarized in opposite directions
by tuning the microwave frequencies. This allows to take data for the two polarizations
at the same time and minimizes systematic effects. The spin of the nucleons can also
be rotated by reversing the solenoid field. This operation can be done in 20 minutes
and is performed every 8 hours. Furthermore, exchanging the microwave frequencies
between the cells can also be done but it requires to fully re-polarize the target and is
performed a few times per data taking year.

3.3 The COMPASS Spectrometer

Beam telescope

The momentum of the beam particle is measured using the beam momentum station.
The system was first composed of 4 planes of hodoscopes placed upstream and down-
stream of a bending magnet. To cope for the increase in instantaneous rate and to
disentangle ambiguities 2 planes of scintillating fibers were added. The achieved mo-
mentum resolution is 0.5% and the efficiency is 93%. The beam track is measured
upstream of the target in a telescope made of 3 stations of silicon micro-strip detectors
each composed of 4 planes and 2 planes of scintillating fibers. The silicon stations pro-
vide a position resolution of 10 microns and the fiber has a poorer position resolution
(200µm) but it has good timing resolution (400ps) and can be used to correlate the
incoming track to the beam momentum station.
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Large angle spectrometer

Just after the polarized target is the region of the large angle spectrometer. It is built
around a large aperture magnet SM1 (1.8× 1.3m2) of 1.1 T.m field integral and covers
polar angles up to 180 mrad. Upstream of the magnet, three types of detector are used:
at short radial distance from the beam and on both sides of the magnet, scintillating
fibers are used for their ability to stand high rates; at larger radial distance, i.e. up to
30 cm, modern micro-pattern gaseous detector of the Micromegas type are used. They
can withstand a rate of 300 kHz/mm2 and have a spatial resolution of 100 microns;
at large radial distance and up to 60 cm from the beam, drift chambers designed to
operate at high rates1 are used.

Downstream of the SM1 magnet, Drift Chambers and Straw Chambers are used
for their ability to cover large areas. In the beam region scintillating fibers are used
along with another type of micro-pattern gaseous detector, namely the Gas Electron
Multiplier (GEM).

After leaving the trackers, the particles enter the identification section. They first
encounter a Ring Imaging CHerenkov detector (RICH). It is a fairly large vessel (3 ×
4× 5m3) filled with C4F10 gas. The Cerenkov light produced along the particle path is
focused on photo-detectors placed at the rear of the vessel out of the acceptance. The
photo-detectors are multi-anode PMTs in the central region where the counting rates
are the highest and CsI coated cathode read out by fast electronics in the outer region.
To complete the particle identification, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters are
also used. The electromagnetic calorimeter ECAL 1 covers an area of 4.0× 2.9m2 with
a central hole of 1.0×0.6m2. It is composed of three types of Lead Glass blocks of sizes
3.8×3.8 cm2 in the region closest to the beam, of 7.5×7.5 cm2 in the intermediate region
and 14.3× 14.3 cm2 in the outer region. Muon identification (in both spectrometers) is
performed using up to 30 radiation length of concrete and iron blocks.

Small angle spectrometer

The small angle spectrometer is resembling the first one and has tracking planes placed
on both sides of a spectrometer magnet, SM2, which has a field integral of 4.4 T.m
in order to curve high momentum tracks. Similarly to the large angle spectrometer,
different types of detectors are used depending on local rates and resolution needs. In
the beam vicinity it is covered by scintillating fibers and GEMSs. At larger distance,
straws and large area drift chambers are used. After the second absorber, multi-wire
proportional chambers can be used since the rates are lower. Particle identification is
completed in this region by the use of an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL2) and
a hadronic calorimeter (HCAL2). The electromagnetic calorimeter ECAL 2 covers an
area of 2.4× 1.8m2 and the central hole can be as large as 0.4× 0.4m2. It is composed
of one types of Lead Glass blocks of size 3.8× 3.8 cm2.

1
rates are as high as 800 kHz/wire
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Figure 3.4: The Recoil Proton Detector and liquid hydrogen target used for the COM-
PASS hadron program and for the DVCS beam tests.

Trigger and Veto system

The trigger and veto system uses hodoscopes of scintillating counters and calorimeters.
The hodoscopes are placed behind the absorbers and detect the passage of a particle
(a muon) at 2 points along the track. They are associated in pairs so that the track
points back to the target region and produces a inclusive trigger. Further conditions
using the energy deposition in the calorimeters can be used to improve the purity of
the trigger system. The muon beam is accompanied by a halo which extends to large
distance (up to 2 m) and are vetoed using a set of hodoscopes placed upstream of the
target.

Recoil Proton Detector

Our group has built a Recoil Proton Detector (RPD) for the COMPASS hadron pro-
gram. It is made of two concentric barrels of plastic scintillators read at both sides
by photomultiplier tubes and surrounds the liquid hydrogen. The first ring of scin-
tillator is composed of 12 counters of 50 cm length and 5 mm thick. The outer ring
is composed of 24 counters of 106 cm length and 1cm thickness. We have designed a
fast logic trigger performing the coincidences between the facing counters and it consti-
tuted an important piece of the trigger system for hadron running. This detector is not
used muon running with a polarized target but it provided the opportunity to observe
DVCS in some dedicated beam tests in 2008 and 2009. The performances of the RPD
are summarized in chapter 5 when we present the results of these tests.
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Figure 3.5: Graph of the photon-gluon fusion process.

3.4 Gluon contribution to the nucleon spin

The contribution of the gluons to the nucleon spin can be measured from the process
of photon-gluon fusion (PGF) where the virtual photon interacts with a gluon through
a quark line (see figure 3.5). In the final state, it produces a quark anti-quark pair and
the nucleon is broken into fragments as in inclusive deep inelastic scattering. Following
this process, the quarks will hadronize into mesons which can be detected. This ”semi-
inclusive” process can then be measured experimentally. We consider two types of
signature for the PGF process : the production of charmed mesons and the production
of high transverse momentum hadron pairs.

The measurement of the gluon polarization is performed by scattering the muon
beam off the polarized target and measuring the asymmetry in the number of PGF
events for opposite polarization of the target nucleons. The counting rate asymmetry,
A, can be written:

A =
N+ −N−

N+ +N− = f ·D · Pµ · Pt · aPGF
LL · ∆G

G

where f is the dilution factor, D is the depolarization factor, Pµ is the target po-
larization, Pt is the target polarization, aPGF

LL is the asymmetry of the QCD calculable
part of the photon-gluon process and ∆G

G is the gluon polarization normalized to the
gluon density.

Production of charmed mesons

The gluon polarization is determined assuming that open charm production is domi-
nated by the PGF mechanism yielding a cc̄ pair which fragments mainly into D mesons.
This method has the advantage that in lowest order there are no other contributions to
the cross section, however, it is statistically limited. In our analysis only one charmed
meson is required in every event. This meson is selected through its decay in one of the
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Figure 1: Invariant mass distributions of the Kπ pairs for the D∗ sample (upper plot) and the
D0 sample (lower plot). The non-shaded histograms (left scale) show the total event samples
while the shaded ones (right scale) show the events in the highest bin of (S/B)par.
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Figure 3.6: Invariant mass of the K-π system for the D0 sample (left) and for the D∗

sample (right) where the presence of an additional soft pion is required.

two channels : D0 → K+π− and D∗(2010)+ → D0π+
slow → K+π−π+

slow. The hadrons
are identified in the RICH and events with one scattered muon and at least a kaon and
a pion are selected. The invariant mass of the K-π system is shown in figure 3.6 for the
D0 (left graph) showing a high combinatorial background under the peak which limits
the statistical precision achievable. In the case of the D∗ (right graph) it is required
that an additional slow pion is detected acting as a D∗ -tagger. The background for this
channel is highly reduced. Refined analysis of the signal including clever re-weighting
of the events was performed yielding to the distributions shown in the shaded areas and
helped in improving the statistical precision of the method. The result for the gluon
polarization obtained with this method is [40]:

�
∆G

G

�
= −0.08± (0.21)stat ± (0.11)syst

for the range of 0.06 < x < 0.22 with 〈x〉 ≈ 0.11, and a hard scale 〈µ2〉 ≈ 13(GeV/c)2.
It provides a direct and model independent determination of the gluon polarization
and the precision is dominated by the statistical error. Large values of �G, postulated
to solve the spin crisis, are ruled out by this measurement which is also found to be
in agreement with previous results (see figure 3.7). On this figure, the results of a
QCD analysis of the polarized structure function data is also presented corresponding
to ∆G = ±0.3.

Production of high-pt hadron pairs

The selection of the event sample in the case of high transverse momentum hadron
is rather simple. The transverse momentum, pt, with respect to the direction of the
virtual photon is measured and events for which two hadrons have:

pt(h1) > 0.7GeV/c pt(h2) > 0.7GeV/c) p2t (h1) + p2t (h2) > 2.5 (GeV/c)2
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the measurements of the polarized gluon structure function.
The lines is a result of a QCD analysis of the polarized structure function data for∆G >
0 and ∆G < 0 yielding |∆G| = 0.3

are selected. The third requirement acts a hard scale for the process in the sample
since all Q2 are accepted and since the nature of the mesons is not constrained. There
are various QCD processes which can contribute to this sample of events and they
are represented in figure 3.8. Their relative contributions were estimated using the
PYTHIA physics simulation program [39] and a extensive Monte-Carlo simulation of
the experiment. They are classified in 3 classes (apart from PGF): the QCD Compton
describes the radiation of a quarks, the ”Leading order” is the standard deep inelastic
process and the graphs on the right of the figure correspond to ”resolved photons” where
the photon content in terms of quarks and gluons interact with the nucleon. The graph
in the center of the figure shows the relative abundance of the various processes. The
experimental asymmetry depends now on the analyzing power (aiLL) and abundance
(Ri) of the different contributions:

A =
N+ −N−

N+ +N− = f ·D · Pµ · Pt ·
�
A1a

LO
LLR

LO + A1a
QCDC
LL RQCDC +

∆G

G
aPGF
LL RPGF

�

where A1 is the asymmetry originating from the quark polarization. The contribution
of the resolved photons is treated as a systematic error. The value obtained for the
gluon polarization with this method is [41]:

∆G

G
= 0.016± (0.058)stat ± (0.014)syst.exp ± (0.052)syst.MC ± (0.013)res.γ
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parton f γ from a resolved photon. Recalling that we use a deuteron target, A1 is the
inclusive virtual-photon–deuteron asymmetry and ∆f/f (∆f γ/f γ) is the polarization of
quarks or gluons in the deuteron (photon). The contributions of the leading and low-pT

processes cannot be calculated in the same way, since there is no hard scale allowing the
factorization of their asymmetries Aleading and Alow−pT (low transverse momentum, and
Q2 < 1 (GeV/c)2 events). However, the asymmetry for this kind of events is small as
indicated by previous measurements of A1 at low Q2 [17]. Moreover, the leading and low-
pT processes together account for only 7% of the high-pT sample. For these two reasons,
we neglected their contributions.

The fraction of photon–gluon fusion events in the sample is of the order of 30%,
see Fig. 2. The analyzing power âPGF

LL is calculated using the leading-order expressions for
the polarized and unpolarized partonic cross-sections and the parton kinematics for each
PGF event in the high-pT Monte Carlo sample. In average, we obtain

�
âPGF
LL /D

�
= !0.93,

so that the contribution of PGF to the high-pT asymmetry is !0.29"∆G/G.
The contribution of QCD Compton events to the high-pT asymmetry is evaluated

from a parametrization of the virtual-photon–deuteron asymmetry A1 based on a fit to
the world data [2, 18]. This asymmetry is calculated for each event at the momentum
fraction xq of the quark, known in the simulation. The estimated contribution of the
QCD Compton scattering to the high-pT asymmetry is 0.006.

The parton from a resolved photon interacts either with a quark or a gluon from the
nucleon. In the latter case, the process is sensitive to the gluon polarization ∆G/G. The
analyzing powers âffγ

LL are calculated in pQCD at leading order [19]. The polarizations of
the u, d and s quarks in the deuteron ∆f/f are calculated using the polarized parton
distribution functions from Ref. [20] (GRSV2000) and the unpolarized parton distribution
functions from Ref. [21] (GRV98, also used as an input for PYTHIA), all at leading order.
The polarizations of quarks and gluons in the virtual photon ∆f γ/f γ are unknown be-

6

Figure 3.8: Diagram contributing to the production of high transverse momentum
hadron pairs estimated using the PYTHIA simulation program. The graph in the
center shows the relative abundance of each process.

for < xg >= 0.095 and at a scale < µ2 >= 3(GeV/c)2. The systematic error is
dominated by the Monte-Carlo and does not include the model dependence. This
results is compatible with 0 and points towards a small polarization of the gluons.



Chapter 4

Exclusive production of rho mesons

The exclusive lepto-production of the ρ0 vector meson :

l + p → l + p+ ρ0

has been the subject of extensive studies at the HERA collider and at fixed target
experiment facilities such as Fermilab, CERN and JLab [44, 45].

The exclusive ρ0 production where the ρ decays into a pion pair can be detected
using the COMPASS experiment and constitute a good case for the investigation of
observables sensitive to generalized parton distributions and we have chosen to focus
on the analysis of this channel. The graphs contributing to the process are shown
in figure 4.1. In the experimental set-up which was used there was no recoil proton
detector and the exclusivity can only be partially insured. At the time this analysis
was started (2003), the calorimeters were either not existing or not usable for exclusive
photon searches.

In a first analysis, we have evaluated the quality of the selection of exclusive in-
coherent meson production from which we have investigated three sets of observables
depending on target or beam polarizations. We have measured spin density matrix
elements (SDME) leading to the measurement of the ratio of longitudinal to transverse
cross section. SDME allows to test the validity of the s-Channel Helicity Conservation
and to estimate the parity of the object exchanged in the interaction. Then, with in-
creased statistics we have measured the asymmetry when the muon beam is polarized
and the target polarization is longitudinal. This also allows to test the parity of the
exchanged object and it is sensitive to the GPD H̃g. Finally, we have measured the
asymmetry with transversely polarized deuteron and proton targets which has some sen-
sitivity to the GPD E which is linked to the orbital angular momentum of constituents
of the nucleon.

In this chapter, we describe the selection of the incoherent exclusive events and
then examine the results obtained from the data on the three topics of interest that
we have mentioned. At a later stage, improvements in the estimation of acceptance
and background subtraction were carried out during the thesis of G. Jegou [42]. These
improvements in the analysis are described and the results are presented.

45
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Figure 4.1: Quarks and gluons exchange mechanisms describing the exclusive produc-
tion of ρ0.

4.1 Selection of the events
In this section we describe the selection of exclusive ρ0 production events from the COM-
PASS data and illustrate with the distributions obtained for the relevant kinematical
variables.

Topological selection

• One vertex with one incoming muon, one scattered muon and two hadron charged
tracks of opposite charges associated.

• Hadron charged tracks are required to end before the absorber. This insures that
they are not misidentified scattered muons.

• The vertex has to lie in the target active volume (figure 4.2)

• The flux of the beam particles crossing the target cell is forced to be the same by
keeping only beam tracks where the extrapolated beam track is passing through
both the entrance and the exit windows of the target.

Identification of the ρ0

From the two charged hadrons detected in the events one can calculate the invariant
mass of the system after having assumed that the particles are pions. In principle, the
RICH detector could be used to identify the pions but at the time of this analysis, the
RICH detector performances were not fully established and the efficiency was low. The
mass spectrum of the two-hadron system constructed under this assumption is shown
on figure 4.3. We see a clear peak of the ρ0 resonance centered at 770 MeV on top
of the non resonant π+π− pairs and the distribution is slightly asymmetric due to an
interference with this non-resonant contribution. A small peak is present for invariant
masses around 400 MeV and is due to production of the φ mesons where the decay kaons
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Figure 2: The spatial distributions of the primary vertex in the plane perpendicular to
the beam axis for the 2004 sample (left) and 2007 sample (right).
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Figure 3: The spatial distributions of the primary vertex in z-direction for the 2004
sample (left) and 2007 sample (right).

it is considered as a scattered muon. If the particle additionally fulfills the same
requirements on χ2

red and X/X0 as the ”tagged” µ�, the particle is marked as
a ”recovered” muon. Finally, only events containing one and only one scattered
muon (either a ”tagged” or a ”recovered” one) enter the further analysis. Moreover,
the whole event is rejected if the µ� track crosses the yoke of SM2.

6.2 Inclusive Scattering Variables

Inclusive scattering variables are calculated using the incident and outgoing muon
tracks. To obtain a final data sample, consisting of events in the deep inelastic
scattering regime, the negative four-momentum squared of the virtual photon is
restricted to Q2 > 1.0 (GeV/c)2, while the region of hadron resonances is excluded
by applying a cut on the invariant mass of the final state W > 5.0 GeV. Another
cut is applied on the variable y, 0.1 < y < 0.9, in order to remove events with
large radiative corrections (large y) or poorly reconstructed kinematics (low y).
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Figure 2: The spatial distributions of the primary vertex in the plane perpendicular to
the beam axis for the 2004 sample (left) and 2007 sample (right).
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Figure 3: The spatial distributions of the primary vertex in z-direction for the 2004
sample (left) and 2007 sample (right).

it is considered as a scattered muon. If the particle additionally fulfills the same
requirements on χ2

red and X/X0 as the ”tagged” µ�, the particle is marked as
a ”recovered” muon. Finally, only events containing one and only one scattered
muon (either a ”tagged” or a ”recovered” one) enter the further analysis. Moreover,
the whole event is rejected if the µ� track crosses the yoke of SM2.

6.2 Inclusive Scattering Variables

Inclusive scattering variables are calculated using the incident and outgoing muon
tracks. To obtain a final data sample, consisting of events in the deep inelastic
scattering regime, the negative four-momentum squared of the virtual photon is
restricted to Q2 > 1.0 (GeV/c)2, while the region of hadron resonances is excluded
by applying a cut on the invariant mass of the final state W > 5.0 GeV. Another
cut is applied on the variable y, 0.1 < y < 0.9, in order to remove events with
large radiative corrections (large y) or poorly reconstructed kinematics (low y).

Figure 4.2: Vertex distribution along the beam axis (top plots) and in the transverse
plane (bottom plots). Left column is for 2004 data with a 2-cell polarized target. Right
column is for 2007 with a 3-cell polarized target.

were assigned a pion mass. The presence of a ρ0 is insured by applying the following
cut :

mρ − 300MeV < mππ < mρ + 300MeV

Exclusivity of the reaction

In the absence of recoil particle detection the exclusivity of the reaction has to rely on
the missing mass technique. In the topological selection, it was already required that
there are no other charged tracks associated to the vertex. But it does not prevent
events with neutral particles or high angle charged tracks to enter the selection. To
discard this events we have evaluate a quantity, Emiss, defined as :

Emiss =
M2

X −M2
P

2MP

where M2
X is the mass of the undetected recoil system constructed from the muons and

the pions and MP is the proton mass. The distribution of Emiss for the events fulfilling
the previous criteria is shown on figure 4.4. It shows an exclusive peak at Emiss = 0 with
a resolution of 1 GeV which is mostly due to the momentum resolution on the incoming
and scattered muons. It also shows a tail of non-exclusive background extending to
larger values of Emiss. This background is composed of different sources. It arises from
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6.3 Hadrons

For the selection of exclusive events, three outgoing (final state) particles from
the primary vertex are required: the scattered muon and two hadrons of opposite
charge. Similar to the requirements on the µ tracks the tracks of the hadron
candidates have to satisfy the condition χ2

red < 10. Moreover, hadrons tracks
have to start before z=350 cm and to stop before z=3300 cm. On the other hand,
hadron tracks should not pass more than 10 radiation lengths. Finally, the event is
rejected if one of hadron tracks crosses the yoke of SM2 (CrossYokeSM2 function)
or if the positive hadron can be a muon (CanBeMuon function).

6.4 Exclusive ρ0
Sample

The invariant mass distribution of the two selected hadrons is depicted in Fig. 4
and shows clearly a peak at the expected value of about Mρ = 775.5 MeV/c2. The
RICH identification was not used in the present analysis and to calculate energies
of both hadrons the charged pion mass was assumed. In the following we require
an invariant mass of

−0.3 GeV/c2 < (Mρ −Mππ) < 0.3 GeV/c2 .

With this cut the non-resonant background is reduced, and φ masons (φ→ K+K−)
seen as a reflection at low invariant masses are removed from the sample.
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Figure 4: Invariant mass spectrum Mπ+π− with all restrictions except a requirement
on the mass range applied for the 2004 sample (left) and 2007 sample (right).

As already mentioned, the final sample should be enhanced with exclusive
ρ0 mesons. To minimize the non-exclusive background, the missing energy

Emiss =
M2

X −M2
P

2 · MP
=

(p + q − ρ)2 −M2
P

2 · MP
(11)

Figure 4.3: Invariant mass of the two-pion system (left : 2004; right : 2007)

6.4 Exclusive ρ0 Sample 13

is limited in the range −2.5 GeV < Emiss < 2.5 GeV. Here MP is the proton mass

and MX is the mass of the undetected recoiling system. The latter is calculated

from the four-momentum vectors p, q and ρ of the proton, the photon and the

ρ0
meson. The four-momentum vector of the meson is reconstructed via its decay

particles. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the missing energy Emiss before applying

the cut.
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Figure 5: Distribution of the missing energy Emiss before applying the cut for the 2004
sample (left) and 2007 sample (right).

To reduce the non-exclusive background and allow its simpler parametrisation

as a function of Emiss we use a cut on Eρ. Fig. 6 shows the correlation between

the reconstructed ρ energy Eρ and Emiss. Due to kinematic constraints, if y ≥ 0.1,

Eρ ≥ 16 GeV at p2
T=0. If p2

T varies up to 0.5 (GeV/c)2
the ρ energy stays really

above 15.5 GeV. For safety all events with Eρ ≥ 15 GeV are selected.
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Figure 6: Correlation between Emiss and Eρ (equal to the sum of energies of the two
pions) with all selections except the cut on Eρ. Both the 2004 data (left) and 2007 data
(right) are shown.

In Fig. 7 p2
T distributions are shown for 2007 data (4 upper plots) and for 2004

data (4 lower plots). In the following we will use varibale p2
T rather than t�

for

Figure 4.4: Missing energy (left : 2004 data; right : 2007 data)

semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering events where a few particles are produced and
only one ρ0 is detected. Also, a lower component starting at Emiss = 1 GeV, is due to
diffractive dissociation where the ρ0 interacts with a nucleon exited state which then
decays into hadrons (∼13% of the exclusive signal). These events are partially cut by
applying the following requirement :

−2.5 < Emiss < 2.5GeV

The non-exclusive background remaining under the exclusive peak is to be estimated
using the PYTHIA physics generator [39] and diffractive dissociation is treated as a
systematic error.

Incoherent scattering off the nucleon

The slope of the p2t distribution for exclusive production is a characteristic feature of
the size of the object off which the scattering occurred. We have used solid polarized
nuclear targets of 6LiD for deuteron measurement and NH3 for proton measurement.
The reaction is therefore the sum of incoherent scattering off quasi-free nucleons and
of coherent scattering off nucleons bounded in nucleus. The p2t distributions for the
two types of targets are presented in figure 4.5. They are fitted with the sum of three
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Figure 4.5: The p2t distribution for exclusive production for a 6LiD target (left) and for
NH3 (right).
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Figure 4.6: Distributions in the kinematical variables W , Q2 and xbj for the exclusive
ρ0 sample for 2007 proton data.

exponential functions : coherent scattering which dies quite rapidly with p2t (in red),
incoherent scattering which is dominant for intermediate p2t values (in blue) and third
component which needs to be added in order to reproduce the high p2t part of the distri-
bution and which arises from non-exclusive scattering (green). The incoherent sample
is selected by requiring that p2t > 0.1GeV2 for the 6LiD target and p2t > 0.05GeV2

for the NH3. This value is different due to the size of the nucleus involved : mainly
deuterium for the6LiD and N for NH3. The contamination of coherent scattering has
been estimated [50] and amounts to 8% for 6LiD and 5 % for NH3.

Non exclusive scattering events are rejected from the sample by requiring that
p2t < 0.5GeV2 . Anyway, over the whole accepted range, the background level can
be extracted from the data and then subtracted. This method is presented at the end
of this chapter.

Kinematical domain of the final sample

The distributions in the kinematical variables W , Q2 and xbj for the exclusive ρ0 sam-
ple are shown in figure 4.6. The W starts around 5 GeV, well above the resonance
region and extends to 16 GeV with an average value of 8 GeV. According to models,
the contributions of the mechanism involving quarks or gluons exchange have similar
magnitude at this value of W [23, 46, 60]. The Q2 domain accessed is between 1 and 10
(GeV/c)2. Many exclusive events fall below 1(GeV/c)2 and can be used for systematic
studies (not shown here). The xbj range is between 3 · 10−3 and 2 · 10−1.
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4.2 Spin density matrix elements

4.2.1 Formalism

The decay distribution can be related to the spin density matrix ραλ,λ� of the vector
meson, where λ,λ� = −1, 0, 1 label the meson spin states and α represents the produc-
tion by different virtual polarization states (α = 0: unpolarized transverse photons,
α = 1, 2 : the two directions of linear polarization, α = 3 : circular polarization, α = 4:
longitudinal polarized photon, α = 5...8 : interference of the longitudinal and trans-
verse amplitudes) [47]. Only α = 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 contribute for an unpolarized lepton
beam while polarized lepton gives the additional α = 3, 7, 8. In practice, the angular
distributions can be described in terms of the following linear combinations of the ραλ,λ� :

r04λ,λ� =
ρ0λ,λ� + (ε+ δ)Rρ4λ,λ�

1 + (ε+ δ)R
(4.1)

rαλ,λ� =
ραλ,λ�

1 + (ε+ δ)R
α = 1, 2, 3 (4.2)

rαλ,λ� =

√
Rραλ,λ�

1 + (ε+ δ)R
α = 5, 6, 7, 8 (4.3)

where R = σL/σT is the ratio of longitudinal to transverse virtual-photon cross section
for exclusive ρ0 production, ε is the virtual photon polarization parameter and δ is the
lepton mass correction parameter. In principle, 23 spin density matrix elements can be
determined using a polarized beam.

The spin density matrix element are bi-linear combinations of the nine helicity
amplitudes Tλγ for a photon of helicity γ (= ±1, 0) to produce a meson of helicity
λ (= ±1, 0) and summed over the nucleon spin. In case of natural parity exchange
(i.e. the exchanged particle satisfies P = (−1)J ) the following relation holds T−λ−γ =

(−1)λ−γTλγ and the number of independent helicity amplitudes is reduced to 5. If in
addition one assumes that the helicity of the photon is fully transferred to the meson
( s-channel helicity conservation, SCHC ) holds, λ = γ and only two non-zero helicity
amplitudes remain : T00 and T11. One can define a total longitudinal (NL) and a total
transverse (NL) squared amplitude :

NL =
�

λ=−1,0,1

|Tλ0|2 (4.4)

NT =
1

2

�

λ=−1,0,1

|Tλ1|2 + |Tλ−1|2 (4.5)

Using these relations one can then express the spin density matrix elements using
helicity amplitudes. For example, some of these matrix elements read :

r0400 =
1

1 + (ε+ δ)R

�
|T01|2 + |T0−1|2

2NT
+

(ε+ δ)R |T00|2

NL

�
(4.6)
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Figure 4.7: Definition of the angles used in the Spin-density matrix element formalism

r11−1 =
1

1 + (ε+ δ)R

T11T ∗
−1−1 + T1−1T ∗

−11

2NT
(4.7)

r041−1 =
1

1 + (ε+ δ)R
Re

�
T11T ∗

−11 + T1−1T ∗
−1−1

2NT
+

(ε+ δ)RT10T ∗
−10

NL

�
(4.8)

If one assumes further that SCHC is valid and NPE, we obtain the following relation :

r0400 −→ (ε+ δ)R

1 + (ε+ δ)R
(4.9)

r11−1 −→ 1

2
(1− r0400) (4.10)

r041−1 −→ 0 (4.11)

We see that r0400 is then related directly to the ratio R of longitudinal to transverse
cross section and that a non-zero value for r041−1 (along with other spin density matrix
elements not described here) will quantify the violation of SCHC.

4.2.2 Extraction of the matrix elements

The angular distribution W (cos θ,φ,Φ) for the process is studied in the s-channel he-
licity frame where it depends on 3 angles (see figure 4.7) : θ is the polar angle of the
π+production in the ρ0 rest frame, φ is the angle between the production plane and the
decay plane and Φ is the angle between the lepton scattering plane and the production
plane. At the stage of the analysis, we considered only one-dimensional projections
of the angular distribution leading to the determination of a few spin density matrix
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elements. For cos θ and φ the angular distributions are:

W (cosθ) =
3

4
(1−r0400) + (3r0400−1) cos 2θ (4.12)

W (φ) =
1

2π

�
1−2r041−1 cos 2φ+ 2P�

√
1− ε2Im r31−1 sin 2φ

�
(4.13)

where Pµ = −0.76 is the average muon beam polarization and ε is the virtual photon
polarization parameter. The s-channel helicity conservation hypothesis is valid then
both r041−1 and Im r31−1 must be equal to 0. Moreover, the angular distribution reduces
to W(cos θ, Ψ) where Ψ = φ − Φ is the angle between the leptonic and the ρ0 decay
plane, and one has :

W (Ψ) =
1

2π

�
1 + 2εr11−1 cos 2Ψ

�
(4.14)

The measured distributions have to be corrected for experimental effect by a ”general-
ized acceptance” which takes care of the combined effects of acceptance, efficiency and
smearing and have to be determined using Monte-Carlo simulations. Events generated
using the DIPSI [49] event generator are processed by the Geant-based simulation of
the COMPASS spectrometer and analyzed by the usual COMPASS data analysis pro-
grams. Only 1-dimensional acceptance functions were used at this early stage of the
analysis and no re-weighting of the events was performed to better match the observed
distributions. This has been studied in a refined analysis presented at the end of this
chapter.

4.2.3 Results

The variation of r0400 as a function of Q2 extracted from the cos θ distribution is displayed
in the left panel of Fig. 4.8 where statistical errors only have been indicated. Our data
cover a wide range of Q2 from quasi-real photo-production to the hard scattering regime
(0.01 < Q2 < 10 GeV2) and have a very good statistical precision. The data are found
to be in agreement with other experiments (see references in [48]). Assuming SCHC,

R =
σL

σT
=

1

ε+ δ

r0400
1− r0400

(4.15)

is determined and displayed on Fig.4.8 (right panel). Our results confirm the tendency
observed that R increases with Q2. Therefore, the production of longitudinal ρ0 is
found to be dominant at high Q2. This is an important point for further investigations
of the Generalized Parton Distributions because the factorization has only been proved
valid for the longitudinal case. From the φ distribution, two other matrix elements,
r041−1 and Imr31−1, are extracted and displayed in figure 4.9. The matrix element r041−1 is
found to be non-zero over the whole Q2 domain indicating a mild violation of SCHC.
Although, Imr31−1, which can only be accessed using a polarized beam, is found to be
compatible with 0. Finally, the matrix element r11−1 is extracted from the Ψ distribution
and is found to be different to the expectation r11−1 =

1
2(1 − r0400) assuming SCHC and
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Figure 4.8: The r0400 spin density matrix element as a function of Q2 (left plot) and the
ratio of longitudinal to transverse cross section assuming that the SCHC hypothesis is
correct (right plot). Results from previous experiment are indicated.

natural parity exchange. Since only 1-dimension acceptance corrections were applied it
is possible that the difference observed may be due to experimental effect not properly
taken into account.

4.3 Asymmetries

Asymmetries are usually a good way to extract physics without having to estimate
the acceptance. At the time this preliminary analysis was performed it was not clear
what could be the achievable precision on the acceptance and we started investigating
spin asymmetries. This analysis used the COMPASS data which was taken with a
longitudinally or transversely polarized targets which leads us to address two types of
asymmetries.

4.3.1 Longitudinal double spin asymmetries

Here we present the formalism used to extract the longitudinal asymmetry for exclu-
sive ρ0 production which is similar to the one used for COMPASS inclusive polarized
deep inelastic asymmetries measurement. The quantity of interest is the longitudinal
asymmetry, Aρ

1, for the reaction γ∗N → ρ0N and is defined as :

Aρ
1 =

σ1/2 − σ3/2

σ1/2 + σ3/2

where σ1/2 and σ3/2 refers to cross sections when the sum of the virtual photon and
nucleon spin projections are 1/2 and 3/2. It is related to the experimental asymmetry,
Aexp

LL , obtained with polarized muons for the reaction, µN → ρ0N , through the following
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Figure 4.9: The r041−1 spin density matrix element as a function of Q2 (top,left) showing
a slightly non-zero value indicating a mild violation of SCHC. The Im r31−1 spin density
matrix element as a function of Q2 (bottom,left) is found consistent with zero. The
r11−1 spin density matrix element as a function of Q2 (right) along with the prediction
from r041−1 showing a Unnatural Parity Exchange contribution

relation :
Aexp

LL =
N↑⇓ −N↑⇑
N↑⇓ +N↑⇑

= f · Pb · Pt ·D · Aρ
1

where the arrow-indices ↑⇑ (↑⇓) relate to the situation in which the spin of the muon
and the proton are parallel (anti-parallel). In this expression, f is the dilution factor
and represents the fraction of polarizable nucleons, Pb is the beam polarization, Pt is the
target polarization and D is a kinematical factor expressing the fraction of longitudinal
polarization transferred from the muon to the virtual photon. Transverse polarization
effects are kinematically suppressed and are treated as a systematic errors. The values
for f and D are derived using the cross section of exclusive ρ0 production obtained in
previous experiments. Experimentally, data is taken with the two target cells polarized
in opposite directions and the two cells do not have the same acceptance. To cancel
this effect the polarization is reversed (once per day) and the asymmetry is averaged
over the two configurations :

Aexp
LL =

1

2

�
Nu

+− −Nd
++

Nu
+− +Nd

++

+
N �d

+− −N �u
++

N �d
+− +N �u

++

�

where N (N’) denotes the number of events produced in a given target cell before (after)
target polarization reversal. The superscript u (d) relates to the upstream (downstream)
target cell and the subscripts ++ (+−) indicate the situation when beam and target
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cells polarization orientation are the same (opposite).

Results and physics impact

The results for the asymmetry obtained for a polarized deuteron target [51] (data taken
in 2003) are presented as a function of Q2 and xBj in figure 4.10 (top panels). The
statistical errors are represented by vertical bars and the total systematic errors by
shaded bands. The wide range in Q2 covers four orders of magnitude from 3 · 10−3

to 7 (GeV/c)2 . The domain in xBj which is strongly correlated with Q2, varies from
5 · 10−5 to about 0.05. For the whole kinematical range the Aρ

1 asymmetry measured
by COMPASS is consistent with zero. The large systematic errors at high Q2 and xBj

arises from the non-exclusive background estimation.
Our result is also compared to the result obtained by the HERMES collaboration

using a deuteron target [53] (lower panels). Note that the lowest Q2 and xBj HERMES
points, referred to as ‘quasi-photo-production’, come from measurements where the
kinematics of the small-angle scattered electron was not measured but estimated from
a MC simulation. This is in contrast to COMPASS, where scattered muon kinematics
is measured even at the smallest Q2. The results from both experiments are consistent
within errors. The kinematical range covered by the present analysis extends further
towards small values of Q2 and xBj by almost two orders of magnitude. In each of the
two experiments Aρ

1 is measured at different average W , which is equal to about 10
GeV for COMPASS and 5 GeV for HERMES. Thus, no significant W dependence is
observed for Aρ

1 on an isoscalar nucleon target.
In the Regge approach [54] a longitudinal double spin asymmetry Aρ

1 originates from
the interference of amplitudes for exchange in the t-channel of Reggeons with natural
parity (Pomeron, ρ, ω, f , A2 ) with amplitudes for Reggeons with unnatural parity (π,
A1). No significant asymmetry is expected when only a non-perturbative Pomeron is
exchanged because it has small spin-dependent couplings as found from hadron-nucleon
data for cross sections and polarizations. Our data disfavor the exchange of unnatural
parity object since no significant asymmetry is observed.

The xBj dependence of the measured Aρ
1 is also compared to a theoretical prediction,

which was based on the description of forward exclusive ρ0 lepto-production and inclu-
sive inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering by the off-diagonal Vector Meson Dominance
model [52], applied to the case of polarized lepton and nucleon. At xBj < 0.2, with
additional assumptions [53], Aρ

1 can be related through the optical theorem to the A1

asymmetry for inclusive inelastic lepton scattering at the same xbj:

Aρ
1 �

2A1

1 + (A1)2

The prediction is obtained using a fit of A1(x) to the world data from polarized deuteron
targets including COMPASS (see [55] and references therein). Within the present
accuracy the results onAρ

1 are consistent with this prediction.
More recently another pQCD-inspired model involving GPDs has been proposed by
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of the kinematical range, except in the largest Q2 region, where it is about 0.24±0.12. The
large uncertainties of these fractions reflect the differences between estimates from LEPTO
and PYTHIA in the region where they overlap. In the case of PYTHIA the uncertainties
on the cross sections for diffractive photo- and electroproduction of vector mesons also
contribute. For events generated with PYTHIA the Emiss distributions for various physics
processes could be studied separately. It was found that events of !0 production with an
excitation of the target nucleon into N ∗ resonances of small mass, M < 2 GeV/c2, cannot
be resolved from the exclusive peak and therefore were not included in the estimates of
number of background events.

An estimate of the asymmetry Aρ
1 for the background was obtained using a non-

exclusive sample, which was selected with the standard cuts used in this analysis, except
the cut on Emiss which was modified to Emiss > 2.5 GeV. In different high-Emiss bins Aρ

1

for this sample was found compatible with zero.
Because no indication of a non-zero Aρ

1 for the background was found, and also due
to a large uncertainty of the estimated amount of background in the exclusive sample,
no background corrections were made. Instead, the effect of background was treated as a
source of systematic error. Its contribution to the total systematic error was not significant
in most of the kinematical range, except for the highest Q2 and x.

The total systematic error on Aρ
1 was obtained as a quadratic sum of the errors

from all discussed sources. Its values for each Q2 and x bin are given in Tables 1 and 2.
The total systematic error amounts to about 40% of the statistical error for most of the
kinematical range. Both errors become comparable in the highest bin of Q2.

6 Results

The COMPASS results on Aρ
1 are shown as a function of Q2 and x in Fig. 5 and

listed in Tables 1 and 2. The statistical errors are represented by vertical bars and the
total systematic errors by shaded bands.
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Figure 5: Aρ
1 as a function of Q2 (left) and x (right) from the present analysis. Error bars

correspond to statistical errors, while bands at the bottom represent the systematical
errors.

The wide range in Q2 covers four orders of magnitude from 3 · 10−3 to 7 (GeV/c)2.
The domain in x which is strongly correlated with Q2, varies from 5 · 10−5 to about
0.05 (see Tables for more details). For the whole kinematical range the Aρ

1 asymmetry
measured by COMPASS is consistent with zero. As discussed in the introduction, this
indicates that the role of unnatural parity exchanges, like "- or A1-Reggeon exchange, is

11

Table 1: Asymmetry Aρ
1 as a function of Q2. Both the statistical errors (first) and the

total systematic errors (second) are listed.

Q2 range �Q2� [(GeV/c)2] �x� �ν� [GeV] Aρ
1

0.0004 − 0.005 0.0031 4.0 · 10−5 42.8 −0.030 ± 0.045 ± 0.014

0.005 − 0.010 0.0074 8.4 · 10−5 49.9 0.048 ± 0.038 ± 0.013

0.010 − 0.025 0.017 1.8 · 10−4 55.6 0.063 ± 0.026 ± 0.014

0.025 − 0.050 0.036 3.7 · 10−4 59.9 −0.035 ± 0.027 ± 0.009

0.05 − 0.10 0.072 7.1 · 10−4 62.0 −0.010 ± 0.028 ± 0.008

0.10 − 0.25 0.16 0.0016 62.3 −0.019 ± 0.029 ± 0.009

0.25 − 0.50 0.35 0.0036 60.3 0.016 ± 0.045 ± 0.014

0.5− 1 0.69 0.0074 58.6 0.141 ± 0.069 ± 0.030

1− 4 1.7 0.018 59.7 0.000 ± 0.098 ± 0.035

4− 50 6.8 0.075 55.9 −0.85± 0.50 ± 0.39

small in that kinematical domain, which is to be expected if diffraction is the dominant
process for reaction (2).

In Fig. 6 the COMPASS results are compared to the HERMES results on Aρ
1 ob-

tained on a deuteron target [17]. Note that the lowest Q2 and x HERMES points, re-
ferred to as ‘quasi-photoproduction’, come from measurements where the kinematics of
the small-angle scattered electron was not measured but estimated from a MC simulation.
This is in contrast to COMPASS, where scattered muon kinematics is measured even at
the smallest Q2.
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Figure 6: Aρ
1 as a function of Q2 (left) and x (right) from the present analysis (circles)

compared to HERMES results on the deuteron target (triangles). For the COMPASS
results inner bars represent statistical errors, while the outer bars correspond to the total
error. For the HERMES results vertical bars represent the quadratic sum of statistical
and systematic errors. The curve represents the prediction explained in the text.

The results from both experiments are consistent within errors. The kinematical
range covered by the present analysis extends further towards small values of x and Q2

by almost two orders of magnitude. In each of the two experiments Aρ
1 is measured at

different average W , which is equal to about 10 GeV for COMPASS and 5 GeV for

12

Figure 4.10: Longitudinal double spin asymmetry Aρ
1 as a function of Q2 and as a

function of xBj. The top graphs show the result obtained by COMPASS ; the shaded
band shows the systematic error. The bottom graphs show the comparison with the
results of the HERMES experiment along with the prediction obtained from VMD
mentioned in the text[53].

Goloskokov and Kroll [56]. In this model a non-leading twist asymmetry arises from the
interference between the dominant GPD Hg and the helicity-dependent GPD H̃g and
is estimated to be of the order k2

T H̃g/(Q2Hg), where kT is the transverse momentum of
the quark and the anti-quark. In the domain of validity of this model (Q2 > 2 (GeV/c)2

and xbj < 0.2) our result implies that H̃g is small with respect to Hg .

4.3.2 Transverse target spin asymmetry

The cross section of the exclusive ρ0 production off a transversely polarized nucleon is
a function of the usual kinematical variable (xBj, Q2, t) and of two angles: φh is the
azimuthal angle between the leptonic and the hadronic planes and φS is the azimuthal
angle of the target spin vector around the virtual photon direction as shown in figure
4.11. Data were taken using transversely polarized deuteron and proton targets in 2004
and 2007 respectively. From this data, one can measure an azimuthal asymmetry around
the direction of polarization. This observable called Transverse Target Spin Asymmetry
is sensitive to the GPD E provided that the factorization domain is reached.
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qp ρ

Figure 4.11: Definition of the angles relevant to the description of the exclusive ρ0

production off a transversely polarized target (taken from ref. [58]).

Formalism

We moved from the Schilling-Wolf formalism to the recently developed formalism pro-
posed by M. Diehl and S. Sapeta[58]. Note that unfortunately the variable names
describing the angles have changed and one should now refer to the definitions given
in figure 4.11(Φ → −φ, φ → ϕ, θ → ϑ). In this formalism, the spin-dependent photo-
absorption cross section and interference terms, σij

mn, can be expressed in terms of the
amplitudes Ai

m and Aj
n for the interaction of a photon of helicity m (n) and a nucleon

of helicity i (j):
σij
mn(xBj, Q

2, t) ∝
�

spins

(Ai
m)

∗Aj
n

The only leading-twist observables are the longitudinal cross section σ�++
00 and the in-

terference term σ�+−
00 which can be related to the Compton Form Factors [59]. For the

longitudinal cross section, we have :

dσ++
00

dt
= (1− ξ2) |HM |2 − (ξ2 +

t

4M2
p

) |EM |2 − 2ξ2Re(E∗
MHM)

In the COMPASS domain, ξ = xBj/(2 − xBj) is of the order of a few 10−2 and t is
smaller than Mp therefore only the first term has a sizable value and dσ++

00
dt is mainly

sensitive to |HM |2. And for the interference term, we have :

dσ+−
00

dt
= −

�
1− ξ2

√
t0 − t

Mp
Im(E∗

MHM)
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which shows explicit sensitivity to EM .

The lepton photon 5-fold differential cross section for a transversely polarized target
has a complex harmonic structure depending upon linear combinations of the angles φ
(the angle between the leptonic and hadronic planes) and φS (the angle between the
leptonic plane and the polarization vector) and θγ (the angle between the virtual photon
and the incoming lepton):

�
cosθγ

1− sin2θγ sin2φS

�−1 �
αem

8π3

y2

1− �

1− xB

xB

1

Q2

�−1 dσ

dxB dQ2 dφ dφS
= (4.16)

1

2
(σ++

++ + σ−−
++) + � σ++

00 − � cos(2φ) Reσ++
+− −

�
�(1 + �) cosφ Re(σ++

+0 + σ−−
+0 )

− PT�
1− sin2θγ sin2φS

�
sinφS cosθγ

�
�(1 + �) Imσ+−

+0

+ sin(φ− φs) (cosθγ Im(σ+−
++ + � σ+−

00 ) +
1

2
sinθγ

�
�(1 + �) Im(σ++

+0 − σ−−
+0 ))

+ sin(φ+ φs) (cosθγ
�

2
Imσ+−

+− +
1

2
sinθγ

�
�(1 + �) Im(σ++

+0 − σ−−
+0 ))

+ sin(2φ− φs) (cosθγ
�
�(1 + �) Imσ−+

+0 +
1

2
sinθγ � Imσ++

+−)

+ sin(2φ+ φs)
1

2
sinθγ � Imσ++

+−

+ sin(3φ− φs) cosθγ
�

2
Imσ−+

+−

�

+ terms dependent on the lepton polarization P�.

Therefore, measuring the angular distribution for exclusive ρ0 production in a complete
set of angles allows to fully describe the process. The magnitude of the sin(φ − φS)

modulation of the angular distribution is :

Asin(φ−φS)
UT (φ,φS) ∼

Im(σ+−
++ + εσ+−

00 )
1
2(σ

++
++ + σ−−

++) + εσ++
00

It has some sensitivity to σ�++
00 and σ�+−

00 and is a good case for exploratory measurements
using the COMPASS data taken with a transversely polarized target.

Experimental procedure

The data were taken with target cells polarized in opposite directions simultaneously.
The number of registered events in the upstream (Nu) and downstream (Nd) cells can
be written :

N↑
u(φ− φS) = Fnua

↑
u(1 + f · Pt · AUT sin(φ− φS))

N↓
d (φ− φS) = Fnda

↓
d(1− f · Pt · AUT sin(φ− φS))
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where the arrow refers to the polarization of the target cell, F is the beam flux, nu,d

is the number of scattering centers in the upstream and downstream cells, au,d is the
acceptance for the exclusive ρ production from the upstream and downstream cells,
f is the dilution factor and Pt is the target polarization. The number of scattering
centers in a given cell is assumed to be constant and the flux in the two target cells
can be equalized by applying selection criteria on the incoming beam tracks. Target
polarization is also assumed to be constant for the sake of legibility. Therefore only the
effects of acceptance remains. After a polarization reversal the number of events can
be expressed as :

N↓
u(φ− φS) = F �nua

↓
u(1− f · Pt · AUT sin(φ− φS))

N↑
d (φ− φS) = F �nda

↑
d(1 + f · Pt · AUT sin(φ− φS))

where we have allowed the flux to be different. If one further makes the reasonable
assumption that the ratio of acceptance between the upstream and downstream cell
remains constant after the polarization is reversed :

a↑u
a↓d

=
a↓u
a↑d

Then the ”double ratio” of counting rates allows to directly access the transverse target
spin asymmetry, AUT , without having to estimate the acceptance :

N↑
uN

↑
d

N↓
uN

↓
d

=

�
1− f · Pt · AUT sin(φ− φS)

1 + f · Pt · AUT sin(φ− φS)

�2

The results obtained on AUT for deuterons and protons [57] are shown in figure 4.12
as a function of Q2 and xbj and are found to be compatible with 0. The interpretation
and comparison with the HERMES data will be discussed at the end of this chapter.

4.4 Improvements in the analysis

The ultimate goal of the analysis of the exclusive production of ρ0 is to separate the
longitudinal and transverse contributions and hence to single out the longitudinal cross
section σ�++

00 and the interference σ�+−
00 . It was demonstrated by Diehl and Sapeta that

the cos θ angular distribution (after integration over ϕ, the azimuthal angle of the pions
with respect to the hadronic plane) of each σij

mncan be decomposed into a longitudinal
and a transverse ρ polarization components :

dσij
mn(γ

∗p → ρp)

d(cos θ)
=

3 cos2 θ

2
σij
mn(γ

∗p → ρLp) +
3 sin2 θ

4
σij
mn(γ

∗p → ρTp) (4.17)
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32 14 COMPARISON TO HERMES AND THEORY
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Figure 17: Results for Asin(φ−φs)
UT vs Q2, xB, p2T the 2004 data using the 6LiD target

(with coherent rejection).

Figure 18: Asin(φ−φs)
UT obtained by the HERMES collaboration [16]. For these data the

longitudinal and transverse separation has been also performed (not shown here).
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Figure 16: Results for Asin(φ−φs)
UT vs Q2, xB, p2T the 2007 data using the NH3 target

(with coherent rejection).

Figure 4.12: Transverse target spin asymmetry in exclusive ρ0 production off the
deuteron (top) and off the proton (bottom) as a function of Q2 and xBj.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of data and Monte-Carlo distributions in the angle φvert for
2004 (left) and 2007 (right).

If in additional s-channel helicity conservation is valid then we have :

σij
00(γ

∗p → ρLp) = σij
00

and the terms σ�++
00 and σ�+−

00 can be extracted from the data. To perform this measure-
ment, an estimation of the multi dimension acceptance function in the angular variables
(cos θ,φ,φS) is mandatory.

This work along with the estimation of the non-exclusive background, has been the
core subject of the thesis of G. Jegou [42] and is described here.

4.4.1 Study of acceptance

The multi dimension acceptance was estimated using the DIPSI event generator and the
Geant simulation program of the COMPASS experiment. The acceptance is determined
as a function of 8 variables :

cos θ,φ,φS,ϕ, xbj, Q
2, p2t , zvertex

with between 2 and 8 bins in each variable resulting in up to 400 000 bins. The ac-
ceptance function includes geometric effects, detector efficiency and smearing due to
detectors resolution. The generated sample is re-weighted such that the MC distri-
bution reproduces best the data. This re-weighting is performed using the xbj, Q2, p2t
distributions and guarantees that smearing effects are treated correctly. The quality
of the reproduction is shown in figure 4.13 as a function of the azimuthal angle of the
outgoing meson with respect to the beam axis, φvert.

After the re-weighting has been performed, the acceptance functions are extracted
from the Monte-Carlo. In figure 4.14, we have represented the variations of the ac-
ceptance for the pair of variables (ϕ,φ). For instance, it shows that the acceptance
is minimum for φ = −ϕ (mod π) corresponding to configurations were the muon and
the pions are in the same plane and that variations of the order of 20% are observed.
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Figure 4.14: Acceptance function versus φvert for 2004 (left) and 2007 (right) and 2-D
variations of the acceptance for the pair of variables (ϕ,φ).

It demonstrates that the multi-variable acceptance determination is important even if
variables are integrated out in the extraction of physics observables as it is the case for
ϕ. One should also note that this correlation tends to disappear in 2007 after the large
acceptance magnet was installed.

The quality of the acceptance determination can be estimated by comparing the
result of the transverse target spin asymmetry AUT obtained with the fit of the angular
to the one obtained with the ”double ratio” method (see figure 4.15). Both results are
found to agree to a precision much better than the statistical precision.

4.4.2 Study of the non-exclusive background

The non-exclusive background contribution varies noticeably over the kinematical do-
main of the experiment and on the experimental set-up. In figure 4.17, we have repre-
sented the Emiss distributions in bins of Q2 and p2t for 2007 data. The exclusive signal
is parametrized with a Gaussian distribution centered at 0 :

Dexcl = αexcl · e
E2
miss

2σ2
excl (4.18)

and the resolution, σexcl, is fitted on the Monte-Carlo. The aim of these studies is to
determine the amount of background under the exclusive peak in the region : −2.5 <

Emiss < 2.5GeV, where they obviously cannot be disentangled on an event-by-event
basis. In the first analysis, a crude method using a polynomial fit on the sideband was
performed but was abandoned since it had no physics grounds.

The background was then studied using Monte-Carlo simulations. A set of unbiased
deep inelastic scattering events was generated using the PYTHIA event generator [39]
and the process involved was recorded. In PYTHIA, exclusive production of mesons and
diffractive dissociation are also parametrized but the yields are different than the data
and were not considered in this study. The events are then propagated in the COM-
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of method of extraction of the transverse target spin asym-
metry AUT (background subtraction not done).

PASS Geant simulation program and reconstructed using the standard reconstruction
program. Then, they undergo the same selection criteria as the real data.

The shape of the Emiss distribution of DIS tagged background events is fitted on the
Monte-Carlo using an ad-hoc parametrization composed of two Fermi functions, one
describing the rising part of the distribution and one for the falling part :

Dnon−excl(Emiss) = αnon−excl



1− 1�
1 + e

Emiss−µ1
σ1



 ·



 1�
1 + e

Emiss−µ2
σ2



 (4.19)

where the parameters µ1, σ1, µ2, σ2 are determined for each bin separately. Example
of these fits are shown for bins of Q2 (and for a given p2t interval) in figure 4.16. In the
analysis performed it is needed to estimate the background shape in 3-dimension bins
and there is a limitation due to MC statistics. Furthermore, the systematic error from
the background subtraction is not an easy task since it is based on physics models. A
systematic uncertainty of 5% for the 2-dimension background estimation is assumed.

The Emiss distribution presents a tail for negative values which could not be repro-
duced by resolution effects. It was demonstrated that these events, which represent
10% of the data, are due to a wrong assignment of the beam momentum to the beam
track. Under these assumptions the beam momentum is randomly drawn in the normal
beam momentum distribution. It is then modeled as the convolution of the exclusive
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Figure 4.16: Emiss distribution of Monte-Carlo DIS tagged background events as a
function of Q2 and fitted using the ad-hoc parametrization described in the text.

and background distributions convoluted by the beam profile of width σE � 5 GeV:

Dmom(Emiss) = αmom [αnon−exclDnon−excl(Emiss) + αexclDexcl(Emiss)]⊗ e
E2
miss
2σ2

E (4.20)

It receives contribution from both signal and background and although the fraction of
signal could have been derived it was preferred not to retain it in the exclusive sample.

The total function which is fitted on the data is then:

D(Emiss) = αnon−exclDnon−excl(Emiss) + αexclDexcl(Emiss) + αmomDmom(Emiss) (4.21)

The contribution of diffractive dissociation could not be included in the fit function
due to convergence problems. Studies have shown that it contributes mostly to the
exclusive peak and more work is required to take it properly into account.

The quality of the background subtraction procedure can be evaluated using the
extraction of the spin density matrix elements. In figure 4.18, we have represented the
value of the combination u00

++ + � u00
00 ≡ r0400 as a function of Q2 for various sets of data

with and without background subtraction. It shows that, before background subtrac-
tion, the results for this observable for 2004 and 2007 are incompatible because data
were taken with different set-ups (blue and red squares). After background subtraction
(blue and red circles), the two data sets are compatible within statistical errors over
the full range Q2.

4.4.3 Results

In figure 4.19 (top row), we have represented the result obtained for the transverse
target spin asymmetry AUT as a function of Q2 and p2t . Our result points towards small
values of the asymmetry for both deuteron (2004 data set) and proton (2007 data set)
targets. At transfer t = 0, the GPD E is related to the anomalous magnetic moment
of the proton or the neutron as a consequence of equation 1.42:

�
Ep(x, ξ = 0, t = 0) = κp = 1.79 (4.22)
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Figure 4.17: Emiss distributions in bins of Q2 and p2t . The filled histogram is the data
and the black curve is the fit to the data. The red curve is the exclusive signal, the
blue curve is the non-exclusive background and the green curve is the misidentifiaction
of the muon momentum.
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Figure 4.18: Measurement of the combination spin density matrix elements : u00
++ +

� u00
00 (≡ r0400) as a function of Q2 for various sets of data with and without background

subtraction.

�
En(x, ξ = 0, t = 0) = κn = −1.91 (4.23)

Then the integral of the GPD E for the deuteron is of the order of κp + κn and is
expected to be small as observed in the data.

To understand the proton results one can make the assumption that only u and d

quarks contribute. In this case, the equations 4.22 and 4.23 imply that Eu ∼ −Ed.
Due to the ρ meson wave function (see equation 1.53), the asymmetry for the proton
is sensitive to:

2
3E

u+1
3E

d ∼ 1
3E

u

and is also expected to be small.
The second and third rows of figure 4.19 show our results on the separation of

longitudinal and transverse polarization components. For these, one has to use 3-
dimension estimations of the non-exclusive background for which the systematic error
is higher and shows the present limitation of our method. To overcome this issue, it
would be needed to simulate an order of magnitude more events than is presently done.
The method would also benefit from a parametrization of this 3-D background which
would allow to smooth out the statistical fluctuations. Ultimately, data taking with a
recoil detector allowing to tag the proton in the final state will allow to apply further
selection criteria to ensure better exclusivity. This program is part of the proposal of
future COMPASS measurements.

The results are compared to a prediction using the model of exclusive mesons pro-
duction of Goloskokov and Kroll [60]. This model is based on the double distribution
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ansatz for the GPDs and transverse momentum effects as well as gluons contributions
are taken into account. The asymmetry predicted in this model is close to 0 in agree-
ment with our measurement. This model predicts also a much bigger asymmetries for
the production of ω and ρ+ (ω : 2

3E
u-13E

d and ρ+ : Eu-Ed) but these channels could
not be accessed either due to a high non-exclusive background or due to statistics.

The result on the same observable as obtained by the HERMES collaboration is
represented in figure 4.20. It is in agreement with our measurement and the statistical
precision on AUT is similar. Nevertheless, HERMES extraction of the longitudinal and
transverse contribution suffers less uncertainty and a value consistent with 0 is obtained
for both contributions.
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Figure 4.19: Results of AUT from COMPASS on a deuteron target (2004 data set) and
on a proton target (2007 data set) and separation of the longitudinal and transverse
components.
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Figure 4.20: Results of the HERMES experiment for AUT on a proton target and
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Chapter 5

Future DVCS measurement at
COMPASS

In this chapter, we describe the future experiment which could be performed using the
COMPASS spectrometer at the CERN SPS [61] in order to measure the generalized
parton distributions through the Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering process1. We
will first review the decomposition of the cross section of the exclusive photon muo-
production and show how data taken with positive and negative incoming lepton charge
can be combined to measure Compton form factors. We present all the observables
and the projection of errors using GPD models and a simulation of the experimental
set-up equipped with a recoil detector. Then, we will present the experimental studies
which were conducted in order to demonstrate the feasibility of the DVCS measurement
program at COMPASS.

5.1 Experimental considerations

The experimental set-up of the COMPASS experiment provides solid grounds for the
measurement of the DVCS process as well as hard exclusive meson production. Given
the energy of 160 GeV of the muon beam it opens a wide range in the xbj-Q2 domain
as shown in figure 5.1. COMPASS can then explore a region from xbj ∼ 0.005 where
the gluons and sea quarks are dominating up to xbj ∼ 0.1 where contributions from
valence quarks take over. This domain is presently uncharted and COMPASS will
allow to bridge the gap between high energy collider experiments such as ZEUS and
H1 [64] and lower energy fixed target published experiments (HERMES [66], JLab-
CLAS [67], JLab-Hall A [68]) and future projects (JLab 12 GeV upgrade [62]). The
range in Q2 which can be accessed is limited by the luminosity and reaches from 8 to
10 (GeV/c)2 with the current beam intensity in order to collect enough statistics for
DVCS study. The experiment will use the maximum available beam intensity of 4. 108

muons per SPS spill with a cycle length of 48 seconds. The COMPASS set-up needs to
be complemented in order to perform the DVCS measurement. The scattering will take

1
of course at the same time, Hard Exclusive Meson Production will be also investigated

71
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Figure 3: Kinematic domains for measurements of hard exclusive processes, shown for
the fixed-target experiments Compass, Hermes and JLab, and the Hera collider ex-
periments H1 and Zeus. Compass will explore the uncharted territory in between the
collider region and that of the lower-energy fixed-target experiments Hermes and JLab.

duction (DVCS), and thus provide crucial new information about the initial conditions
for small–x evolution.

1.2 Kinematics and observables
1.2.1 Kinematic domains

The Compass apparatus is located at the unique Cern SPS M2 beam line that is
able to deliver high-energy (100–200 GeV) and highly-polarised µ± particles. Compass
consists of a high-resolution forward spectrometer in conjunction with a longitudinally
or transversely polarised target. By installing a recoil proton detector around the target
to ensure exclusivity of the DVCS and DVMP events, Compass would become a facility
measuring exclusive reactions within a kinematic subspace ranging from xB ∼ 0.01 to
∼ 0.1, which cannot be explored by any other existing or planned facility in the near
future, see Fig. 3. Compass would thus explore the uncharted xB domain between the
Hera collider experiments H1 and Zeus and the fixed-target experiments as Hermes
and the planned 11 GeV extension of the JLab accelerator [36].

12

Figure 5.1: Kinematical domain in xbj and Q2 accessible by the COMPASS experiment.

place in a 2.5 meter long liquid hydrogen target surrounded by a recoil proton detector
composed of two concentric barrels of plastic scintillators. The scattered muons will be
detected in the spectrometer trackers and the outgoing photon in the electromagnetic
calorimeters. The calorimeter coverage will have to be extended at large polar angle by
an additional calorimeter in order to enlarge the xbj-Q2 domain accessible, to flatten the
acceptance and to better detect photons from a possible exclusive π0 contamination.
In the projections of errors of future measurements, we consider a standard two-year
running period with a global efficiency of 10%. This standard running period includes
1/4 of positive muon running and 3/4 of negative muon running which can be done with
only 1/3 of the positive muon intensity. The efficiency includes detectors and tracking
efficiencies, SPS and COMPASS availabilities and DAQ and veto dead-times.

5.2 Exclusive photon cross section

The process of exclusive muo-production of one photon off a proton, µP → µPγ,
receives contributions from the Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) and from
the Bethe-Heitler (BH) processes as shown in figure 5.2. The cross section for this
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Figure 5.2: Processes contributing to exclusive photon production : Deeply Virtual
Compton Scattering (left) and Bethe-Heitler (right). In the case of Bethe-Heitler, the
photon can also be radiated by the incoming lepton line.

Figure 5.3: Definition of the angle φ between the leptonic and hadronic planes.

process is then the sum of the pure BH and DVCS contributions and of their interference
since both processes have the same final state :

dσ( µP → µPγ ) ∝ |TBH |2 + |TDV CS|2 + T ∗
DV CSTBH + TDV CST

∗
BH (5.1)

In the case of COMPASS, as envisaged in this study, the muon beam is polarized and
the target is unpolarized (at a later stage we are also considering using a transversely
polarized target). The cross section can be expressed in terms where the sensitivity to
the beam charge, eµ, and beam polarization, Pµ, are mentioned explicitly:

d4σ�(�p → �pγ)
dxBjdQ2d|t|dφ = dσ�BH + [dσ�unpolDV CS + P�dσ�

pol
DV CS] + e�[ReI + P�ImI] (5.2)

It is important to note that the contribution of the interference term changes sign
when the charge of the beam is changed. This property will permit to isolate the in-
terference term unambiguously. Further decomposition can be performed [18] using
the dependence of the different contributions with respect to the azimuthal angle be-
tween the leptonic and the hadronic planes, φ, as described in figure 5.3. The pure
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Bethe-Heitler term reads :

dσ�BH =
Γ(xbj, Q2, t)

P1(φ)P2(φ)

�
cBH
0 + cBH

1 cosφ+ cBH
2 cos 2φ

�
(5.3)

where the function Γ(xbj, Q2, t) depends on the nucleon form factors and P1(φ) and
P2(φ) are kinematical terms representing the well known BH propagators involving
cosnφ terms. The coefficients cBH

i are related to helicity amplitudes which can also be
calculated in QED. Then, the unpolarized and polarized DVCS terms read

dσ�unpolDV CS =
e6

y2Q2

�
cDV CS
0 + {cDV CS

1 cosφ+ cDV CS
2 cos 2φ}

�
(5.4)

dσ�polDV CS =
e6

y2Q2

��
sDV CS
1 sinφ

��
(5.5)

where the terms enclosed in brackets are either higher-twist or higher-order effects.
Finally, the interference terms involving the real and imaginary part of the DVCS
amplitude are :

ReI =
e6

xBjy3tP1(φ)P2(φ)

�
cI0 + cI1 cosφ+ {cI2 cos 2φ+ cI3 cos 3φ}

�
(5.6)

ImI =
e6

xBjy3tP1(φ)P2(φ)

�
sI1 sinφ+ {sI2 sin 2φ}

�
. (5.7)

Using this harmonic decomposition and equation 5.2, it is possible to construct observ-
ables which will permit to isolate the different contributions. With the M2 muon beam
available at COMPASS the most favorable configuration is to reverse both the charge
and the polarization of the beam. This allows to reach high intensities keeping the
same beam-line settings (apart from changing the sign of the field in the dipoles). Data
will be taken in these two configurations and from the data sets one can construct two
quantities. First, the «Beam Charge and Spin Difference», :

DCS,U = σ(+,←)− σ(−,→) = 2ReI − 2Pµdσ�
pol
DV CS

where only the real part of the interference term (which has a cosnφ dependence
(Eq 5.6)) and the polarized DVCS term (which has a sinφ dependence (Eq 5.5)) remain.
This properties allows to extract the real part of the DVCS amplitude and hence to
obtain information concerning mainly the GPD H. The second observable of interest is
the «Beam Charge and Spin Sum»:

SCS,U = σ(+,←) + σ(−,→) = 2dσ�BH + 2dσ�unpolDV CS − 2PµImI

For this quantity, the various contributions have also different harmonic structure and
can be isolated. This allows to extract the imaginary part of the DVCS amplitude
and to measure the unpolarized DVCS cross section which can be related to nucleon
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transverse size through its t-distribution. We will now examine these cases in more
details.

5.3 Beam charge and spin sum

We have shown that the «beam charge and spin sum» is sensitive to :

SCS,U = σ(+,←) + σ(−,→) = 2dσ�BH + 2dσ�unpolDV CS − 2PµImI

Using the harmonic decomposition and neglecting higher twist terms it can be expressed
as :

SCS,U = 2
Γ(xBj, Q2, t)

P1(φ)P2(φ)

�
cBH
0 + cBH

1 cosφ+ cBH
2 cos 2φ

�

+ 2
e6

y2Q2

�
cDV CS
0

�

+ 2e�P�
e6

xBjy3tP1(φ)P2(φ)

�
sI1 sinφ

�

Pure DVCS cross section

The Bethe-Heitler term in this expansion is calculable and can be therefore subtracted.
The interference term has a sinφ dependence but is divided by P1(φ) and P2(φ) which
are even functions of φ. Hence, after integrating over φ the contribution of the inter-
ference cancels and only the pure DVCS contribution cDV CS

0 remains (this is also true
if higher twists are not neglected). The variation of the DVCS cross section has an
exponential t-dependence which can be determined experimentally through a fit of the
functional form :

dσDV CS(xbj, t)

dt
∝ e−B(xbj)t

The slope of the distribution, B(xbj), can be extracted independently of models. In the
dipole model, it is related to the transverse size r⊥ of the nucleon at a given xbj :

B(xbj) ∼
1

2
< r2⊥(xbj) >

Interference term

From the unintegrated φ-distribution, the amplitude of the sinφ modulation can be
extracted. It is related to the Compton form factors through :

sI1 ∝ Im(F1H + ξ(F1 + F2)H̃−
t

4M2
F2E)

At COMPASS kinematics, the second term can be neglected because ξ ≈ xbj/2 � 1.
Furthermore, the proposed experiment will be performed at low transfer t and hence
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Figure 6: Projections for measuring the xB dependence of the t-slope parameter B(xB)
of the DVCS cross section, calculated for 1 < Q2 < 8 GeV2 and compared to some Hera
results with similar �Q2� taken from Refs. [17,53,54]. The horizontal dashed lines indicate
their xB range. The left vertical bar on each data point indicates the statistical error
only while the right one includes also the quadratically added systematic uncertainty,
using only ECAL1 and ECAL2 (first row) and also ECAL0 (second row). Two different
parametrisation are shown using α� = 0.125 GeV−2 and 0.26 GeV−2.

evident when comparing the two sets of points in Fig. 6 which describe the projected
total uncertainties without and with ECAL0.

Altogether, the measurement of the φ-integrated beam charge & spin sum in DVCS
will lead to a model-independent determination of the t-slope parameter �B(xB)� with
a total accuracy of better than 0.1 GeV−2, when averaged over the Compass xB range.
The measurement of its xB dependence allows a direct determination of the xB slope α�

with a total accuracy better than 2.5 sigma in the total projected uncertainty, should α�

possess a value above 0.26 GeV−2 and only the existing calorimeters ECAL2 and ECAL1
be used. Should a new ECAL0 detector be added (Sect. 7.2), a 2.5-sigma determination
of α� is already possible when its value is above 0.125 GeV−2. A visualisation of these
two scenarios is also given in Fig. 6. In any case, new and significant information will be
obtained in this uncharted xB region, further elucidating the issue of ‘nucleon tomography’
as it was described in Sect. 1.1.

1.3.2 Beam charge & spin asymmetry and difference
In Figures 7 and 8, the projected statistical accuracies are shown for a measurement

of the azimuthal dependence of the beam charge & spin asymmetry ACS,U (Eq. (13)) and
difference DCS,U (Eq. (9)) in a particular (xB, Q2) bin, calculated using the ’VGG’ GPD
model [51] that is meant to be applicable mostly in the valence region. Two choices exist for
the (x, t) dependence of GPDs, either factorised or ’reggeised’, the latter corresponding to

21

Figure 5.4: Projection of errors for the slope of the t-distribution for a 2-year running
period and comparison with Zeus and H1 measurements. The first error bar (on the left
of each point) includes only statistical uncertainty while the second error bar (on the
right) includes a systematic uncertainty of 3% in the estimation of the Bethe-Heitler
contribution which is subtracted. It is done for a setup without (top) and with (bottom)
the adjunction of a large angle calorimeter (ECAL0).

the third term involving the CFF E is small. Therefore, we have :

sI1 ∝ Im(F1H)

and then the sinφ modulation in the cross section after subtraction of the Bethe-Heitler
will allow to single out the contribution of the imaginary part of the Compton form
factor H which itself is related to the GPD H for x = ±ξ (see Eq. 1.51).

Sensitivity to models and comparison with previous experiments

The projected errors of the measurement of the slope of the t-distribution is shown
as a function of xbj in figure 5.4. This study was done using the FFS model [63]
including a simple ansatz where the slope of the t-distribution follows the relation :
B(xbj) = B0+2α� log( x0

xbj
). The errors presented include statistical and systematic errors

(right bar of each point). The comparison between the top and bottom projection of
errors shows the importance of the adjunction of a calorimeter at large angle (ECAL0).
With such a calorimeter the lever arm will be sufficient to observe a shrinkage of the
nucleon size for increasing xbj values. Moreover, it will complement the measurements
performed by the H1 and Zeus experiments which have already constrained the size of
the nucleon in the gluon sector to be

�
< r2⊥ > = 0.64± 0.02 fm [64].
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5.4 Beam charge and spin difference and asymmetry

The difference of cross section when both the beam charge and spin are reversed is
sensitive to the real part of the interference and to the polarized DVCS contributions :

DCS,U = σ(+,←)− σ(−,→) = 2ReI − 2Pµdσ�
pol
DV CS

Using the harmonic decomposition and neglecting higher twist terms it reduces to :

DCS,U =
e6

xbjy3tP1(ϕ)P2(ϕ)

�
cI0 + cI1 cosφ

�

It allows to evaluate the coefficient cI1 which is related to the Compton form factors
through the following expression :

cI1 ∝ Re(F1H + ξ(F1 + F2)H̃−
t

4M2
F2E).

Again, under COMPASS kinematics and experimental conditions, it provides a mea-
surement of the real part of the Compton form factor H:

cI1 ∝ Re(F1H). (5.8)

The measurement of both the real and imaginary part will also allow to test the validity
of the dispersion relations that link one with the other. Furthermore, from the difference
and the sum, one can also construct a beam charge and spin asymmetry defined as :

ACS,U =
DCS,U

SCS,U

Sensitivity to models and comparison with previous experiments

The projected error for a measurement of the beam charge and spin difference is shown
on figure 5.5 (for one of the ∼ 12 bins available). For this task we have developed
a fast MC program based on an event generator [22] using the VGG parametrization
[23] of the GPDs and assuming a Reggeized (x,t) correlation [?] (black line). The
geometry of the experimental setup was modeled and realistic detector resolutions as
well as multiple scattering were taken into account. The error on each point is statistical
and the grey band along the points represents the systematic error arising from beam
charge dependent effects as described in the following section. The expectation for a
factorized (x,t)-dependence as determined in the VGG parametrization displays a small
value (blue line). The green curves represent the results of the fit on the world data
[65] including JLAB Hall A data (dashed line) or not (dotted line).

The sensitivity of the measurement is better estimated using the coefficients of
the harmonic decomposition of the beam charge and spin difference. Albeit, for the
sake of comparison with HERMES data, one can examine the amplitude of the cosφ
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Figure 8: Projected statistical accuracy for a measurement of the φ dependence of the
beam charge & spin difference. For further explanations see caption of Fig. 7.

surements will be done successively by changing as often as possible from one setting to
the other. The quantities F+ and F− will have to be kept as close as possible to one
another (F+ ∼ F−), which means that the duration of a µ− measurement will be about
three times the duration of a µ+ measurement in order to compensate for the different
maximum beam intensities available.

When calculating the systematic errors on DCS,U one can distinguish between the
normalisation factors which are independent of the beam charge and those which depend
on it, the latter having more impact on the systematics than the former. For this purpose
we consider the factor a+(−) = F+(−)�+(−) and decompose the systematic errors on a+ and
a− into i) an error common to a+ and a−, denoted as charge-independent error ∆aci, and
ii) an error which affects only the difference, denoted as charge-dependent error ∆acd:

(∆Dsyst)
2 = (

∆aci
a

D)2 + (
∆acd
a

S)2.

For simplicity, in this section the notation D is used for DCS,U and S for SCS,U . The
relative contributions of |BH|2, |DVCS|2 and interference terms were shown in Fig. 5.
Figures 10 and 11 show for 12 bins in (xB, Q2) the φ variation of the sum S and the
difference D of the hard-exclusive single-photon cross section. It becomes apparent that
the ratio of D over S varies from below the percent level to values close to unity, so that
for small values the determination of D becomes more difficult.

The µ+ and the µ− data are recorded during separate data taking periods, with
different beam intensities and different beam line and spectrometer settings (all mag-
netic fields are reversed). Presently, there is no information on the magnitude of the
charge-dependent error ∆acd. We therefore chose to estimate what we consider a tol-
erable level and define the specifications required to achieve this goal. For the pro-
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Figure 5.5: Precision achievable on the Beam Charge and Spin Difference showing the
sensitivity to models. The statistical error is represented by the vertical bars and the
systematic error assuming 3% error on the estimation of the Beam Charge and Spin
Sum is represented by the shaded band. Results from D. Muller fits on world data are
shown in green (all data: dashed line, all data except JLab Hall A: dotted line). The
prediction are calculated using the VGG model.

modulation term in the beam charge and spin asymmetry. The precision expected on
this quantity is shown on figure 5.6 as a function of the transfer t and for six possible
xbj bins. It shows that in the region of overlap with HERMES, COMPASS can provide
a competitive measurement.

The asymmetry amplitude ACS,U is related via the coefficient cI1 to the real part
of the CFF H (Eq. 5.8). This real part was found positive at Hera and negative
at Hermes and JLab. The kinematic domain of Compass, in particular the region
0.005 < xbj < 0.03, is expected to allow the determination of the xbj position of the
node of this function, which is important input for the fitting procedure since no data
exist in this region and since it is out of reach of planned future experiments proposed
for the JLab upgrade to 12 GeV.

5.5 Systematic errors

The two observables S and D require to combine data taken with µ+ and µ−. The
normalization of these two sets of data constitute a major challenge from a systematic
point of view. For example, changing the beam charge implies to change the polarity
of the spectrometer magnets and the low energy charged particle background will be
displaced introducing local effects. Also, data in the two configurations will be taken
at different beam intensities and at different times where environmental factor such as
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Figure 5.6: Projection of errors of the amplitude of the cosφ modulation term in the
beam charge and spin asymmetry.

temperature and pressure will be different and where detector performances may also
differ due to malfunctioning of some equipments. To evaluate the effect, one can write
the number of Single Exclusive Photon events detected for each beam charge setting
as:

N+ = σ(µ+)F+ε+(µ)ε+(µ�)ε+(γ)ε+(p)

N− = σ(µ−)F−ε−(µ)ε−(µ�)ε−(γ)ε−(p)

where F is the flux of beam particles, the �() are the efficiencies to detect the particles
of the reaction (incoming muon(µ), scattered muon(µ�), photon (γ) and proton (p)) and
the (+/-) subscripts denote the beam-line and spectrometer configurations (i.e. µ+ or
µ−). We have considered a priori that all these normalization factors are different for
the two charge configurations. Considering the fact that they appear as a product and
supposing that they are uncorrelated it appears that they will have a similar impact
on the observables and will have to be monitored at the same level of precision. For
completeness, the DAQ live-time needs also to be taken into account and is folded into
the flux factor.

Case of the Beam Charge and Spin difference

In the case of the Beam Charge and spin cross section difference the observable is
calculated from the number of events of the two configurations and knowing the nor-
malization factors :
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D = σ(µ+)− σ(µ−) =
N+

F+ε+(µ)ε+(µ�)ε+(γ)ε+(p)
− N−

Fε−(µ)ε−(µ�)ε−(γ)ε−(p)

Any of the parameter will have to be estimated for the two charge states of the
muon beam and has uncertainties arising from the statistics precision to which it is
measured and from systematic effects which can themselves be decomposed into charge
independent and charge dependent contributions. For simplicity we group all efficiencies
in a single factor a which is similar to an acceptance. Then, the estimated value for a

has the following form for each of the configuration :

a+est = a+ +∆a+stat +∆asyst +∆a+syst

a−est = a− +∆a−stat +∆asyst +∆a−syst

The statistical precision can in principle be made much smaller than the systematic
errors and will be neglected although we have to ensure experimentally that it is the
case. If it is not the case it will then contribute on the same footing as a charge
dependent systematic error. Going back to the measurement of the observable D, we
can write :

Dmeas =
N+

a+ +∆asyst +∆a+syst
− N−

a− +∆asyst +∆a−syst

= (
N+

a+
− N−

a−
)(1−∆asyst/a)−

N+

a+
∆a+syst
a+

+
N−

a−
∆a−syst
a−

The overall impact of charge dependent effects is maximum when the individual
effects are opposite, i.e. ∆a+syst/a

+ = −∆a−syst/a
− = ∆aqsyst/a. Then, we have :

Dmeas = D(1−∆asyst/a)−∆aqsyst/a(
N+

a+
+

N−

a−
)

= D × (1−∆asyst/a)− S ×∆aqsyst/a

From this expression one can draw two conclusions. First, the charge independent
systematic error ∆asyst acts as a scaling factor on the observable D. Given the statistical
precision that one wants to reach ( see figure 5.5) a 10% overall effect on efficiencies
can be accepted. In other words, it implies that the absolute normalization needs to
be known at a precision of 10% in the scope of the Beam Charge and Spin Difference.
Nevertheless, the 5 factors described previously enter this error and each of them will
have to be controlled to 10%/

√
5 = 4%. Second and more important, the charge

dependent systematic effect is multiplied by the sum (S). To keep it at an acceptable
level we consider that it has to be less than the statistical precision. With the present
binning the best statistical precision in a given bin is of the order of 3% of the sum S.
Therefore charge dependent effects have to be controlled to this level of precision.

Some of the difficulties have already been identified. At 160 GeV, the beam intensity
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for the negative muon beam is 1/3 of the intensity of the positive beam and the impact
on the reconstruction efficiency has to be known. The steering of the beam will be
important for the detection of photons close to the acceptance edges of the ECAL2
calorimeter. Then, time variation of the detector performances have to be monitored
for the two configurations.

The charge dependent effect can be studied with different reactions than the low-rate
DVCS. For instance, inclusive deep inelastic scattering, µp → µX, has a cross section
3 orders of magnitude higher than DVCS. Given the topology of such events, they will
allow to study the behavior of the product of the terms Fε(µ)ε(µ�). The semi-inclusive
production of π0 (decay into 2 photons) can be used to evaluate calorimeter edge effects
and elastic scattering off the protons can allow to determine proton detection efficiency
variations. Data was taken in 2009 to quantify the level of precision which can be
reached.

Case of the beam charge and spin sum

Using the description for the charge dependent and independent errors used in the
previous paragraph, we obtain for the Beam Charge and Spin sum the following effect :

Smeas =
N+

a+ +∆asyst +∆aqsyst
+

N−

a− +∆asyst −∆aqsyst
= S × (1−∆asyst/a)−D ×∆aqsyst/a

The charge dependent error appears to be multiplied by the beam charge and spin
difference and hence can be neglected. An then, for counting rates measurement it will
only remain a scaling error arising from the charge independent errors. In the extraction
of cross section or of the slope of the t-distribution the contribution of the Bethe-
Heitler process has to be subtracted. It has been assumed that it can be measured with
3% precision over the whole acceptance. In kinematical regions where it is dominant
the impact on the DVCS cross section is amplified (low xBj points in figure 5.4) and
this effect is dominating the systematic error. Experimentally it requires that the
measured event rates are corrected for acceptance. This task has to be done using
extensive Monte-Carlo simulation of the apparatus. The quality of the simulation can
be evaluated at the low xbj and low Q2 region of the accessible kinematical domain
where the Bethe-Heitler is 10 to 40 times more abundant than DVCS. At high xbj it
can be also checked through the use of GPD models for DVCS although less precisely.

5.6 The recoil proton detector

5.6.1 Description

The recoil detector foreseen is shown in figure 5.7. It comprises two rings of scintillating
counters of 24 elements each read at both sides by photomultiplier tubes. The inner
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Figure 5.7: View of the recoil proton detector foreseen for the future DVCS experiment.
The overall diameter is about 3 m and the length is 4.2 m.

ring (i.e. ring A) is at a radius of 25 cm from the target axis and the outer ring (i.e. ring
B) is at a radius of 110 cm. The momentum of recoiling particles will be determined
from the time-of-flight measurement and from the impact points measured on each
scintillator element. With a 300 ps time resolution, the distance of flight (∼ 85 cm)
guarantees that the proton momentum be measured with a precision from 4% (at 260
MeV/c up to 10% (at 700 MeV/c). The ring A elements have a length of 280 cm and a
width of 6 cm. The thickness is chosen to be 4 mm with the constrain of low momentum
protons detection (down to 260 MeV/c) and of a sufficient number of photons produced
for good timing resolution. The ring B elements have a length of 360 cm and a width
of 30 cm. For this outer layer, the thickness is chosen to ensure proton-pion separation
up to momenta of 600 MeV/c.

5.6.2 Monte Carlo Simulations

A Geant based program was developed to estimate the reconstruction efficiency using
the recoil detector as designed for future measurements. The goal of this studies was to
evaluate the feasibility of the detection in the presence of a high pile-up environment.
The realistic geometry for the future set-up was used. The DVCS event kinematics are
generated and the vertex is placed within the target and particles are propagated in
the target volume and in the RPD. When reaching an active volume (i.e. scintillating
material) the energy loss by the particle is converted into photo-electrons using atten-
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uation and quantum efficiency of the photomultiplier tube (PMT) and the time of the
hit is modified by the propagation time from the interaction to the PMT. Then, the
photo-electron information are transformed into a waveform reflecting the signal seen at
the output of the PMT. A software analysis of the waveform is performed : the time is
taken from a constant fraction discrimination and the energy loss from the integration
over 50 ns.

The proton momentum range of interest of DVCS is 250MeV-1GeV and it produces
variations of the time of flight from 3 to 80 nanoseconds. Light propagation over the
length of the scintillator can add up to 30 ns (13 cm/ns over 4 m) and finally waveform
signals from the same events are spread over 120 ns. The muon beam intensity at
which the experiment is planned is 4.108 muons in a 10 s spill and an average of 5
muons is passing through the target for each time window. There is 1.5 δ-ray electron
with enough energy to reach ring A scintillator produced by each muon in the target.
Therefore almost half of the PMTs of the RPD will have sizable signals in the 120ns
time window. The occupancy in the RPD elements for a typical DVCS event including
pile-up is represented in figure 5.8. This has three implications :

1. Fast triggering using NIM logic modules appears non feasible. This can be over-
come with a trigger on the scattered muon only for which DIS kinematics are
favored provided that the rate is acceptable. This implies a modification of the
existing trigger system for which the coverage can be optimized.

2. Sampling and recording of all PMT waveforms is mandatory. The system should
be able to sample the signal with a frequency of 1GHz with 10-12 bits resolution.

3. External information from the muons tracks and timing are required to disentangle
the DVCS proton from background electrons.

4. A cross check of the rates in ring A and B with real data is required.

The feasibility of the detection of the DVCS proton was then estimated in these con-
ditions. For each event, each scintillator is examined and from each pair of upstream-
downstream PMT a «hit» is defined by a position and a time deduced. Hits are dis-
carded when the reconstructed position is out of the physical volume of the scintillator.
Each pair of «hit» of a ring A and a facing ring B element is used to determine a
«pseudo-track». The velocity β is determined for each track using the position and
the time-of-flight and tracks with unphysical β are discarded. Finally, a cut is applied
on the time difference between the RPD track and the muon vertex (figure 5.9 left)
at |∆t| < 6 ns. The time resolution arises from the relatively modest resolution of the
beam detectors (Sci-Fi). In practice a cut could also be applied on the position differ-
ence (figure 5.9 right) but we have chosen to use this as a mean to evaluate the fraction
of signal in the selection of events.

This exercise was done under different instantaneous beam intensities and the results
obtained are summarized in the table 5.1. The efficiency is defined as the probability
that the DVCS proton is identified provided that at least one Ring A-Ring B coincidence
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Figure 5.8: Occupancy in the RPD elements for a DVCS event including pile-up. Each
plot represents the output of a PMT over a 120 ns time window. Each pair corresponds
to the upstream and downstream PMT signals of a given counter. Red plots indicate
in which elements the DVCS proton was generated. The left half of the plots (or the
top plots if your rotate the page) correspond to ring A elements. The right (bottom)
plots correspond to ring B elements.
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Figure 5.9: Position and time difference between the RPD track and the vertex defined
by the incoming and the scattered muons. A cut at |∆t| < 6 ns was applied.

I = 0µ.s−1 I = 2.107 µ.s−1 I = 4.107 µ.s−1 I = 8.107 µ.s−1

efficiency 0.97 0.91 0.90 0.87
S/(S+B) 0.83 0.80 0.74 0.64

Table 5.1: Efficiency and purity of the RPD reconstruction algorithm for different
instantaneous beam intensity (I = 4.107 µ.s−1 is the nominal intensity).

was found. It shows a slowly decreasing behavior and at the nominal intensity (I =

4.107 µ.s−1) the efficiency is 90%. Also presented is the fraction of signal which shows
that the purity of the sample is degrading with increasing intensity and that at nominal
intensity it is still better than 74%.

These GEANT Monte-Carlo studies have shown that the background produced by
additional beam muons has an important impact on the detection scheme. It has
triggered the development of a high standards electronics board to realize the 1 GHz
sampling of the PMT signals along with the integration in the COMPASS DAQ system
(GANDALF project - Freiburg University ).

5.6.3 Murex Prototype (2006)

Experimental studies of the Recoil Proton Detector were conducted in order to validate
the detection concept. The characteristics and performances of the ring A and ring
B tested elements are summarized in table 5.2 and are compared to the RPD built
for the COMPASS hadron program. The performances were measured using a cosmic
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L (cm) l (cm) t (cm) λatt σt(ps) σpos(cm) PMT Scintillator
muRex : A 284 6 0.4 2.0 270 3.5 XP20H0 BC 408
muRex : B 400 29 5 4.0 200 2.5 XP4512 BC 408
RPD : A 50 6 0.5 0.7 180 2.3 EMI9813B BC 404
RPD : B 106 20 1 4.0 200 3.8 EMI9813B IHEP

Table 5.2: Characteristics of the ring A and ring B of the muRex prototype and of the
RPD built for the COMPASS hadron program.

Figure 5.10: Left panel : view of muRex, a prototype of recoil proton detector tested
at CERN on the muon beam line. Right panel : measurement of energy loss in the ring
B elements as a function of the measured velocity of the particle.

ray muons test bench and they fulfill the requirements in terms of position and time
resolution as well as attenuation length. The photo-detection was further optimized
by studying the geometry of the light guides, the optical coupling between light guides
and scintillator and the wrapping of the scintillators [69].

In a second stage, a mechanical support was built and the detector was assembled
in a configuration similar to the future detector covering a 30 degree azimuthal angle
(see left panel of figure 5.10). The detector was placed on the COMPASS beam line
downstream of the experiment and a set of polyethylene (CH2) targets were used as a
mock-up of the future hydrogen target. A sharp proton signal was observed as seen in
the right panel of figure 5.10. It shows the energy loss by the particle in the ring B
scintillator as a function of the velocity measured using the timing information. The
protons observed are the one which are stopped in the B scintillator ( β < 0.4). At
higher velocities, the protons cross the scintillator and the energy deposition depends
on the velocity and the angle of the trajectory which blurs the signal. A faint deuteron
signal is also observed as well as a signal corresponding to δ-ray electrons. These tests
have validated most of the points in the detection concept except pile-up effects.
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Figure 5.11: Experimental setup used for the DVCS beam tests (a closer view of the
target and RPD can be seen on figure 3.4).

5.7 Analysis of the 2008 and 2009 DVCS test runs

5.7.1 Experimental conditions

At the end of the 2008, we took data with the 160 GeV muon beam impinging on the
liquid hydrogen target. The goal was to demonstrate the detectability of the exclusive
photon production in the COMPASS condition. The test period was planned to last 8
days including 3 days of installation. Unfortunately, due to the accident on LHC it was
shorten to 2 days and important components such as the «Beam Momentum Station»
and the trigger based on the scattered muon kinematics could not be installed. The
experimental set-up used is shown on figure 5.11. The Recoil Proton Detector developed
for the Hadron program of COMPASS was fully operational and the calibration could
be taken from previous hadron beam data. The calorimeters ECAL1 and ECAL2 were
also operational and could be used in this analysis.

5.7.2 Detectability of exclusive photon production

The events are first filtered according to the topology of the reaction to be detected :

µP → µPγ

The selection of event is performed on the reconstructed tracks in the spectrometer,
the energy clusters in the calorimeters and the particles seen in the RPD through the
following «topological» conditions :
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Figure 5.12: Difference of timing between the incident muon and the RPD track (left).
Difference of position between the primary vertex and the RPD track extrapolated to
x=y=0 (right).

• scattered muon : there is only one charged particle originating from the recon-
structed primary vertex

• photon : there is only one high energy cluster with E > 5GeV if photon in ECAL1
or E > 10 GeV if in ECAL2. These limits arise from kinematical constraints on
the photon energy for the DVCS and BH process.

• proton : there is only one RPD track reconstructed with p < 1 GeV/c.

5.7.3 Vertex resolution

The correlation between the muon vertex and the RPD information is shown in figure
(5.12). The left plot shows the difference of the incoming muon time and the RPD time
extrapolated at the vertex using the reconstructed momentum of the particle. The level
of random noise in the 30 ns window is found to be less than 2% and a Gaussian fit gives
a time resolution of 1 ns. The right plot shows the difference between the longitudinal
position of the vertex reconstructed using the incoming and the scattered muons and
the position reconstructed using the RPD. It shows a peak of 3 cm resolution and a
tail in the left part of the distribution. This tail is given by non exclusive events and
cuts performed later in the analysis will discard these events. Since the random noise
is very low, no cuts are applied on these differences.

5.7.4 Event selection

Exclusivity can be insured by comparing kinematical quantities. In the data taken in
2008, the beam momentum station could not be re-installed and only the beam direction
could be measured. The beam energy spread is 5 GeV and forbids any tight exclusivity
condition on missing mass or missing energy. Putting aside beam momentum, quantities
in the plane transverse to the beam particle direction can be used. From the scattered
muon and emitted photon one can construct a fictive «missing» particle which we can
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Figure 5.13: Difference of momentum in the transverse plane, a cut at ± 0.2 GeV is
applied (left). Correlation of azimuthal angle, a cut at ± 36 degrees shown by the black
line is applied (right).

correlate to the measured proton in the RPD. The comparison of the momentum and
the azimuthal angle of these two particles are shown in figure 5.13. The transverse
momentum distribution has a width of the order of 100 MeV/c and a cut at ±200

MeV/c is applied (left panel). Concerning the azimuthal angle (right panel), a clean
correlation is observed and a cut at ±36 degrees is applied by keeping event in the band
shown in black.

The correlation between the energy loss by the recoiling particle in the outer scin-
tillator and the β of the particle is used to perform identification (Figure 5.14). The
identification can only be performed for particle with β < 0.4. This limit is due to the
small thickness of the outer scintillator (1 cm). Increasing this value to 5 cm will allow
for identification up to β = 0.6. Furthermore, the angle between the virtual photon and
the real photon, θγ∗γ, can be used to check whether the identification of the reaction is
correct. Indeed, this variable can be either determined using the muons tracks and the
photon or using the muon tracks and the recoiling proton and kinematical relations of
the reactions, µp → µpγ :

cos θµµ
�p

γ∗γ =
1�

1 + 4M2
Px

2
Bj/Q

2

�
1 +

2M2
PxBj

Q2

t+Q2

t+Q2/xBj

�

The difference of the two estimations is shown in figure 5.14 where the solid line shows
the distribution for all events. The red-filled (grey) distribution shows events that are
rejected by exclusivity cuts on transverse momentum and azimuthal angle. It cuts
events mostly on the tail of the distribution leaving the exclusive photon production
peak intact. This result implies that the non-exclusive background is much smaller
than the exclusive signal.
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Figure 5.14: Energy loss in ring B as a function of β for particle fulfilling the exclusivity
criteria (left). Difference of real photon polar angle measured either with the photon or
with the proton (right). The solid line represents the distribution for all events and the
red (grey) area represents the events that were discarded by the exclusivity conditions.

Figure 5.15: Impact point of the scattered muons at z=40 m. Left panel : geometry of
the various trigger hodoscopes elements. Right panel : 2008 data, all events showing
that only the top part of the Middle Trigger was activated (black dots). The red (resp.
blue) dots are events for µ− (resp. µ+ ) beam for which the RPD trigger have fired.

5.7.5 Trigger issues

The trigger scheme of the future DVCS experiment relies on the inclusive triggers which
were developed for the COMPASS muon program. Because of the lack of time in the
preparation of the beam test only the upper part of the ”Middle Trigger” was operational
(figure 5.15). Although, the RPD trigger system developed for the COMPASS hadron
program was also used with the veto condition and a prescaling factor applied. For
µ+ running, a prescaling factor of 6 was applied to RPD trigger to cope for the higher
intensity and trigger rate. The reconstructed position of the scattered muon in the
transverse plane at the position of the H4 hodoscopes (z=40 m) is shown on figure 5.15.
It shows that for this data taking period only the top part of the Middle Trigger was
activated (black dots). The red (resp. blue) dots are events for µ− (resp. µ+ ) beam
for which the RPD trigger have fired. They are homogeneously spread and show the
optimal coverage required for future trigger systems.
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trigger µ− µ+ µ+corr total
RPD only 21 16 (prescaled by 6) 96 117
MT only 0 0 0 0

MT & RPD 3 11 11 14
Total 24 27 107 131+/-25

Flux (1011µ) 0.73 2.55 2.55 3.3
evts / 1011µ 33 42 40

Table 5.3: Number of single exclusive photon events for different triggers conditions.

The sharing between the different triggers is shown in the table below for µ+ and µ−.
It shows a relative enhancement of the MT&RPD trigger for µ+ which is a consequence
of the prescaling of the RPD trigger mentioned above. The third column of numbers
contains the number of events corrected for this factor. The overall statistical error has
to incorporate this correction and the total number of events estimated is 131± 25 for
an integrated flux of 3.3 1011µ.

5.7.6 Expected rates and FOM

We have measured a number of events for a given muon flux. This figure can be used
to evaluate the efficiency of detection of the exclusive photon production using the
present COMPASS set-up. For this task, two “fast” Monte-Carlo simulation programs
were used and the expected number of events has been cross-checked to 3% making
the reasonable assumption that events come mostly from the Bethe-Heitler process. A
way to tag this process is to look at the distribution of the angle between the leptonic
and the hadronic plane. The Bethe-Heitler process which should dominate our sample
presents a peak when this angle is close to 0. The observed distribution is shown on
figure 5.16 along with the prediction from the Monte-Carlo simulation. The shape of
the observed distribution is compatible with the Bethe-Heitler process [70].

The detection efficiency is deduced from the normalization of the two distributions.
The result is : � = 0.38 ± 0.15. It is the product of the efficiency of detection of the
muons, the scattered photon and the recoiling protons. The muon vertex reconstruction
efficiency is estimated to be 80% and has been measured by Monte-Carlo simulations
[38]. Inefficiency for photon detection arise from the absorption in the material crossed
before entering the calorimeters and is of the order of 40%. Efficiency for scintillator
based recoil detectors [71] are of the order of 80% and accounts for nuclear interaction
in the target and in the scintillators as well as space between the strips. From these
considerations, the estimated efficiency is in agreement with the measured value.

The global efficiency has to incorporate other effect such as availability of the SPS
and of the spectrometer and also realistic trigger efficiencies and veto live-time. All
this items can be evaluated from either previous running or dedicated studies and they
amount to an additional � = 0.40 factor. Finally, we obtain a global efficiency for
exclusive photon detection of � = 0.16 ± 0.06. The value used in the predictions for
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Figure 5.16: φ distribution of the exclusive photon production events with Q2 >
1GeV/c2 . Superimposed on this graph is the contribution of pure BH obtained from
the Monte-Carlo simulation presented before where the BH is dominant.

future experiments, εglobal = 10% is confirmed by this first observation of exclusive
photon production. Improvements in the accelerator complex are underway and could
result in a higher availability of the SPS. Nevertheless, the increased target length of
future experiments may impair the RPD efficiency and future simulations will help
clarify this issue.

5.7.7 Observation of exclusive π0
production

The selection of events can be modified to keep events with 2 photons in the calorimeter.
Assuming that they originate from the primary vertex one can construct the invariant
mass of the 2-γ system. A clean way to disentangle π0 from background is to correlate
the invariant mass with respect to the polar angle of one of the photon, θγ, in the rest
frame of the π0. Since the π0 has spin 0 the decay should be isotropic in the rest frame
and the distribution should be flat in cos θγ. This correlation is shown in figure 5.17 for
events passing the exclusivity selection (open circle). We observe an accumulation of
events at the mass of the π0 (135MeV) which also populates the whole cos θγ domain.
A background component is also seen for small values of the mass and for |cos θγ| < 0.2

or |cos θγ| > 0.8. Out of this region, a clear π0 signal is observed. The solid points
in figure 5.17 represent the events with Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2. For these events, only the
contribution in the background region remains and no π0 can be observed although the
statistics is very limited.
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Figure 5.17: Polar angle of the photon emission in the π0 rest frame as a function of
the invariant mass of the 2 gammas. The open circle represents all events fulfilling
the exclusivity criteria. The full circle is the sub-sample of these events with Q2 >
1 (GeV/c)2.

5.7.8 2009 DVCS signal

The tests were continued in 2009 for a 1-week data taking period. One of the main goals
of the DVCS test run performed in 2009 was to provide a first evaluation of the relative
contributions of the |DVCS|2 and |BH|2 terms, and of the DVCS-BH interference term
at Compass kinematics. In comparison to the shorter 2008 test run, the 2009 test
run was improved in several aspects: longer run (8 days) and beam nominal intensity
(increased by a factor of three), use of the full set of inclusive triggers, beam momentum
station reinstalled to measure the momentum of the incoming muon. The selection of
exclusive single-photon production events and the use of the precise photon timing were
performed as for the 2008 data analysis. The φ distribution of the exclusive photon
production events with Q2 > 1GeV/c2 are represented in figure 5.18 for three bins in
xbj. Superimposed on these graphs are the pure BH contribution (|BH|2, dashed line)
and the coherent sum of BH and DVCS (|BH +DVCS|2, solid line) obtained from the
Monte-Carlo simulation presented before and normalized on the low-xbj bin where the
BH is highly dominant. In the high-xbjbin, this study suggests a significant contribution
of DVCS events (about 44 events out of 54 events observed in this bin) [72].
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Figure 19: Distribution in the azimuthal angle φ for measured exclusive single-photon
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36

Figure 5.18: φ distributions of the exclusive photon production events with Q2 >
1GeV/c2 for three bins in xbj. Superimposed on these graphs are the pure BH contri-
bution (|BH|2, dashed line) and the coherent sum of BH and DVCS (|BH +DVCS|2,
solid line) obtained from the Monte-Carlo simulation presented before and normalized
on the low-xbj bin where the BH is highly dominant. In the high-xbjbin, this study
suggests a significant contribution of DVCS events.



Conclusions and prospects

More than 20 years after the EMC experiment, we have a better understanding of the
nucleon structure. The strange quarks do not contribute to the charge and magne-
tization distributions in the nucleon. The nucleon spin puzzle is progressing and the
contribution of gluons to the nucleon spin has been measured through the measurement
of charmed mesons and high transverse momentum hadrons. This contribution seems
small and it rules out the ”axial anomaly” as a possibility to explain why the quark con-
tribution to the nucleon spin is much lower than the expectation based on relativistic
quarks parton models.

The formalism of Generalized Parton Distribution has emerged as a framework for
understanding form factors measured in elastic scattering and structure functions mea-
sured in deep inelastic scattering as the daughters of the same parent distributions.
The GPDs are related to the angular momentum of the partons in the nucleon through
the Ji Sum Rule and they can be accessed through the measurement of simple exclusive
processes such as Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (l + p → l + p + γ) and hard
exclusive meson production (l + p → l + p+ V ). These processes have been studied at
the HERA collider by the ZEUS, H1 and HERMES experiments and at Jefferson Lab.
We joined the effort and have started the study of hard exclusive ρ0 production using
COMPASS data taken with a polarized target and only partial exclusivity. Experimen-
tal techniques for determining the acceptance and the background contributions were
developed. Results off deuteron and proton targets were presented.

Our main goal was to study the feasibility and the impact of a possible DVCS
experiment using the COMPASS apparatus. The results of these studies are positive in
all aspects. The sensitivity of the physics observables should allow to make a significant
step forward in the determination of the Compton Form Factors and should be an
important constrain for GPD models. Taking advantage of the recoil detector built for
the COMPASS hadron program, beam tests have demonstrated the detectability of the
DVCS process.

The COMPASS II proposal [61] has just been submitted (May 17, 2010) to the
SPS Committee and presents this GPD program to complement the description of the
nucleon structure in term of the transverse position distributions of partons. It is also
proposed to study the transverse momentum distribution through the study of the
Drell-Yan process.
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Abstract

We have measured the parity-violating electroweak asymmetry in the elastic scattering of polarized electrons from the proton.
The result isA = !15.05±0.98(stat)±0.56(syst) ppm at the kinematic point "!lab# = 12.3$ and "Q2# = 0.477 (GeV/c)2. Both
errors are a factor of two smaller than those of the result reported previously. The value for the strange form factor extracted
from the data is (Gs

E +0.392Gs
M ) = 0.025±0.020±0.014, where the first error is experimental and the second arises from the

uncertainties in electromagnetic form factors. This measurement is the first fixed-target parity violation experiment that used
either a “strained” GaAs photocathode to produce highly polarized electrons or a Compton polarimeter to continuously monitor
the electron beam polarization.  2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.

PACS: 13.60.Fz; 11.30.Er; 13.40.Gp; 14.20.Dh

It is well known that strange quarks and antiquarks
are present in the nucleon. An important open ques-
tion is the role that sea (non-valence) quarks in general
and strange quarks in particular [1] play in the fun-
damental properties of the nucleon. For example, do
strange quarks contribute to the charge radius or mag-
netic moment of the proton? If so, the strange form
factors Gs

E and Gs
M are relevant. A number of papers

have suggested that indeed these form factors may be

E-mail addresses: finn@physics.wm.edu (J.M. Finn),
souder@phy.syr.edu (P.A. Souder).

large [1–10]. Others models suggest small contribu-
tions [11–14].
Strange form factors can be isolated from up and

down quark form factors by measuring the parity-
violating asymmetry A = ("R ! "L)/("R + "L) in
the elastic scattering of polarized electrons from pro-
tons [15,16]. The experiments are challenging since
A % A0# % 10 parts per million (ppm). Here A0 =
(GFM2

p)/(
&
2$%) = 316.7 ppm, where GF is the

Fermi constant for muon decay and Mp is the pro-
ton mass. Also # = Q2/4M2

p where Q2 is the square
of the four-momentum transfer. Nevertheless, sev-
eral experiments have recently published results for
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A [17–19]. In this Letter, we present the most pre-
cise measurement to date for A of the proton and
determine new limits for the possible contribution of
strange form factors.
Measurements of elastic electromagnetic and elec-

troweak nucleon scattering provide three sets of vec-
tor form factors. From this information, the form fac-
tors for each flavor may be determined [20]: Gu

E,M ,
Gd

E,M , andGs
E,M . A convenient alternate set, which is

directly accessible in experimental measurements, is
the electromagnetic form factors G

p&
E,M, G

n&
E,M , plus

G0
E,M . Here

G0 = 1
3
!

Gu + Gd + Gs
"

,

Gp& = 2
3
Gu ! 1

3
Gd ! 1

3
Gs,

Gn& = 2
3
Gd ! 1

3
Gu ! 1

3
Gs,

where the last expression assumes charge symmetry.
G0 cannot be accessed in electromagnetic scattering
and thus represents new information on nucleon dy-
namics that can be accessed only via measurements of
the weak neutral current amplitude.
The theoretical asymmetry in the Standard Model

has a convenient form in terms of G0:

(1)

Ath = !A0#'
'
eq

#

2! 4(̂ '
eq sin

2 !W

! )*p

)*2p + #µ2p

G0
E + +G0

M

(G
&p
M /µp)

$

! AA,

where µp(µn) % 2.79(!1.91) is the proton (neu-
tron) magnetic moment in nuclear magnetons, *p =
*p(Q2) = G

p&
E (Q2)/(G

p&
M (Q2)/µp), ) = (1+ 2(1+

# ) tan2 !/2)!1 is the longitudinal photon polarization,
and + = #µp/()*p). The scattering angle of the elec-
tron in the laboratory is ! . The contribution from the
proton axial form factor, AA = (0.56± 0.23) ppm, is
calculated to be small for our kinematics [21,22]. The
recent datum from the SAMPLE Collaboration [23] is
1.5 standard deviations larger than the prediction [21,
22]. The parameters ''

eq = 0.9879 and (̂ '
eq = 1.0029

include the effect of electroweak radiative correc-
tions [24], and sin2 !W = 0.2314. If, in addition to
G0

E,M , the proton and neutron electromagnetic form
factors G

p&
E,M and G

n&
E,M are known, the strange form

factors may be determined from

(2)Gs
E,M = G0

E,M ! G
p&
E,M ! G

n&
E,M.

This experiment took place in Hall A at the Thomas
Jefferson National Accelerator Facility. An approxi-
mately 35 µA beam of 67–76% polarized electrons
with an energy of 3.3 GeV scattered from a 15 cm
liquid hydrogen target. Elastic events were detected
by integrating the signal in total-absorption counters
located at the focal plane of a pair of high-resolution
magnetic spectrometers [18,25].
It is important that the signal be purely elastic, since

background processes may have large asymmetries.
For example, the production of the prominent ,-
resonance is calculated to have 3 times the asymmetry
of elastic scattering [20]. To measure the rejection
of unwanted events by our system, we measured
the response of the detector, both in counting and
integrating mode, as a function of the mismatch
between the spectrometer setting and the momentum
of elastic events. The result, shown in Fig. 1, is that the
integrated response drops many orders of magnitude
as the momentum mismatch increases. Based on these
data, we determined that only 0.2% of our signal arises
from inelastic background processes. Quasi-elastic
scattering from the Al target windows contributed
1.5% to the measured signal. The net effect of all the
backgrounds is listed in Table 1.
A new feature of the experiment is that the beam

polarization Pe % 70%. This was achieved by using

Fig. 1. Fraction of energy deposited in the detector as a function
of spectrometer mismatch. The inelastic threshold corresponds to
a mismatch of about 4.5%, where the response of the detector is
already reduced by a factor of 100.
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Table 1
Summary of corrections and contributions to the errors in % for the
measured asymmetry

Source Correction (%) -A/A(%):1998 -A/A(%):1999

Statistics ! 13.3 7.2

Pe ! 7.0 3.2

Q2 ! 1.8 1.8

Backgrounds 1.2 0.6 0.6

Fig. 2. Electron beam polarization for part of the run. The statistical
errors on the Møller data are smaller than the points.

photoemission by circularly polarized laser light im-
pinging on a “strained” GaAs crystal. A plot of the
polarization versus time for part of the run is given
in Fig. 2. The starred points are from Møller scatter-
ing and the dots are preliminary data from the recently
commissioned Compton polarimeter. The errors in the
Møller data have been reduced by a factor of two from
those of Ref. [18] by improving our knowledge of the
polarization of the electrons in the magnetized foil tar-
get and our understanding of rate effects in the Møller
spectrometer. The Compton device continuously mon-
itored the polarization of the beam on target and ruled
out possible significant variations in polarizations be-
tween the daily Møller measurements. Both devices
have an overall systematic error ,Pe/Pe(3.2%.

To study possible systematic errors in our small
asymmetry, we sometimes inserted a second half-wave
(./2) plate in the laser beam at the source to reverse
the sign of the helicity. Data were obtained in sets of
24–48 hour duration, and the state of the ./2 plate
was reversed for each set. The resulting asymmetries

Fig. 3. (a) Raw asymmetry versus data set. Solid (open) circles
are from the left (right) spectrometer. The step pattern is due to
the insertion of the half-wave plate. The /2 = 33.7 for 39 degrees
of freedom. (b) Helicity-correlated horizontal position difference
measured near the target. (c) Correction to left spectrometer data
due to all of the beam parameter differences. The corrections for the
right spectrometer are smaller.

are shown in Fig. 3(a). The asymmetry reverses as
expected but otherwise behaves statistically.
The strained GaAs crystal, in contrast to the bulk

GaAs used for our previous work [18], has a large
analyzing power for linearly polarized light [26]. The
consequence was a tendency for much larger helicity-
correlated differences in the beam position. We found
that an additional half-wave plate in the laser beam
reduced this problem to a manageable level. In addi-
tion, the intensity asymmetry of the beam in another
experimental hall was nulled to prevent beam load-
ing in the accelerator from inducing position correla-
tions in our beam. The remaining position and energy
differences were measured with precision microwave
monitors. One example of monitor data is shown in
Fig. 3(b). The effect of these beam differences on the
asymmetry was measured by calibrating the apparatus
with beam correction coils and an energy vernier. The
resultant correction, shown in Fig. 3(c), proved to have
an average of 0.02± 0.02 ppm.
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The experimental asymmetry, corrected for the
measured beam polarization, is Aexp = !15.1 atQ2 =
0.477 (GeV/c)2 for the 1999 data. We also include
the previously reported 1998 data [18], which gives
Aexp = !14.7 ppm when extrapolated to the sameQ2

value but with approximately twice the statistical and
systematic errors. In addition, three small corrections
based on subsequent data analysis were made to the
1998 data: (i) the background correction was included;
(ii) the measured beam polarization was reduced by
1.5%; and (iii) the Q2 value was determined to
be 0.474 (GeV/c)2 instead of 0.479 (GeV/c)2. An
increase of 1% in Q2 is expected to increase the
magnitude of the asymmetry by 1.5%. The errors
for the full data set are given in Table 1. Systematic
errors in the beam polarimetry and in the measurement
of the spectrometer angle were the most significant
sources. The combined result is Aexp ! 15.05 ±
0.98(stat) ± 0.56(syst) ppm at the average kinematics
Q2 = 0.477 (GeV/c)2 and ! = 12.3$. This is the
average asymmetry over the finite solid angle of the
spectrometers; we estimate the value at the center of
acceptance is smaller by 0.7%.
By using Eq. (1) and the theoretical value for

AA [21,22], we obtain (G0
E + +G0

M)/(G
p&
M /µp) =

1.527± 0.048± 0.027± 0.011. Here the first error is
statistical, the second systematic, and the last error is
due to the uncertainty from AA. For our kinematics
+ = 0.392. The sensitivity to *p is negligible. To
determine the contribution due to strange form factors,
we use Eq. 2 and data for the electromagnetic form
factors. The values we use [27–34] are summarized
in Table 2. Thus we have Gs

E + +Gs
M = 0.025 ±

0.020 ± 0.014, where the first error is the errors in
G0 combined in quadrature and the second due to the
electromagnetic form factors. This value is consistent

Table 2
Electromagnetic form factors normalized to G

p
M/µp . The last

column is the error in Ath from the quoted error in the corresponding
form factor

Form factor Value Ref. -Ath/Ath

G
p
E/(G

p
M/µp) 0.99± 0.02 [27,28] 3%

Gn
E/(G

p
M/µp) 0.16± 0.03 [30–34] 4%

(Gn
M/µn)/(G

p
M/µp) 1.05± 0.02 [29] 2%

with the hypothesis that the strange form factors are
negligible.
We note that there are data forGn

M [35] that are less
precise but at variance with those of Ref. [29]. Our
result for Gs

E + +Gs
M would increase by 0.020 if the

data from Ref. [35] were used. New data for both Gn
M

and Gn
E are in the early stages of analysis and will be

important both for validating our choices and also for
interpreting future data on strange form factors.
In Fig. 4, we plot the above value forGs

E ++Gs
M as

a band with the errors added in quadrature. The dots
represent the predictions from those models that apply
at our value ofQ2. Our result restricts significantly the
possible “parameter space” for strangeness to be an
important degree of freedom in nucleon form factors.
However, our data are compatible with several models
that predict large strange form factors, including two
with Gs

E % !0.39Gs
M [8,9], and one where the

prediction happens to cross zero near ourQ2 value [5].
Our collaboration has two new experiments ap-

proved at JLab for a kinematic point at Q2 ( 0.1
(GeV/c)2. One, using a hydrogen target, will measure

Fig. 4. Plot ofGs
E versusGs

M atQ2 = 0.477 (GeV/c)2 . The band is
the allowed region derived from our results. The width of the band is
computed by adding the errors in quadrature. The points are various
estimates frommodels that make predictions at our value ofQ2. The
numbers in the brackets are the reference of the models. Ref. [9] is
plotted twice due to an ambiguity in the predicted sign.
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the same combination of strange form factors at a low
Q2 [36] and the other, using a 4He target, will be sen-
sitive to Gs

E but not G
s
M [37]. Thus these experiments

might detect the presence of strange form factors that
cannot be excluded by the present result.
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We report new measurements of the parity-violating asymmetry APV in elastic scattering of 3 GeV
electrons off hydrogen and 4He targets with h!labi " 6:0#. The 4He result is APV $ !%6:40& 0:23'stat( &
0:12'syst(") 10*6. The hydrogen result is APV $ !*1:58& 0:12'stat( & 0:04'syst(") 10*6. These re-
sults significantly improve constraints on the electric and magnetic strange form factors Gs

E and Gs
M. We

extract Gs
E $ 0:002& 0:014& 0:007 at hQ2i $ 0:077 GeV2, and Gs

E % 0:09Gs
M $ 0:007& 0:011&

0:006 at hQ2i $ 0:109 GeV2, providing new limits on the role of strange quarks in the nucleon charge
and magnetization distributions.
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Over the past several decades, high-energy lepton-
nucleon scattering has revealed the rich structure of the
nucleon over a wide range of length scales. In recent years,
increasingly sensitive measurements of elastic electron-
nucleon scattering, mediated by photon exchange and Z0

exchange, have enabled the measurement of the electro-
magnetic and neutral weak form factors. These functions
of the 4-momentum transfer Q2 characterize nucleon
charge and magnetization distributions.

In particular, the neutral weak form factor measurements
provide a way to probe dynamics of the ‘‘sea’’ of virtual
light (up, down, and strange) quark-antiquark pairs that
surrounds each valence quark in the nucleon. Since the Z0

boson couples to various quarks with different relative
strengths compared to the photon, a combined analysis of
proton and neutron electromagnetic form factor and proton
neutral weak form factor measurements, along with the
assumption of charge symmetry, allows the determination
of the strange electric and magnetic form factors Gs

E and
Gs

M [1,2].
The established experimental technique to measure the

electron-nucleon weak neutral current amplitude is parity-
violating electron scattering [3,4]. Longitudinally polar-
ized electron scattering off unpolarized targets can access
a parity-violating asymmetry APV + '"R * "L(='"R %
"L(, where "R'L( is the cross section for incident right-
(left-)handed electrons. Arising from the interference of
the weak and electromagnetic amplitudes, APV increases
with Q2 [5].

Four experimental programs have been designed to ac-
cess the Q2 range of 0.1 to 1 GeV2, where the APV expec-
tations range from one to tens of parts per million (ppm).
The published measurements [6–12] are mutually consis-
tent. An intriguing pattern in the low-Q2 behavior seen in
[9,10] has marginal statistical significance.

In this Letter, we significantly improve our two previous
measurements [11,12] of APV in elastic electron scattering
from 1H and 4He nuclei. Since APV for 1H is sensitive to a
linear combination of Gs

E and Gs
M while that for 4He is

sensitive only to Gs
E, a simultaneous analysis of both

measurements results in the most precise determination
to date of Gs

E and Gs
M at Q2 ! 0:1 GeV2.

The measurements were carried out in Hall A at the
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (JLab). As
described in detail in two previous publications [11,12], a
35 to 55 #A continuous-wave beam of !3 GeV longitu-
dinally polarized electrons was incident on 20 cm long
cryogenic targets. Elastically scattered electrons were fo-
cused into background-free regions by a symmetric pair of
high-resolution spectrometer systems. The scattered flux
was intercepted by identical detector segments in each arm
(two for 1H, one for 4He), resulting in Cherenkov light
collected by photomultiplier tubes (PMTs).

The helicity of the electron beam, generated by photo-
emission off a GaAs wafer, is determined by the handed-

ness of the incident laser light’s circular polarization. This
was selected pseudorandomly at 15 Hz and toggled to the
opposing helicity after 33.3 ms, with each of these equal
periods of constant helicity referred to as a ‘‘window.’’
PMT and beam monitor responses for two consecutive
windows of opposite helicity were integrated, digitized,
and grouped as a ‘‘pair’’ for asymmetry analysis.

The beam monitors, target, detector components, elec-
tronics, and accelerator tune were optimized such that the
fluctuation in the PMT response over a pair was dominated
by counting statistics of the scattered flux for rates up to
100 MHz. This facilitated APV measurements with statis-
tical uncertainty as small as 100 parts per billion (ppb) in a
reasonable length of time. To keep spurious beam-induced
asymmetries under control at this level, the laser optics
leading to the photocathode were carefully designed and
monitored. Indeed, averaged over the entire period of data
collection with the hydrogen target, the achieved level of
control surpassed all previous benchmarks, as summarized
in Table I.

The data collection took place over 55 days (4He) and 36
days (1H). A half-wave ($=2) plate was periodically in-
serted into the laser optical path which passively reversed
the sign of the electron beam polarization. With roughly
equal statistics in each state, many systematic effects were
suppressed. There were 121 (4He) and 41 (1H) such rever-
sals. The data set between two successive $=2 reversals is
referred to as a ‘‘slug.’’

Loose requirements were imposed on beam quality to
remove periods of instability, leaving about 95% of the
data sample for further analysis. No helicity-dependent
cuts were applied. The final data sample consisted of
35:0) 106 (4He) and 26:4) 106 (1H) pairs. The right–
left helicity asymmetry in the integrated detector response,
normalized to the beam intensity, was computed for each
pair to form the raw asymmetry Araw. The dependence of
Araw on fluctuations in the five correlated beam parameter
differences !xi is quantified as Abeam $ P

ci!xi, where
the coefficients ci quantify the Araw beam parameter sensi-
tivity. The electroweak physics of the signal and back-
grounds is contained in Acorr $ Araw * Abeam.

TABLE I. Average beam asymmetries under polarization re-
versal in intensity and energy and differences in horizontal and
vertical position (!x, !y) and angle (!x0, !y0).

Helium Hydrogen

Aintensity *0:377 ppm 0.406 ppm
Aenergy 3 ppb 0.2 ppb
!x *0:2 nm 0.5 nm
!x0 4.4 nrad *0:2 nard
!y *26 nm 1.7 nm
!y0 *4:4 nrad 0.2 nrad
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The Acorr window-pair distributions for the two complete
data samples were perfectly Gaussian over more than
4 orders of magnitude with rms widths of 1130 ppm
(4He) and 540 ppm (1H); the dominant source of noise in
the PMT response was counting statistics. To further test
that the data behaved statistically, Acorr averages and sta-
tistical errors for typical 1 h runs, consisting of about 50 k
pairs each, were studied. Each set of roughly 400 average
Acorr values, normalized by the corresponding statistical
errors, populated a Gaussian distribution of unit variance as
expected.

Systematic effects in Abeam estimations were studied.
When averaged over all detector segments, the coefficients
ci were much smaller than those for individual detector
segments due to the symmetric geometry of the apparatus.
Limits on systematic uncertainties in the ci’s in the range
of 10% to 30% were set by inspecting residual correlations
of Acorr ’s of individual detector segments with helicity-
correlated beam asymmetries.

Another important validation was to use two indepen-
dent methods to calculate ci. The first relied on linear
regression of the observed response of the detector PMTs
to intrinsic beam fluctuations. The other used calibration
data in which the beam was modulated, by amounts large
compared to intrinsic beam fluctuations, using steering
magnets and an accelerating cavity. Differences in the
two Abeam calculations were always much smaller than
corresponding Acorr statistical errors.

Final Acorr results were calculated using the beam modu-
lation technique and are summarized in Table II. Because
of the excellent control of beam parameter differences !xi
summarized in Table I, Acorr * Araw values are of the order
of, or much smaller than, the corresponding statistical
errors. Under $=2 reversal, the absolute values of Acorr
are consistent within statistical errors. The reduced %2

for Acorr ‘‘slug’’ averages is close to 1 in every case,
indicating that any residual beam-related systematic ef-
fects were small and randomized over the time period of
$=2 reversals (typically 5 to 10 h). The final Acorr results
are AHe

corr $ %5:25& 0:19'stat( & 0:05'syst( ppm and
AH
corr $ *1:42& 0:11'stat( & 0:02'syst( ppm.

The physics asymmetry Aphys is formed from Acorr,

 Aphys $
K
Pb

Acorr * Pb
P

i Aifi
1*P

i fi
; (1)

with corrections for the beam polarization Pb, background
fractions fi with asymmetries Ai and finite kinematic
acceptance K. These corrections are summarized in
Table III. The first line lists the cumulative Abeam correc-
tions discussed above, scaled by K=Pb.

A powerful feature of the apparatus is the spectrometers’
ability to focus the elastically scattered electrons into a
compact region. Indeed, much less than 1% of the flux
intercepted by the detectors originated from inelastic scat-
tering in the target cryogen. Figure 1 shows charged par-
ticle spectra obtained with dedicated low-intensity runs
and measured by drift chambers in front of the detectors.
The dominant background was quasielastic (QE) scattering
from target windows, separately measured using an equiva-
lent aluminum target and computed to be 1:8& 0:2% (4He)
and 0:76& 0:25% (1H).

An electron must give up more than 19 MeV to break up
the 4He nucleus and undergo quasielastic scattering off
nucleons. Figure 1 shows that the quasielastic threshold
lies beyond the edge of the detector. A limit of 0:15&
0:15% on this background was placed by detailed studies
of the low-intensity data. For 1H, the &0 threshold is

TABLE II. Raw and corrected asymmetries (in ppm) and reduced slug %2 (r%2), broken up by $=2 reversals. The differences
between Araw and Acorr result from corrections for energy, position, and angle differences.

$=2 OUT $=2 IN BOTH
4He (DOF $ 59) (DOF $ 60) (DOF $ 120)

Asym. r%2 Asym. r%2 Asym. r%2

Araw 4:80& 0:27 0.75 *5:41& 0:27 1.12 5:10& 0:19 0.95
Acorr 5:12& 0:27 0.78 *5:38& 0:27 1.07 5:25& 0:19 0.92
1H (DOF $ 20) (DOF $ 19) (DOF $ 40)

Araw *1:40& 0:15 0.73 1:42& 0:15 1.04 *1:41& 0:11 0.86
Acorr *1:41& 0:15 0.81 1:43& 0:15 1.02 *1:42& 0:11 0.89

TABLE III. Corrections to Acorr and systematic errors.

Correction (ppb) Helium Hydrogen

Beam asyms. 183& 59 *10& 17
Target window bkg. 113& 32 7& 19
Helium QE bkg. 12& 20 , , ,
Rescatter bkg. 20& 15 2& 4
Nonlinearity 0& 58 0& 15

Scale factor Helium Hydrogen

Acceptance factor K 1:000& 0:001 0:979& 0:002
Q2 Scale 1:000& 0:009 1:000& 0:017
Polarization Pb 0:844& 0:008 0:871& 0:009
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beyond the extent of the plot; direct background from
inelastic scattering is thus negligible.

Background from rescattering in the spectrometer aper-
tures was studied by varying the spectrometer momentum
in dedicated runs to measure inelastic spectra and to obtain
the detector response as a function of scattered electron
energy under running conditions. From these two distribu-
tions, the rescattering background was estimated to be
0:25& 0:15% (4He) and 0:10& 0:05% (1H).

For each source of background, a theoretical estimate for
APV was used, with relative uncertainties taken to be 100%
or more to account for kinematic variations and resonance
contributions. The resulting corrections and the associated
errors are shown in Table III. Upper limits on rescattering
contributions from exposed iron in the spectrometer led to
an additional uncertainty of 5 ppb.

Nonlinearity in the PMT response was limited to 1% in
bench tests that mimicked running conditions. The relative
nonlinearity between the PMT response and those of the
beam intensity monitors was <2%. A nuclear recoil tech-
nique using a water-cell target [11] was used to determine
the scattering angle !lab, thus keeping the scale error on
hQ2i due to !lab to be <0:2%. The acceptance correction K
accounted for the nonlinear dependence of the asymmetry
with Q2.

The beam polarization Pb was continuously monitored
by a Compton polarimeter; results, averaged over the dura-
tion of each run, are listed in Table III. Redundant cross
calibration of the recoil Compton electron spectrum re-
stricted the relative systematic error to "1%. The results

were consistent, within systematic uncertainties, with
those obtained from recoil Compton photon asymmetries,
and with dedicated measurements using Møller scattering
in the experimental hall and Mott scattering at low energy.
Throughout the asymmetry and background analysis,
blinding offsets were maintained on both results. After
all corrections:

 AHe
phys $ %6:40& 0:23'stat( & 0:12'syst( ppm;

AH
phys $ *1:58& 0:12'stat( & 0:04'syst( ppm:

The theoretical predictions AHe
NS and AH

NS with Gs $ 0
were estimated using the formalism in [4] and described in
our previous publications [11,12]. The electroweak radia-
tive corrections, calculated using the MS renormalization
scheme, introduced negligible uncertainties.

Assuming a pure isoscalar 0% ! 0% transition, AHe
NS is

completely independent of nuclear structure and deter-
mined purely by electroweak parameters. D-state and iso-
spin admixtures and meson exchange currents are
negligible at the level of the experimental fractional accu-
racy of !3% [13]. For our kinematics (Eb $ 2:75 GeV,
hQ2i $ 0:077 GeV2) we obtain AHe

NS $ %6:37 ppm.
Electromagnetic form factors from a phenomenological

fit to the world data at low Q2 [14] were used to calculate
AH
NS, with uncertainties governed by data near Q2 !

0:1 GeV2. The value used for G'n
E $ 0:037, with a 10%

relative uncertainty based on new data from the BLAST
experiment [15]. For our kinematics (Eb $ 3:18 GeV,
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FIG. 2 (color online). 68 and 95% C.L. constraints in the Gs
E *

Gs
M plane from data from this apparatus ([11,12] and this Letter).

Various theoretical predictions are plotted with published uncer-
tainty estimates, when available. The 1-" bands (a quadrature
sum of statistical and systematic errors) and central values
(dashed lines) from the new results alone are also shown.

 

FIG. 1 (color online). Single-particle spectra obtained in dedi-
cated low-current runs. The insets show the same spectra on a
logarithmic scale. The vertical lines delineate the extent of the
detectors. Inelastic scattering from 4He is entirely contained in
the hatched area. The shaded regions, visible only in the log
plots, show the contribution from target windows.
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hQ2i $ 0:109 GeV2) we obtain AH
NS $ *1:66&

0:05 ppm. This includes a contribution from the axial
form factor GZ

A, and associated radiative corrections [16],
of *0:037& 0:018 ppm.

Comparing our results with the theoretical expec-
tations, we extract Gs

E $ 0:002& 0:014& 0:007 at
Q2 $ 0:077 GeV2 and Gs

E % 0:09Gs
M $ 0:007& 0:011&

0:004& 0:005 (FF) at Q2 $ 0:109 GeV2, where the un-
certainties in the nucleon electromagnetic form factors
govern the last error. Figure 2 displays the combined result
for these and our previous measurements [11,12], taken
with hQ2i between 0:077–0:109 GeV2. The requisite small
extrapolation to a common Q2 $ 0:1 GeV2 was made
assuming that Gs

E / Q2 and that Gs
M is constant. The values

Gs
E $ *0:005& 0:019 and Gs

M $ 0:18& 0:27 (correla-
tion coefficient $ *0:87) are obtained. The results are
quite insensitive to variations in GZ

A, as evidenced by the
negligible change induced by an alternate fit similar to that
in [17], where GZ

A is constrained by other APV data.
Figure 2 also displays predictions from selected theo-

retical models [18–23]. Those that predict little strange
quark dynamics in the vector form factors are favored
[22,23]. A global fit to all low-Q2 measurements of Gs

E
and Gs

M, similar to that performed in [17], finds that other
measurements [6,9,10] which had suggested nonzero
strangeness effects are consistent, within quoted uncertain-
ties, with our results at Q2 $ 0:1 GeV2. Because of the
improved statistical precision and lower GZ

A sensitivity of
our result, adding these other measurements in a global fit
does not alter our conclusions.

In summary, we have reported the most precise con-
straints on the strange form factors at Q2 ! 0:1 GeV2. The
results, consistent within errors with other APV measure-
ments, leave little room for observable nucleon strangeness
dynamics at low Q2. Theoretical uncertainties, especially
regarding the assumption of charge symmetry [24], pre-
clude significant improvement to the measurements re-
ported here. While future experiments will pursue the
search for nonzero strangeness at higher Q2, it now be-
comes a challenge for various theoretical approaches to
reconcile these results and enhance our understanding of
nucleon structure.
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Abstract

A major advance in accurate electron beam polarization measurement has been achieved at Jlab Hall A with a
Compton polarimeter based on a Fabry–Perot cavity photon beam amplifier. At an electron energy of 4.6GeV and a
beam current of 40 mA, a total relative uncertainty of 1.5% is typically achieved within 40min of data taking. Under the
same conditions monitoring of the polarization is accurate at a level of 1%. These unprecedented results make
Compton polarimetry an essential tool for modern parity-violation experiments, which require very accurate electron
beam polarization measurements.
r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 07.60.Fs; 42.60.!v; 29.27.Hj

Keywords: Compton polarimeter; Optical cavity; Polarized beams

1. Introduction

The Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator
Facility (CEBAF) at the Jefferson Laboratory
(JLab) is a new particle accelerator which makes
extensive use of its highly polarized electron beam
for the study of nucleons and nuclei. The pola-
rization is measured at the injector with a 5MeV
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Mott polarimeter and in the Hall A beam line
with a Møller polarimeter and a Compton
polarimeter. Mott and Møller polarimeters require
solid targets and operate respectively at low energy
and at low intensity (" 1mA). Because of its thin
‘‘photon target’’, only Compton backscattering
polarimetry provides an essential tool for accurate
measurement and monitoring of the beam polar-
ization under the same conditions as the running
experiment. However, the mean Compton analyz-
ing power (Ac) depends strongly on the beam
energy — Ac " 0:4%/GeV — while the total cross-
section is approximately constant at 0.6 barn.
Therefore, the typical beam conditions provided
by CEBAF, an energy of several GeV and a beam
intensity up to 100 mA, require a high laser power
to provide the required interaction luminosity. The
design of the Compton polarimeter was challen-
ging [1,2]. The photon density is amplified with a
Fabry–Perot cavity of very high finesse which
provides a power of 1700W of IR light at the
Compton interaction point. This performance,
unequalled in a particle accelerator environment,
results in a statistical accuracy for a polarization
measurement below 1% within an hour at 4.6GeV
[3]. This number scales with the inverse of the
beam energy.

In Section 2, we briefly summarize the experi-
mental set-up of the Compton polarimeter. Section
3 describes its operational properties achieved
during two polarized experiments, N ! D [4,5]
and GEp [6,7]. Next, we describe a new analysis
method developed to restrain systematic uncer-
tainties in the polarization measurement with a
high confidence level. We explain in detail the
sources of these systematic errors and present
longitudinal electron polarization measurement
results. Finally, we give for the first time at JLab
a measurement of the polarization difference
between the two helicity states of the electron
beam.

2. Compton polarimeter at JLab

Compton scattering of polarized electrons off a
circularly polarized photon beam shows an asym-
metry of the counting rates n#=! for different

orientations of the electron polarization [8]

Aexp $
n# ! n!

n# # n!
$ PePgAc (1)

where the asymmetry Ac is calculated from QED.
Measurements of the experimental asymmetry
Aexp and of the circular photon polarization Pg
give access to the mean longitudinal electron
polarization Pe. The electron beam polarization
is flipped at a 30Hz rate to minimize systematic
effects.
The Compton polarimeter is composed of a

magnetic chicane of four identical dipoles con-
nected in series and installed in the Hall A beam
line. The Compton interaction takes place at the
center of a symmetric Fabry–Perot cavity in which
photons, originating from a 230mW IR laser
(l $ 1064 nm) interfere. The laser frequency is
locked to one of the resonant frequencies of the
cavity using the Pound-Drever feedback technique
[9]. The maximum power inside the cavity reaches
1700W, with a coupling to the fundamental mode
of 92%. The detectors are installed between the
third and the fourth dipoles of the chicane. The
backscattered photons go through the gap of the
third magnet in a calorimeter consisting of 25
PbWO4 crystals (2% 2% 23 cm3) and the scattered
electrons are detected in 4 planes of 48 silicon
strips (650 mm wide), segmented along the dis-
persive axis. The data acquisition can be triggered
by either electrons, photons, or both (in coin-
cidence). Typical running conditions at CEBAF
during data taking in 2000 were an electron energy
of E $ 4:6GeV and a beam current of I e $ 40mA.
The Compton backscattered photons’ energy
range is from 0 to 340MeV under these conditions.

3. Data taking

We describe here how the Compton polarimeter
data-acquisition system works, and the strategy
used to minimize false asymmetries.

3.1. Acquisition

The data acquisition is driven by the 30Hz
electron beam polarization flip. Two milliseconds
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after each reversal, the trigger system is acti-
vated and events are taken from the photon and/or
electron detectors, according to the trigger
configuration determined by the user. The trigger
system is inhibited a few ms before the next
reversal.

Each detector has its own trigger logic. The
photon calorimeter trigger system generates an
event when the signal of one the photo-multiplier
tubes exceeds a given threshold. This signal is then
integrated over a period of 150 ns. The electron
detector triggers when signals are detected in
coincidence on a given number of the silicon strip
planes, at the same dispersive position. A specific
logic is used to take care of cases where both
detectors fire in coincidence.

The data-acquisition system can read out
photon and electron events at a rate greater than
100 kHz with a dead time of only a few percent.
These data are read by either a custom-built
buffer card for the electron detector signals,
or 10 bits buffered ADCs for the photon
calorimeter. Calibration signals from a LED can
be used to monitor the gain variation of the
photon detector.

All these raw data are read through VME
block transfer by two Power PC CPU cards
working alternatively at each electron polariza-
tion reversal. At the end of each polarization
period, the CPU card that has read out the data,
reads values from scaler cards which provide
summary information of that period (counting
rates, number of triggers, dead time, average
value of electron and photon beams parameters,
etc.). This CPU then transfers control of the
VME crate to the other CPU, produces on-line
calculations and sends a data block to a work-
station where these data are stored. The goal of
these on-line calculations is to reduce the huge
amount of data coming from both detectors by
producing computed values and histograms (in
particular the energy spectra of the scattered
photons). Only a small fraction of the raw data,
controlled by prescaler factors, is kept for mon-
itoring purposes. Thus, the data block stored at
the end of each electron polarization state consists
of the scalers’ summary values, the result of the
on-line calculations (computed values and histo-

gram), and pre-scaled photon, electron and coin-
cidence raw data.

3.2. Photon polarization reversal

Helicity-correlated differences in the electron
beam parameters (charge, position and angle) lead
to false asymmetries bi which add to the experi-
mental asymmetry

Aexp $ PePgAc #
X

i

bi (2)

where i runs over the different sources of false
asymmetries. The charge asymmetry is corrected
to first order by normalizing the counting rates to
the beam current. The remaining systematic effects
from position and angle are independent of the
photon beam polarization state. Hence, in chan-
ging the sign of the photon polarization the major
part of this type of false asymmetries is canceled.
This defines the procedure for data taking as a
sequence of alternating right and left laser circular
polarization, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Moreover,
between two photon polarization states, the cavity
is unlocked in order to measure the background.
Thanks to a high quality vacuum in the beam pipe
and the control of the beam envelope using
quadrupoles upstream the magnetic chicane a
signal over background ratio of 20 is routinely
achieved.
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Fig. 1. Normalized counting rates versus time with alternate
left (L) and right (R) circular polarization of the photon
separated by laser OFF periods to monitor the background
level.
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4. Experimental asymmetry

For a given circular photon polarization, right
(R) or left (L), we can calculate the asymmetry
of integrated event numbers for two conse-
cutive windows of opposite electron helicity
states, as

AR=L
p $

n#R=L ! n!RR=L

n#R=L # n!R=L

(3)

where n& refers to the normalized numbers of
photons with a deposited energy greater than a
given threshold. These are defined as

n& $
P

i4is
N&

i

I&G& (4)

where I& is the electron beam intensity, G& is the
acquisition live time, N&

i is the number of detected
events in the ith ADC bin and is is the threshold
corresponding to the lower edge of the bin. The
normalized counting rates N & =I&G& are shown
in Fig. 2 versus the energy in ADC bin units. The
threshold is is a software threshold applied to the
total charge deposited and not to the maximum
amplitude reached by the signal. It can be varied
off line in order to obtain the optimal value that

maximizes the statistical accuracy and minimizes
the effect of false asymmetries. This operating
point is found to be between the 6th and the 9th
bin (see Section 6). For a typical 40 min run, a raw
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Fig. 2. Normalized counting rates versus ADC bins of the energy deposited in the photon calorimeter, for laser ON (solid squares) and
laser OFF (empty squares) periods.

Fig. 3. Distribution of pulse-to-pulse asymmetries Ap for both
right and left photon polarizations. The same size but opposite
sign of the mean values is a check of systematic effects.
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asymmetry AR=L
raw is defined as the average of all

pulse-to-pulse asymmetries AR=L
p . The distribution

of these asymmetries is shown in Fig. 3, for
both right and left photon polarizations. We
can see that the pulse-to-pulse asymmetry dis-
tributions follow a Gaussian law. The raw
asymmetry has to be corrected for background
according to

AR=L
exp $ 1#

B

S

R=L! "

AR=L
raw !

B

S

R=L

AB (5)

where 'B=S(R=L is the background to signal ratio
for each photon polarization and AB is the
background asymmetry. B=S is of the order of
0.06 with a threshold set to the 8th energy bin
(" 230MeV), and AB is found to be compatible
with zero at the 10!4 level.

Finally, the mean experimental asymmetry is
computed as

oAexp4 $
oLAL

Exp ! oRAR
Exp

oL # oR
(6)

where oR=L corresponds to the statistical weight of
each experimental asymmetry.

The mean experimental asymmetries measured
above the software threshold for E $ 4:6GeV are
around 6% and can be measured with a relative
statistical accuracy of 0.65% in one hour at
I $ 40mA.

5. Analysing power

The second part of this analysis concerns the
determination of the analyzing power. In order to
account for detection effects, we define the
response function of the calorimeter R'ADC; k(
as the ADC spectrum for a set of photons with a
given energy k. From this response function the
probability to detect photons of energy k above a
given ADC threshold ADCs is

P'k( $

R1
ADCs

R'ADC; k(dADC
R1
0 R'ADC; k(dADC

. (7)

Using this probability one can then calculate the
analyzing power of the polarimeter defined as the
average of the Compton asymmetry weighted by

the Compton cross section

oAs4 $
R kmax

0 P'k( ds0
dk AC'k(dk

R kmax

0 P'k( ds0
dk dk

. (8)

5.1. Determination of the response function
R'ADC; k(

The calorimeter response function depends
mostly on the intrinsic properties of the calori-
meter. It is measured during dedicated runs where
data are taken in photon–electron coincidence
mode on an event-by-event basis.
Thanks to its very fine pitch the electron

detector functions as an energy tagger of the
incident photons. The distribution of the photon
energy deposited in the central crystal for one
selected strip of the electron detector is shown in
Fig. 4. The tail at low energy is due to shower
leakage to the sides of the central crystal (the
Molière radius is 2.19 cm). For practical reasons it
was found more accurate to model the response
function of the central crystal rather than dealing
with the inter-calibration of all the crystals of the
5x5 matrix [10]. The response function is described
by an ad hoc asymmetrical function composed of
two Gaussians and a 4th degree polynomial P4'x(.
Best fits were obtained with the following fit
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Fig. 4. Photon energy spectrum measured in coincidence with
electrons hitting the 14th strip. Parameters of the fitting function
are illustrated.
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function

R'ADC; k( $ A e'ADC!ADC0(2=2s2R ; ADCXADC0

R'ADC; k( $

A '1! d( e'ADC!ADC0(2=2s2L # Z# 'd! Z(
ADC4

ADC4
0

" #

,

ADCpADC0 '9(

where A, ADC0 and sR=L are Gaussian para-
meters, and Z, d denote proportional amplitudes
P4'0(=A and P4'x0(=A, as described in Fig. 4. A is
fixed by normalizing the integral of the response
function to 1 in the denominator of Eq. (7). The
remaining five parameters are functions of the
scattered photon energy k, fitted to data from all
electron detector strips which fired. The Gaussian
widths sR=L are corrected for smearing due to the
width of the electron strips (sE " 5MeV).

The electron detector cannot be put closer than
a few mm to the beam axis and thus restricts the
range over which the response function can be
determined. For instance, only photon energies
between 150 and 340MeV (Compton edge) could
be explored with a 4.6GeV beam. The determina-

tion of the calorimeter response function is well
controlled inside this energy range but the extra-
polation to lower energy induces larger systematic
errors (see Section 6).

5.2. Calibration and analyzing power

The response function measured during a
specific reference run has to be corrected for mean
gain variations when used to analyze a later run.
To this end a calibration coefficient l is introduced
which accounts for gain corrections

R'ADC; k( $ R'
ADC

l
; k( (10)

l is fitted to the experimental spectrum of each run
(Fig. 5) using the convolution of the unpolarized
Compton cross-section ds0'k(=dk with the re-
sponse function

dN'ADC(
dADC

$
Z kmax

0

ds0'k(
dk

R'ADC; k(dk. (11)

The probability of photon detection is deduced
from Eq. (7), where the lower integration bound-
ary ADCs is replaced by ADCs=l. The analyzing
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Fig. 5. Fit of the experimental photon spectrum using the smeared cross-section. The fit range is restricted to the validity energy range
of the modelling.
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power is then calculated from Eq. (8) for each data
run (with is $ 8). An overview is given in Fig. 6
and shows relative variations of up to 10%. Most
of the observed steps in the analyzing power
originate from a retuning of the photon detection
gain (PMT high voltage or gain of the amplifier).
Reference runs are repeated every few hours to
check the consistency of the extracted response
function.

6. Systematic uncertainties

6.1. Experimental asymmetry

The largest source of systematic error in the
experimental asymmetry is the false asymmetry
related to the electron beam position, since the
Compton luminosity is determined by the overlap
of the electron and laser beams. If one assumes a
Gaussian intensity profile for these two beams, the
luminosity is also a Gaussian function of the
distance between the two beam centroids. Since the
optical axis of the cavity is fixed by the monolithic
mechanic of the mirror holder, the position
variation of the electron beam directly affects the
Compton luminosity with a sensitivity equal to the
derivative of this Gaussian function. In order to
minimize this effect, two position-feedback sys-

tems were used, one at high frequency to reduce
the jitter (down to 20 mm) and one at low
frequency to lock the mean position at the point
corresponding to the maximum of the Gaussian
overlap curve, where the sensitivity to beam posi-
tion goes to zero. Finally, averaging over several
photon polarization reversals cancels out most of
these false asymmetries provided that the statis-
tical weights of right and left circularly photon
polarization states are similar. In practice, these
statistical weights oR=L are not exactly equal, and
some residual effects must be taken into account.
So, in agreement with Eqs. (2) and (6), we have:

DAsyst
expi

$ res'bi( $
oLbLi ! oRbRi

oL # oR
. (12)

Studies of the four beam parameters (x; y; yx, yy)
show that their correlations tend to reduce the
total false asymmetry. As a safe and simpler
estimate of the error we assume them to be
uncorrelated. The final error quoted in Table 1
should be read as a typical run-to-run error. It
corresponds to the width of the distribution of all
res'bi( which turns out to be centered at zero. For
each individual run one can also choose to correct
for res'bi( and its error. When averaging the
polarization over a sufficient number of runs Nr

the two approaches are equivalent and the
systematic error reduces as 1=

######

Nr

p
. The measured
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Fig. 6. Analysing power for each Compton run during the GP
E experiment.
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background has a small rate and asymmetry,
compared to the Compton process, resulting in a
negligible systematic error. Similarly the beam
current asymmetry is at the few 100 ppm level and
does not affect significantly the Compton asym-
metry. The correction for the acquisition dead time
is checked by comparing the scaler asymmetry and
the corrected ADC asymmetry without applying a
software threshold.

6.2. Analyzing power

There are four main sources of uncertainties in
the analyzing power. The first comes from the
dependence of the response function on the
parameterization used to describe it. To compute

the systematic error we look at the variation of the
analyzing power for a set of parameterizations
with equivalent w2 and try to define an envelope
(Fig. 7). For a threshold taken around ADC $ 400
(is $ 8, E $ 230MeV) the effect is less than
0.45%. Note that below the electron cut, located
around channel 260 in Fig. 7, the systematic errors
increase steeply. The second source of uncertainty
arises from the momentum calibration of the
electron detector which is used as an energy tagger
in the determination of the response function
(Section 5). This calibration error is due to the
position resolution of the electron detector
(200 mm). The impact of this effect on the ana-
lyzing power is shown in Fig. 8 as a function of the
ADC threshold. For a threshold taken at ADC $
400 the effect is 0.6%. The third uncertainty is due
to pile-up when two events are detected within the
same acquisition gate () 150 ns) and are recorded
as a single event of higher energy. The Compton
spectrum is then shifted to higher energies. This
modifies not only the experimental asymmetry but
also the analyzing power via the calibration coeffi-
cient l. Monte-Carlo simulations [11] were per-
formed for a measured pile-up rate of 0.9%. They
show a relative effect of 0.45% for an ADC thres-
hold is $ 8. The fourth systematic uncertainty is
due to the radiative corrections in real Compton
scattering. The interfering process e!g ! e!gg
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Fig. 7. Relative effects on analyzing power due to modeling of response function parameters, versus ADC threshold.

Table 1
Run to run systematic uncertainties applied to Compton
experimental asymmetry

Type Error (%)

Background 0.05
Dead time 0.1
Beam intensity —
Events cut 0.1
Position 0.3

Total on oAexp4 0.35
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causes a deviation of the analyzing power by about
0.26% [12] at an electron beam energy of 4.6GeV.
We decided not to correct for this effect and
include it in the error budget. Systematic un-
certainties on the analyzing power are summarized
in Table 2.

6.3. Photon polarization

The circular photon polarization is measured at
the exit of the Fabry-Perot cavity using an analysis
device composed of a quarter-wave plate, a
Wollaston prism and two integrating spheres. This
device allows a complete polarization measure-
ment through the four Stokes parameters by
rotating the quarter-wave plate. In production

mode the quarter-wave plate angle is fixed and
the spheres only monitor the time variations of the
degree of circular polarization (DOCP). The
polarization at the center of the cavity where the
Compton interaction takes places is deduced from
the Stokes parameters, knowing the optical trans-
port matrix of the exit line. This matrix is
determined before the installation of the cavity
using a dedicated setup where polarization mea-
surements are performed for various orientations
of the elliptic polarization of the light. With this
method a precision of 0.4% is reached including
both the modelisation of the transport and the
measurement errors. After the cavity is installed,
additional effects coming from mirror transmis-
sion, birefringence and optical alignment of
photon beam must be taken into account. Since
in production mode only the DOCP is measured,
we use the observed variations and the transport
matrix to determine the envelope of possible
variations of the polarization inside the cavity.
This results in a 0.4% systematic error. All
uncertainties are summarized in Table 3 The mean
value of the DOCP for both laser polarization
states is

PL
g $ #99:9%& 0:6%

PR
g $ #99:3%& 0:6%: '13(
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Fig. 8. Relative deviation of the analyzing power due to the calibration error of the electron detector.

Table 2
Relative systematic uncertainties applied to Compton analyzing
power during and GEp experiments [6,7]

Syst. error
(%)

Response function 0.45
Energy calibration 0.6
Pile up 0.45
Radiative corrections 0.26

Total on oAs4 0.95
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The photon polarization used for the electron
polarization measurement is the average value
between the two polarization states :

Pg $
oLPL

g ! oRPR
g

oL # oR
(14)

where we took to first order oL $ oR.

7. Results and discussions

7.1. General results

A review of the uncertainties is given in Table 4.
The last column shows the accuracy of the
monitoring of the electron beam polarization

for which all normalization errors cancel. A
summary graph of all polarization measure-
ments performed during the N–D experiment is
shown in Fig. 9 (300 measurements in 60 days).
The jumps in the beam polarization are directly
correlated with operations at the polarized elec-
tron source when the laser spot is displaced
to illuminate a different spot on the photocathode
in order to increase the beam current. These
significant variations in the beam polarization
demonstrate that the Compton polarimeter is an
ideal and a mandatory tool to provide a mean-
ingful polarization measurement over long data-
taking periods.
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Table 4
Review of uncertainties for an absolute (2nd column) and
relative (3rd column) electron beam polarization measurement

Absolute Measurement Monitoring
% %

Experimental asymmetry 0.50 0.50
Analyzing power 0.95 0.45
Photon polarization 0.60 -
Total systematic 1.23 0.67
Statistical error 0.80 0.80

Total 1.47 1.04

Table 3
Relative systematic uncertainties applied to each photon beam
polarization states

Time fluctuations 0.4%
Polarization transport 0.4%
Mirrors transmission 0.14%
Birefringence 0.05%
Alignment 0.1%

Total on PL=R
g

0.60%

Fig. 9. Electron polarization measurements during N–D experiment. Vertical dash lines show laser spot moves on AsGa crystal at the
polarized electron source
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7.2. Determination of DPe

Most of the polarized physics experiments in
Hall A are only sensitive to the mean longitudinal
electron polarization defined as

Pe $
jP#

e j# jP!
e j

2
(15)

where P#
e and P!

e denote the electron polarization
in each electron spin configuration (parallel or
anti-parallel). However, some experiments, such as
the N-D experiment, are sensitive to

DPe $
jP#

e j! jP!
e j

2
(16)

One way to measure this quantity is to use the
photon polarization reversal, sacrificing the can-
cellation of helicity-correlated effects. Experimen-
tal asymmetries are thus computed from counting
rates between two opposite signs of the photon
polarization, for each electron helicity [11]. How-

ever, the photon polarization is reversed every
three minutes only, resulting in a false asymmetry
of the same size as the Compton asymmetry itself.
If one makes the assumption that these false
asymmetries are independent of the backscattered
photon’s energy, variation of the Compton asym-
metry with respect to energy allows one to isolate
DPe. An example is shown in Fig. 10 where the
sum of both experimental asymmetries A#

exp and
A!

exp is fitted with a function such as

f 'E( $ DPe * Pg * AC'E( # cst. (17)

For a set of left/right photon reversals over several
days, we assess DPe for the first time at JLab and
find it statistically compatible with zero at a level
of 0.3%.

8. Conclusion

We have continuously measured the CEBAF
electron beam polarization over two periods of 30
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Fig. 10. Experimental asymmetries in regard with photon energy, for a positive(+) and negative(!) electron helicity state, and for the
average of both (filled circles).
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days at an electron energy of 4.6GeV and an
average current of 40 mA. The use of a highly
segmented electron detector in coincidence with
the photon detector was a key element to reduce
the systematic errors. By using 40min runs a total
relative systematic error of 1.2% was achieved.
Thanks to our high-gain optical cavity and a
double beam position feed-back, a statistical
accuracy of 1% could be reached within 25min.
In the relative variations of the beam polarization
from one run to another the correlated errors
cancel out and the systematic error is reduced to
0.7%. Because most of the recent experiments in
Hall A take advantage of the highly polarized and
intense electron beam available at JLab, the
Compton polarimeter has been routinely operated
over the last three years to monitor the beam
polarization. Its performance are crucial for the
upcoming parity experiments [13–15] which aim
for a very accurate measurements (p2%) in an
energy range of 0.85 to 3.00GeV. Such a precision
remains challenging and require detectors and
laser upgrades which are under study. At higher
energy (6 GeV), sub-percent measurements are
feasible with only minor upgrades of the present
apparatus.
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Double spin asymmetry in exclusive ρ0
muoproduction at COMPASS

Abstract

The longitudinal double spin asymmetry Aρ
1 for exclusive leptoproduction of ρ0

mesons, µ + N → µ + N + ρ, is studied using the COMPASS 2002 and 2003
data. The measured reaction is incoherent exclusive ρ0 production on polarised
deuterons. The Q2 and x dependence of Aρ

1 is presented in a wide kinematical
range 3 · 10−3 < Q2 < 7 (GeV/c)2 and 5 · 10−5 < x < 0.05. The presented results
are the first measurements of Aρ

1 at small Q2 (Q2 < 0.1 (GeV/c)2) and small x
(x < 3 · 10−3). The asymmetry is in general compatible with zero in the whole
kinematical range.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we present results on the longitudinal double spin asymmetry Aρ

1 for
exclusive incoherent ρ0 production in the scattering of high energy muons on nucleons.
The experiment was carried out at CERN by the COMPASS collaboration using the
160 GeV muon beam and the large 6LiD polarised target.

The studied reaction is

µ+N → µ� + ρ0 +N �, (1)

where N is a quasi-free nucleon from the polarised deuterons. The reaction (1) can be
described in terms of the virtual photoproduction process

γ∗ +N → ρ0 +N �. (2)

The reaction (2) can be regarded as a fluctuation of the virtual photon into a quark-
antiquark pair (in partonic language), or an off-shell vector meson (in Vector Meson
Dominance model), which then scatters off the target nucleon resulting in the production
of an on-shell vector meson. At high energies this is predominantly a diffractive process and
plays an important role in the investigation of Pomeron exchange and its interpretation
in terms of multiple gluon exchange.

Most of the presently available information on the spin structure of reaction (2)
stems from the ρ0 spin density matrix elements, which are obtained from the analysis
of angular distributions of ρ0 production and decay [1]. Experimental results on ρ0 spin
density matrix elements come from various experiments [2–6] including the preliminary
results from COMPASS [7].

The emerging picture of the spin structure of the considered process is the following.
At low photon virtuality Q2 the cross section by transverse virtual photons σT dominates,
while the relative contribution of the cross section by longitudinal photons σL rapidly
increases with Q2. At Q2 of about 2 (GeV/c)2 both components become comparable and
at a larger Q2 the contribution of σL becomes dominant and continues to grow, although
at lower rate than at low Q2. Approximately, the so called s-channel helicity conservation
(SCHC) is valid, i.e. the helicity of the vector meson is the same as the helicity of the
parent virtual photon. The data indicate that the process can be described approximately
by the exchange in the t-channel of an object with natural parity P . Small deviations from
SCHC are observed, also at the highest energies, whose origin is still to be understood. An
interesting suggestion was made in Ref. [8] that at high energies the magnitudes of various
helicity amplitudes for the reaction (2) may shed a light on the spin-orbital momentum
structure of the vector meson.

A complementary information can be obtained from measurements of the double
spin cross section asymmetry, when the information on both the beam and target polari-
sation is used. The asymmetry is defined as

Aρ
1 =

σ1/2 − σ3/2

σ1/2 + σ3/2
, (3)

where σ1/2(3/2) stands for the cross sections of the reaction (2) and the subscripts denote
the total virtual photon–nucleon angular momentum component along the virtual photon
direction. In the following we will also use the asymmetry ALL which is defined for reaction
(1) as the asymmetry of muon–nucleon cross sections for antiparallel and parallel beam
and target longitudinal spin orientations.

2



In the Regge approach [9] the longitudinal double spin asymmetry Aρ
1 can arise due

to the interference of amplitudes for exchange in the t-channel of Reggeons with natural
parity (Pomeron, ρ, ω, f , A2 ) with amplitudes for Reggeons with unnatural parity (π, A1).
No significant asymmetry is expected when only a non-perturbative Pomeron is exchanged
because it has small spin-dependent couplings as found from hadron-nucleon data for cross
sections and polarisations.

Similarly, in the approach of Fraas [10], assuming approximate validity of SCHC, the
spin asymmetry Aρ

1 arises from the interference between parts of the helicity amplitudes
for transverse photons corresponding to the natural and unnatural parity exchanges in
the t channel. While a measurable asymmetry can arise even from a small contribution of
the unnatural parity exchange, the latter may remain unmeasurable in the cross sections.
A significant unnatural-parity contribution may indicate an exchange of certain Reggeons
like π, A1 or in partonic terms an exchange of qq̄ pairs.

In the same reference a theoretical prediction for Aρ
1 was presented, which is based

on the description of forward exclusive ρ0 leptoproduction and inclusive inelastic lepton-
nucleon scattering by the off-diagonal Generalised Vector Meson Dominance (GVMD)
model, applied to the case of polarised lepton–nucleon scattering. At the values of Bjorken
variable x < 0.2, with additional assumptions [11], Aρ

1 can be related to the A1 asymmetry
for inclusive inelastic lepton scattering at the same x as

Aρ
1 =

2A1

1 + (A1)2
. (4)

This prediction is consistent with the HERMES results for both the proton and deuteron
targets, although with rather large errors.

In perturbative QCD, there exists a general proof of factorisation [12] for exclu-
sive vector meson production by longitudinal photons. It allows a decomposition of the
full amplitude for reaction (2) into three components: a hard scattering amplitude for
the exchange of quarks or gluons, a distribution amplitude for the meson and the non-
perturbative description of the target nucleon in terms of the generalised parton distri-
butions (GPDs), which are related to the internal structure of the nucleon. No similar
proof of factorisation exists for transverse virtual photons, and as a consequence the in-
terpretation of Aρ

1 in perturbative QCD is not possible at leading twist. However, a model
including higher twist effects proposed by Martin et al. [13] describes the behaviour of
both σL as well as of σT reasonably well. An extension of this model by Ryskin [14] for
the spin dependent cross sections allows to relate Aρ

1 to the spin dependent GPDs of
gluons and quarks in the nucleon. The applicability of this model is limited to the range
Q2 ≥ 4 (GeV/c)2. More recently another pQCD-inspired model involving GPDs has been
proposed by Goloskokov and Kroll [15,16]. The non-leading twist asymmetry ALL results
from the interference between the dominant GPD Hg and the helicity-dependent GPD H̃g.
The asymmetry is estimated to be of the order k2

T H̃g/(Q2Hg), where kT is the transverse
momentum of the quark and the antiquark.

Up to now little experimental information has been available on the double spin
asymmetries for exclusive leptoproduction of vector mesons. The first observation of a non-
zero asymmetry Aρ

1 in polarised electron–proton deep-inelastic scattering was reported by
the HERMES experiment [11]. In the deep inelastic region (0.8 < Q2 < 3 (GeV/c)2)
the measured asymmetry is equal to 0.23 ± 0.14 (stat) ± 0.02 (syst) [17], with little
dependence on the kinematical variables. In contrast, for the ‘quasi-real photoproduction’
data, with �Q2� = 0.13 (GeV/c)2, the asymmetry for the proton target is consistent with
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zero. On the other hand the measured asymmetry Aρ
1 for the polarised deuteron target

and the asymmetry Aφ
1 for exclusive production of φ meson either on polarised protons

or deuterons are consistent with zero both in the deep inelastic and in the quasi-real
photoproduction regions [17].

The HERMES result indicating a non-zero Aρ
1 for the proton target differs from the

unpublished result of similar measurements by the SMC experiment [18] at comparable
values of Q2 but at about three times higher values of the photon-nucleon centre of mass
energy W , i.e. at smaller x. The SMC measurements of ALL in several bins of Q2 are
consistent with zero for both proton and deuteron targets.

2 The experimental set-up
The experiment [19] was performed with the high intensity positive muon beam from

the CERN M2 beam line. The µ+ beam intensity is 2·108 per spill of 4.8 s with a cycle time
of 16.8 s. The average beam energy is 160 GeV and the momentum spread is σp/p = 0.05.
The momentum of each beam muon is measured upstream of the experimental area in a
beam momentum station consisting of several planes of scintillator strips or scintillating
fibres with a dipole magnet in between. The precision of the momentum determination
is typically ∆p/p ≤ 0.003. The µ+ beam is naturally polarised by the weak decays of
the parent hadrons. The polarisation of the muon varies with its energy and the average
polarisation is −0.76.

The beam traverses the two cells of the polarised target, each 60 cm long, 3 cm in
diameter and separated by 10 cm, which are placed one after the other. The target cells are
filled with 6LiD which is used as polarised deuteron target material and is longitudinally
polarised by dynamic nuclear polarisation (DNP). The two cells are polarised in opposite
directions so that data from both spin directions are recorded at the same time. The
typical values of polarisation are about 0.50. A mixture of liquid 3He and 4He, used to
refrigerate the target, and a small amount of heavier nuclei are also present in the target.
The spin directions in the two target cells are reversed every 8 hours by rotating the
direction of the magnetic field in the target. In this way fluxes and acceptances cancel
in the calculation of spin asymmetries, provided that the ratio of acceptances of the two
cells remains unchanged after the reversal.

The COMPASS spectrometer is designed to reconstruct the scattered muons and
the produced hadrons in wide momentum and angular ranges. It is divided in two stages
with two dipole magnets, SM1 and SM2. The first magnet, SM1, accepts charged particles
of momenta larger than 0.4 GeV/c, and the second one, SM2, those larger than 4 GeV/c.
The angular acceptance of the spectrometer is limited by the aperture of the polarised
target magnet. For the upstream end of the target it is ±70 mrad.

To match the expected particle flux at various locations in the spectrometer, COM-
PASS uses various tracking detectors. Small-angle tracking is provided by stations of
scintillating fibres, silicon detectors, micromesh gaseous chambers and gas electron mul-
tiplier chambers. Large-angle tracking devices are multiwire proportional chambers, drift
chambers and straw detectors. Muons are identified in large-area mini drift tubes and
drift tubes placed downstream of hadron absorbers. Hadrons are detected by two large
iron-scintillator sampling calorimeters installed in front of the absorbers and shielded to
avoid electromagnetic contamination. The identification of charged particles is possible
with a RICH detector, although in this paper we have not utilised the information from
the RICH.

The data recording system is activated by various triggers indicating the presence of
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a scattered muon and/or an energy deposited by hadrons in the calorimeters. In addition
to the inclusive trigger, in which the scattered muon is identified by coincidence signals
in the trigger hodoscopes, several semi-inclusive triggers were used. They select events
fulfilling the requirement to detect the scattered muon together with the energy deposited
in the hadron calorimeters exceeding a given threshold. In 2003 the acceptance was further
extended towards high Q2 values by the addition of a standalone calorimetric trigger in
which no condition is set for the scattered muon. The COMPASS trigger system allows us
to cover a wide range ofQ2, from quasi-real photoproduction to deep inelastic interactions.

A more detailed description of the COMPASS apparatus can be found in Ref. [19]

3 Event sample
For the present analysis the whole data sample taken in 2002 and 2003 with the

longitudinally polarised target is used. For an event to be accepted for further analysis it
is required to originate in the target, have a reconstructed beam track, a scattered muon
track, and only two additional tracks of oppositely charged hadrons associated to the
primary vertex. The fluxes of beam muons passing through each target cell are equalised
using appropriate cuts on the position and angle of the beam tracks.

The charged pion mass hypothesis is assigned to each hadron track and the invariant
mass of two pions, mππ, calculated. A cut on the invariant mass of two pions, 0.5 < mππ <
1 GeV/c2, is applied to select the ρ0. As slow recoil target particles are not detected, in
order to select exclusive events we use the cut on the missing energy, −2.5 < Emiss <
2.5 GeV, and on the transverse momentum of ρ0 with respect to the direction of virtual
photon, p2t < 0.5 (GeV/c)2. Here Emiss = (M2

X−M2
p )/2Mp, where MX is the missing mass

of the unobserved recoiling system and Mp is the proton mass. Coherent interactions on
the target nuclei are removed by a cut p2t > 0.15 (GeV/c)2. To avoid large corrections for
acceptance and misidentification of events, additional cuts ν > 30 GeV and Eµ� > 20 GeV
are applied.

The distributions of mππ, Emiss and p2t are shown in Fig. 1. Each plot is obtained
applying all cuts except those corresponding to the displayed variable. On the left top
panel of Fig. 1 a clear peak of the ρ0 resonance, centred at 770 MeV/c2, is visible on the
top of the small contribution of background of the non-resonant π+π− pairs. Also the
skewing of the resonance peak towards smaller values of mππ, due to an interference with
the non-resonant background, is noticeable. A small bump below 0.4 GeV/c2 is due to
assignment of the charged pion mass to the kaons from decays of φ mesons. The mass cuts
eliminate the non-resonant background outside of the ρ0 peak, as well as the contribution
of φ mesons.

On the right top panel of the figure the peak at Emiss ≈ 0 is the signal of exclusive
ρ0 production. The width of the peak, σ ≈ 1.1 GeV, is due to the spectrometer resolution.
Non-exclusive events, where in addition to the recoil nucleon other undetected hadrons
are produced, appear at Emiss > 0. Due to the finite resolution, however, they are not
resolved from the exclusive peak. This background consists of two components: the double-
diffractive events where additionally to ρ0 an excited nucleon state is produced in the
nucleon vertex of reaction (2), and events with semi-inclusive ρ0 production, in which
other hadrons are produced but escape detection.

The p2t distribution shown on the bottom panel of the figure indicates a contribution
from coherent production on target nuclei at small p2t values. A three-exponential fit
to this distribution was performed, which indicates also a contribution of non-exclusive
background increasing with p2t . Therefore to select the sample of exclusive incoherent ρ0
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Figure 1: Distributions of mππ (top left), Emiss (top right) and p2t (bottom) for the exclu-
sive sample. The arrows show cuts imposed on each variable to define the final sample.

production, the aforementioned p2t cuts, indicated by arrows, were applied.
After all selections the final sample consists of about 2.44 million events. The dis-

tributions of Q2, x and W are shown in Fig. 2. The data cover a wide range in Q2 and
x which extends towards the small values by almost two orders of magnitude compared
to the similar studies reported in Ref. [17]. The sharp edge of the W distribution at the
low W values is a consequence of the cut applied on ν. For this sample �W � is equal to
10.2 GeV and �p2t � = 0.27(GeV/c)2.

4 Extraction of asymmetry Aρ
1

The cross section asymmetry ALL = (σ↑↓ − σ↑↑)/(σ↑↓ + σ↑↑) for reaction (1) , for
antiparallel (↑↓) and parallel (↑↑) spins of the incoming muon and the target nucleon, is
related to the virtual-photon nucleon asymmetry Aρ

1 by

ALL = D (Aρ
1 + ηAρ

2) , (5)

where the factors D and η depend on the event kinematics and Aρ
2 is related to the

interference cross section for exclusive production by longitudinal and transverse virtual
photons. As the presented results extend into the range of very small Q2, the exact
formulae for the depolarisation factor D and kinematical factor η [20] are used without
neglecting terms proportional to the lepton mass squared m2. The depolarisation factor
is given by

D(y,Q2) =
y [(1 + γ2y/2)(2− y)− 2y2m2/Q2]

y2(1− 2m2/Q2)(1 + γ2) + 2(1 +R)(1− y − γ2y2/4)
, (6)
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Figure 2: Distributions of the kinematical variables for the final sample: Q2 with linear
and logarithmic vertical axis scale (top left and right panels respectively), x (bottom left),
and the energy W (bottom right).

where R = σL/σT , σL(T ) is the cross section for reaction (2) initiated by longitudinally
(transversely) polarised virtual photons, the fraction of the muon energy lost y = ν/Eµ

and γ2 = Q2/ν2. The kinematical factor η(y,Q2) is the same as for the inclusive asym-
metry.

The asymmetry Aρ
2 obeys the positivity limit Aρ

2 <
√
R, analogous to the one for

the inclusive case. For Q2 ≤ 0.1 (GeV/c)2 the ratio R for the reaction (2) is small, cf.
Fig. 3, and the positivity limit constrains Aρ

2 to small values. Although for larger Q2 the
ratio R for the process (2) increases with Q2, because of small values of η the product
η
√
R is small in the whole Q2 range of our sample. Therefore the second term in Eq. 5

can be neglected, so that

Aρ
1 �

1

D
ALL, (7)

and the effect of this approximation is included in the systematic uncertainty of Aρ
1.

The number of events Ni collected from a given target cell in a given time interval
is related to the spin-independent cross section σ̄ for reaction (2) and to the asymmetry
Aρ

1 by
Ni = aiφiniσ̄(1 + PBPTfDAρ

1), (8)

where PB and PT are the beam and target polarisations, φi is the incoming muon flux, ai
the acceptance for the target cell, ni corresponding number of target nucleons, and f the
target dilution factor. The asymmetry is extracted from the data sets taken before and
after a reversal of the target spin directions. The four relations of Eq. 8, corresponding
to the two cells (u and d) and the two spin orientations (1 and 2) lead to a second-
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Figure 3: The ratio R = σL/σT as a function of Q2 measured in the E665 experiment.
The curve is a fit to the data described in the text.

order equation in Aρ
1 for the ratio (Nu,1Nd,2/Nd,1Nu,2). Here fluxes cancel out as well as

acceptances, if the ratio of acceptances for the two cells is the same before and after
the reversal [21]. In order to minimise the statistical error all quantities used in the
asymmetry calculation are evaluated event by event with the weight factor w = PBfD.
The polarisation of the beam muon, PB, is obtained from a simulation of the beam line
and parameterised as a function of the beam momentum. The target polarisation is not
included in the event weight w because it may vary in time and generate false asymmetries.
An average PT is used for each target cell and each spin orientation.

The ratio R, which enters the formula forD and strongly depends on Q2 for reaction
(2), was calculated on an event-by-event basis using the parameterisation

R(Q2) = a0(Q
2)a1 , (9)

with a0 = 0.66 ± 0.05, and a1 = 0.61 ± 0.09. The parameterisation was obtained by the
Fermilab E665 experiment from a fit to their R measurements for exclusive ρ0 muopro-
duction on protons [3]. These are shown in Fig. 3 together with the fitted Q2-dependence.
The preliminary COMPASS results on R for the incoherent exclusive ρ0 production on
the nucleon [7], which cover a broader kinematic region in Q2 , agree reasonably well with
this parameterisation. The uncertainty of a0 and a1 is included in the systematic error of
Aρ

1.
The dilution factor f gives the fraction of events of reaction (2) originating from

nucleons in polarised deuterons inside the target material. It is calculated event-by-event
using the formula

f = C1 · f0 = C1 ·
nD

nD + ΣAnA(σ̃A/σ̃D)
. (10)

Here nD and nA denote numbers of nucleons in deuteron and nucleus of atomic mass A
in the target, and σ̃D and σ̃A are the cross sections per nucleon for reaction (2) occurring
on the deuteron and on the nucleus of atomic mass A, respectively. The sum runs over all
nuclei present in the COMPASS target. The factor C1 takes into account that there are
two polarised deuterons in the 6LiD molecule, as the 6Li nucleus is in a first approximation
composed of a deuteron and an α particle.

The measurements of the σ̃A/σ̃D for incoherent exclusive ρ0 production come from
the NMC [2], E665 [22] and early experiments on ρ0 photoproduction [23]. They were
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Figure 4: (Left) Parameter α of Eq. 11 as a function of Q2 (from Ref. [24]). The exper-
imental points and the fitted curve are shown. See text for details. (Right) The dilution
factor f as a function of Q2.

fitted in Ref. [24] with the formula:

σ̃A = σp ·Aα(Q2)−1, with α(Q2)− 1 = −1

3
exp{−Q2/Q2

0}, (11)

where σp is the cross section for reaction (2) on the free proton. The value of the fitted
parameter Q2

0 is equal to 9 ± 3 (GeV/c)2. The measured values of the parameter α and
the fitted curve α(Q2) are shown on the left panel of Fig. 4 taken from Ref. [24]. On the
right panel of the figure the average value of f is plotted for the various Q2 bins used in
the present analysis. The values of f are equal to about 0.36 in most of the Q2 range,
rising to about 0.38 at the highest Q2.

The radiative corrections (RC) have been neglected in the present analysis, in par-
ticular in the calculation of f , because they are expected to be small for reaction (1).
They were evaluated [25] to be of the order of 6% for the NMC exclusive ρ0 production
analysis. The small values of RC are mainly due to the requirement of event exclusivity
via cuts on Emiss and p2t , which largely suppress the dominant external photon radiation.
The internal (infrared and virtual) RC were estimated in Ref. [25] to be of the order of
2%.

5 Systematic errors
The main systematic uncertainty of Aρ

1 comes from an estimate of possible false
asymmetries. In order to improve the accuracy of this estimate, in addition to the standard
sample of incoherent events, a second sample was selected by changing the p2t cuts to

0 < p2t < 0.5 (GeV/c)2, (12)

and keeping all the remaining selections and cuts the same as for the ‘incoherent sample’.
In the following it will be referred to as the ‘extended p2t sample’. Such an extension of the
p2t range allows one to obtain a sample which is about five times larger than the incoherent
sample. However, in addition to incoherent events such a sample contains a large fraction of
events originating from coherent ρ0 production. Therefore, for the estimate of the dilution
factor f a different nuclear dependence of the exclusive cross section was used, applicable
for the sum of coherent and incoherent cross sections [2]. The physics asymmetries Aρ

1 for
both samples are consistent within statistical errors.
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Possible, false experimental asymmetries were searched for by modifying the se-
lection of data sets used for the asymmetry calculation. The grouping of the data into
configurations with opposite target-polarisation was varied from large samples, covering
at most two weeks of data taking, into about 100 small samples, taken in time intervals of
the order of 16 hours. A statistical test was performed on the distributions of asymmetries
obtained from these small samples. In each of the Q2 and x bins the dispersion of the
values of Aρ

1 around their mean agrees with the statistical error. Time-dependent effects
which would lead to a broadening of these distributions were thus not observed. Allowing
the dispersion of Aρ

1 to vary within its two standard deviations we obtain for each bin an
upper bound for the systematic error arising from time-dependent effects

σfalseA,tdep < 0.56 σstat. (13)

Here σstat is the statistical error on Aρ
1 for the extended p2t sample. The uncertainty on the

estimates of possible false asymmetries due to the time-dependent effects is the dominant
contribution to the total systematic error in most of the kinematical region.

Asymmetries for configurations where spin effects cancel out were calculated to
check the cancellation of effects due to fluxes and acceptances. They were found compatible
with zero within the statistical errors. Asymmetries obtained with different settings of the
microwave (MW) frequency, used for DNP, were compared in order to test possible effects
related to the orientation of the target magnetic field. The results for the extended p2t
sample tend to show that there is a small difference between asymmetries for the two
MW configurations. However, because the numbers of events of the data samples taken
with each MW setting are approximately balanced, the effect of this difference on Aρ

1 is
negligible for the total sample.

The systematic error on Aρ
1 also contains an overall scale uncertainty of 6.5% due to

uncertainties on PB and PT . The uncertainty of the parameterisation of R(Q2) affects the
depolarisation factor D. The uncertainty of the dilution factor f is mostly due to uncer-
tainty of the parameter α(Q2) which takes into account nuclear effects in the incoherent
ρ0 production. The neglect of the Aρ

2 term mainly affects the highest bins of Q2 and x.
Another source of systematic errors is due to the contribution of the non-exclusive

background to our sample. This background originates from two sources. First one is
due to the production of ρ0 accompanied by the dissociation of the target nucleon, the
second one is the production of ρ0 in inclusive scattering. In order to evaluate the amount
of background in the sample of exclusive events it is necessary to determine the Emiss

dependence for the non-exclusive background in the region under the exclusive peak (cf.
Fig. 1 ). For this purpose complete Monte Carlo simulations of the experiment were used,
with events generated by either the PYTHIA 6.2 or LEPTO 6.5.1 generators. Events
generated with LEPTO come only from deep inelastic scattering and cover the range of
Q2 > 0.5 (GeV/c)2. Those generated with PYTHIA cover the whole kinematical range
of the experiment and include exclusive production of vector mesons and processes with
diffractive excitation of the target nucleon or the vector meson, in addition to inelastic
production.

The generated MC events were reconstructed and selected for the analysis using the
same procedure as for the data. In each bin of Q2 the Emiss distribution for the MC was
normalised to the corresponding one for the data in the range of large Emiss > 7.5 GeV.
Then the normalised MC distribution was used to estimate the number of background
events under the exclusive peak in the data. The fraction of background events in the
sample of incoherent exclusive ρ0 production was estimated to be about 0.12±0.06 in most
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of the kinematical range, except in the largest Q2 region, where it is about 0.24±0.12. The
large uncertainties of these fractions reflect the differences between estimates from LEPTO
and PYTHIA in the region where they overlap. In the case of PYTHIA the uncertainties
on the cross sections for diffractive photo- and electroproduction of vector mesons also
contribute. For events generated with PYTHIA the Emiss distributions for various physics
processes could be studied separately. It was found that events of ρ0 production with an
excitation of the target nucleon into N∗ resonances of small mass, M < 2 GeV/c2, cannot
be resolved from the exclusive peak and therefore were not included in the estimates of
number of background events.

An estimate of the asymmetry Aρ
1 for the background was obtained using a non-

exclusive sample, which was selected with the standard cuts used in this analysis, except
the cut on Emiss which was modified to Emiss > 2.5 GeV. In different high-Emiss bins A

ρ
1

for this sample was found compatible with zero.
Because no indication of a non-zero Aρ

1 for the background was found, and also due
to a large uncertainty of the estimated amount of background in the exclusive sample,
no background corrections were made. Instead, the effect of background was treated as a
source of systematic error. Its contribution to the total systematic error was not significant
in most of the kinematical range, except for the highest Q2 and x.

The total systematic error on Aρ
1 was obtained as a quadratic sum of the errors

from all discussed sources. Its values for each Q2 and x bin are given in Tables 1 and 2.
The total systematic error amounts to about 40% of the statistical error for most of the
kinematical range. Both errors become comparable in the highest bin of Q2.

6 Results
The COMPASS results on Aρ

1 are shown as a function of Q2 and x in Fig. 5 and
listed in Tables 1 and 2. The statistical errors are represented by vertical bars and the
total systematic errors by shaded bands.
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Figure 5: Aρ
1 as a function of Q2 (left) and x (right) from the present analysis. Error bars

correspond to statistical errors, while bands at the bottom represent the systematical
errors.

The wide range in Q2 covers four orders of magnitude from 3 · 10−3 to 7 (GeV/c)2.
The domain in x which is strongly correlated with Q2, varies from 5 · 10−5 to about
0.05 (see Tables for more details). For the whole kinematical range the Aρ

1 asymmetry
measured by COMPASS is consistent with zero. As discussed in the introduction, this
indicates that the role of unnatural parity exchanges, like π- or A1-Reggeon exchange, is
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Table 1: Asymmetry Aρ
1 as a function of Q2. Both the statistical errors (first) and the

total systematic errors (second) are listed.

Q2 range �Q2� [(GeV/c)2] �x� �ν� [GeV] Aρ
1

0.0004 − 0.005 0.0031 4.0 · 10−5 42.8 −0.030 ± 0.045 ± 0.014

0.005 − 0.010 0.0074 8.4 · 10−5 49.9 0.048 ± 0.038 ± 0.013

0.010 − 0.025 0.017 1.8 · 10−4 55.6 0.063 ± 0.026 ± 0.014

0.025 − 0.050 0.036 3.7 · 10−4 59.9 −0.035 ± 0.027 ± 0.009

0.05 − 0.10 0.072 7.1 · 10−4 62.0 −0.010 ± 0.028 ± 0.008

0.10 − 0.25 0.16 0.0016 62.3 −0.019 ± 0.029 ± 0.009

0.25 − 0.50 0.35 0.0036 60.3 0.016 ± 0.045 ± 0.014

0.5− 1 0.69 0.0074 58.6 0.141 ± 0.069 ± 0.030

1− 4 1.7 0.018 59.7 0.000 ± 0.098 ± 0.035

4− 50 6.8 0.075 55.9 −0.85± 0.50 ± 0.39

small in that kinematical domain, which is to be expected if diffraction is the dominant
process for reaction (2).

In Fig. 6 the COMPASS results are compared to the HERMES results on Aρ
1 ob-

tained on a deuteron target [17]. Note that the lowest Q2 and x HERMES points, re-
ferred to as ‘quasi-photoproduction’, come from measurements where the kinematics of
the small-angle scattered electron was not measured but estimated from a MC simulation.
This is in contrast to COMPASS, where scattered muon kinematics is measured even at
the smallest Q2.
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Figure 6: Aρ
1 as a function of Q2 (left) and x (right) from the present analysis (circles)

compared to HERMES results on the deuteron target (triangles). For the COMPASS
results inner bars represent statistical errors, while the outer bars correspond to the total
error. For the HERMES results vertical bars represent the quadratic sum of statistical
and systematic errors. The curve represents the prediction explained in the text.

The results from both experiments are consistent within errors. The kinematical
range covered by the present analysis extends further towards small values of x and Q2

by almost two orders of magnitude. In each of the two experiments Aρ
1 is measured at

different average W , which is equal to about 10 GeV for COMPASS and 5 GeV for

12



Table 2: Asymmetry Aρ
1 as a function of x. Both the statistical errors (first) and the total

systematic errors (second) are listed.

x range �x� �Q2� [(GeV/c)2] �ν� [GeV] Aρ
1

8 · 10−6 − 1 · 10−4 5.8 · 10−5 0.0058 51.7 0.035 ± 0.026 ± 0.011

1 · 10−4 − 2.5 · 10−4 1.7 · 10−4 0.019 59.7 0.036 ± 0.024 ± 0.010

2.5 · 10−4 − 5 · 10−4 3.6 · 10−4 0.041 61.3 −0.039 ± 0.027 ± 0.012

5 · 10−4 − 0.001 7.1 · 10−4 0.082 60.8 −0.010 ± 0.030 ± 0.010

0.001 − 0.002 0.0014 0.16 58.6 −0.005 ± 0.036 ± 0.013

0.002 − 0.004 0.0028 0.29 54.8 0.032 ± 0.050 ± 0.019

0.004 − 0.01 0.0062 0.59 50.7 0.019 ± 0.069 ± 0.026

0.01 − 0.025 0.015 1.3 47.5 −0.03 ± 0.14 ± 0.06

0.025 − 0.8 0.049 3.9 43.8 −0.27 ± 0.38 ± 0.19

HERMES. Thus, no significant W dependence is observed for Aρ
1 on an isoscalar nucleon

target.
The x dependence of the measured Aρ

1 is compared in Fig. 6 to the prediction
given by Eq. 4, which relates Aρ

1 to the asymmetry A1 for the inclusive inelastic lepton-
nucleon scattering. To produce the curve the inclusive asymmetry A1 was parameterised
as A1(x) = (xα − γα) · (1 − e−βx) , where α = 1.158 ± 0.024, β = 125.1 ± 115.7 and
γ = 0.0180 ± 0.0038. The values of the parameters have been obtained from a fit of
A1(x) to the world data from polarised deuteron targets [26–31] including COMPASS
measurements at very low Q2 and x [32]. Within the present accuracy the results on Aρ

1

are consistent with this prediction.
In the highest Q2 bin, �Q2� = 6.8 (GeV/c)2, in the kinematical domain of applica-

bility of pQCD-inspired models which relate the asymmetry to the spin-dependent GPDs
for gluons and quarks (cf. Introduction), one can observe a hint of a possible nonzero
asymmetry, although with a large error. It should be noted that in Ref. [18] a nega-
tive value of ALL different from zero by about 2 standard deviations was reported at
�Q2� = 7.7 (GeV/c)2. At COMPASS, including the data taken with the longitudinally
polarised deuteron target in 2004 and 2006 will result in an increase of statistics by a
factor of about three compared to the present paper, and thus may help to clarify the
issue.

For the whole Q2 range future COMPASS data, to be taken with the polarised
proton target, would be very valuable for checking if the role of the flavour-blind exchanges
is indeed dominant, as expected for the Pomeron-mediated process.

7 Summary
The longitudinal double spin asymmetry Aρ

1 for the diffractive muoproduction of ρ0

meson, µ + N → µ + N + ρ, has been measured by scattering longitudinally polarised
muons off longitudinally polarised deuterons from the 6LiD target and selecting incoherent
exclusive ρ0 production. The presented results for the COMPASS 2002 and 2003 data cover
a range of energy W from about 7 to 15 GeV.

The Q2 and x dependence of Aρ
1 is presented in a wide kinematical range 3 · 10−3 ≤

Q2 ≤ 7 (GeV/c)2 and 5 · 10−5 ≤ x ≤ 0.05. These results extend the range in Q2 and x by

13

two orders of magnitude down with respect to the existing data from HERMES.
The asymmetry Aρ

1 is compatible with zero in the whole x and Q2 range. This may
indicate that the role of unnatural parity exchanges like π- or A1-Reggeon exchange is
small in that kinematical domain.

The x dependence of measured Aρ
1 is consistent with the prediction of Ref. [11] which

relates Aρ
1 to the asymmetry A1 for the inclusive inelastic lepton–nucleon scattering.
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Abstract

This note describes the selection of exclusive incoherent production of
ρ0 mesons for the transversely polarized 6LiD target (2004 data) and NH3

target (2007 data).

Results for the extracted raw asymmetry Asin(φ−φS)
UT for the COMPASS

2007 data are presented. They have been cross checked in independent
analyses realized at Freiburg and Saclay. A similar work was done for the
COMPASS 2002-2004 data (COMPASS note 2007-9 [1]).

The final goal of this work will be to correct the raw asymmetry for
the remaining non-exclusive background and to separate the longitudinal
and transverse observables using a good knowledge of the acceptance. In
parallel the spin density matrix element r0400 and the t-dependence of the
cross section will be determined. This work is still in progress for the 2004
and 2007 data and will be presented in a further analysis meeting.
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4 1 THEORETICAL MOTIVATION

Part I

Introduction

1 Theoretical Motivation

The ultimate goal of this analysis is to determine the Transverse Target Spin
Asymmetry Asin(φ−φs)

UT for exclusive incoherent ρ0 production in the scattering of
high energy muons on nucleons. The experiment is carried out at CERN by the
COMPASS collaboration using the 160 GeV muon beam and the transversely
polarised 6LiD target (for 2004 data) and transversely polarised NH3 target (for
2007 data).

The studied reaction is

µ+N → µ� + ρ0 +N � (1)

where N is a quasi-free nucleon from the polarised material (proton or neutron for
6LiD and only proton for NH3). The reaction (1) can be described in terms of the
virtual photoproduction process

γ∗ +N → ρ0 +N � (2)

Exclusive vector meson production has played an important role in studying
strong interaction and gained a renewed interest, as it can give access to Gener-
alized Parton Distributions (GPDs) and thus to a wealth of information on the
nucleon structure. Moreover it was pointed out that vector meson production on a
transversely polarised target is sensitive to the nucleon helicity-flip GPD E [2, 3].
This GPD offers unique views on the orbital angular momentum carried by par-
tons in the proton [4] and on the correlation between polarisation and spatial
distribution of partons [5].

In the limit of large Q2 at fixed xB and small momentum transfer t, the γ∗p
amplitude factorizes into the convolution of a hard-scattering subprocess with
GPDs in the nucleon and the light-cone distribution amplitude of the produced
mesons. The factorization theorem [6, 7] shows that the leading transitions in the
large Q2 limit have both the virtual photon and the produced meson longitudinally

polarised, all other transitions being suppressed by at least one power of 1/Q.
The longitudinally polarised vector meson channels ρ0,±,ω,φ, ... are sensitive

only to the GPDs H and E while the pseudo-scalar channels π0,±, η, ... are sen-
sitive only to H̃ and Ẽ. Quark and gluon GPDs contribute both for the meson
production as the GPDs for gluons enter at the same order in αs as those for
quarks. Decomposition on flavor quark and gluon contributions can be illustrated
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as follows:

Hρ0 =
1√
2
(
2

3
Hu+

1

3
Hd+

3

8
Hg) Hω =

1√
2
(
2

3
Hu− 1

3
Hd+

1

8
Hg) Hφ = −1

3
Hs− 1

8
Hg

(3)
The relative production of these three meson ρ:ω:φ will give ratios as 9:1:2 in
the region where the gluon GPDs dominate over those for quarks. Evidence for
substantial gluon contribution for values of xB around 0.1 has been given in Ref. [8].
These properties make the hard meson production reactions complementary to the
DVCS process as it provides an additional tool or filter to disentangle the different
GPDs.

2 Cross section and Asymmetry

The references [9, 10] provide a very detailed framework to our study which is
summarized here. The cross section of the reaction (1) on transversely polarised
nucleon is a function of the following kinematic variables xB, Q2, t, φ and φS. φ is
the azimuthal angle between the lepton plane and the hadron plane and φS is the
azimuthal angle of the the target spin vector ST w.r.t. the virtual photon direction
(see Fig. 1). Note, that the target transverse polarisation w.r.t. the lepton beam
direction will be denoted by PT .

The spin dependent photoabsorption cross sections and interference terms can
be expressed in terms of the amplitudes Ai

m for the subprocess of the reaction (2)
with the target nucleon helicity i and the photon helicity m:

σij
mn(xB, Q

2, t) ∝ Σspins(Ai
m)

∗Aj
n (4)

For the sake of legibility we note the target spin states by ± instead of ±1
2 and

the photon spin states +, 0,−. We can use also the common notation σT =
1
2(σ

++
++ + σ−−

++) and σL = σ++
00 for the transverse and longitudinal virtual photon

cross sections.

Below the lepton-proton differential cross section is given for a transversely
polarised target with respect to the lepton beam. The dependence on xB, Q2,
φ, and φS is shown explicitly, whereas t-dependence is implied. The other used
variables are: the fraction y of the energy of the initial lepton taken by the virtual

photon, the virtual photon polarisation parameter � =
1−y− 1

4y
2γ2

1−y+ 1
2y

2+ 1
4y

2γ2 , and the

polar angle θγ of the virtual photon relatively to the incident lepton direction, for

which sinθγ = γ
�

1−y− 1
4y

2γ2

1+γ2 with γ = 2 xB Mp/Q:

6 2 CROSS SECTION AND ASYMMETRY

Figure 1: Definition of the angles φ between the hadron production plane and the
lepton scattering plane and of the angle φS between the lepton scattering plane and the
target spin vector. ST is the transverse component of the target spin vector w.r.t. the
virtual photon direction.

�
cosθγ

1− sin2θγ sin2φS

�−1 �
αem

8π3

y2

1− �

1− xB

xB

1

Q2

�−1 dσ

dxB dQ2 dφ dφS
= (5)

1

2
(σ++

++ + σ−−
++) + � σ++

00 − � cos(2φ) Reσ++
+− −

�
�(1 + �) cosφ Re(σ++

+0 + σ−−
+0 )

− PT�
1− sin2θγ sin2φS

�
sinφS cosθγ

�
�(1 + �) Imσ+−

+0

+ sin(φ− φs) (cosθγ Im(σ+−
++ + � σ+−

00 ) +
1

2
sinθγ

�
�(1 + �) Im(σ++

+0 − σ−−
+0 ))

+ sin(φ+ φs) (cosθγ
�

2
Imσ+−

+− +
1

2
sinθγ

�
�(1 + �) Im(σ++

+0 − σ−−
+0 ))

+ sin(2φ− φs) (cosθγ
�
�(1 + �) Imσ−+

+0 +
1

2
sinθγ � Imσ++

+−)

+ sin(2φ+ φs)
1

2
sinθγ � Imσ++

+−

+ sin(3φ− φs) cosθγ
�

2
Imσ−+

+−

�

+ terms dependent on the lepton polarisation P�.
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The Transverse Target Spin Asymmetry w.r.t. the virtual photon direction is
defined as:

AUT (φ,φS) =
1

ST
· dσ(φ,φS)− dσ(φ,φS + π)

dσ(φ,φS) + dσ(φ,φS + π)
(6)

According to the previous formula the modulation in sin(φ− φs) will give:

Asin(φ−φs)
UT (φ,φS) ∝

(cosθγ Im(σ+−
++ + � σ+−

00 ) + 1
2 sinθγ

�
�(1 + �) Im(σ++

+0 − σ−−
+0 ))

1
2(σ

++
++ + σ−−

++) + � σ++
00

,

which in deep inelastic kinematics becomes

∝ Im(σ+−
++ + � σ+−

00 )
1
2(σ

++
++ + σ−−

++) + � σ++
00

. (7)

The only leading-twist observables are the longitudinal cross section σ++
00 and

the interference term σ+−
00 . Transverse-longitudinal interference terms σij

+0 are at
least suppressed by 1/Q while cross sections σij

++ and interference terms σij
+− with

transverse photon polarisation are suppressed by 1/Q2. The leading-twist contri-
butions can be written as:

1

Γ�
dσ++

00

dt
= (1− ξ2)|HM |2 − (ξ2 +

t

4M2
p

)|EM |2 − 2ξ2Re(E∗
MHM), (8)

1

Γ�
dσ+−

00

dt
= −

�
1− ξ2

√
t0 − t

Mp
Im(E∗

MHM) , (9)

where Γ� = αem/Q6×x2
B/(1−xB), the skewedness variable is ξ = xB/(2−xB) and

the minimal four-momentum transfer is t0 = −4ξ2M2
p/(1−ξ2). The quantities HM

and EM are weighted sums of integrals over the GPD Hq,g and Eq,g respectively.
The weights depend on the contributions of quarks of various flavours and of gluons
to the production of meson M.

3 Angular Distribution of the ρ0 decay and SDME

For electroproduction of vector mesons one experimentally finds that the ratio
σL/σT is not very large for Q2 of a few GeV2 which means that the predicted power
suppression of transverse photon amplitudes is numerically not yet very effective in
these kinematics. One finds also that transitions with the same helicity for photon
and meson are clearly dominant over those changing the helicity. This is commonly
referred as approximate s-channel helicity conservation. So the measurement of
the decay angular distribution of the vector meson, ρ → π+π−, will help towards
isolating the twist-two (longitudinal) observables. If only the dependence on the

8 5 DIFFERENT STEPS IN THE ANALYSIS

polar decay angle θ is considered, one can separate the longitudinal and transverse
ρ polarisation:

dσij
mn(γ

∗p → ρ p)

d(cosθ)
=

3cos2θ

2
σij
mn(γ

∗p → ρLp) +
3sin2θ

4
σij
mn(γ

∗p → ρTp) (10)

σ++
++, σ

−−
++ and σ++

00 are related to the spin density matrix element r0400. Note that
the interference terms between longitudinal and transverse ρ0 are cancelled as the
cross section is integrated over the azimuthal decay angle ϕ.

4 t-dependence of the cross section

QCD factorisation relies on the fact that for Q2 → ∞ the meson is predominatly
produced by small-size hadronic components of virtual photon, whose coupling to
the target is weak and can be computed perturabatively. The approach to the
small size regime with increasing Q2 can be verified experimentally in a model-
indepednent way and constitutes a crucial test of the reaction mechanism. The t-
slope of the differential cross section measures the transverse area of the interaction
region, reflecting the size of the target and the size of the hadronic components
of the virtual photon which contribute to the produced meson. As Q2 increases,
small size meson configurations become more important, and one expects the t-
slope to decrease and approach a constant value. This behaviour is observed at
HERA where the exponential t-slope of ρ0 and φ production changes from a slope
of 10 GeV2 at Q2=0 to a slope of 5 GeV2 at Q2 around 10 GeV2. This latter value
is close to the one of J/ψ production, which is practically Q2-independent because
the J/ψ is produced by small configurations even at Q2 = 0. These observations
attest to the approach to the small size regime in vector meson production at high
Q2 and validate QCD factorisation. The limiting value of the t-slope for Q2 → ∞
reflects the size of the target only and can be associated with the t-dependence of
the GPDs.

5 Different steps in the analysis

The goal of this note is to present the extraction of Asin(φ−φS)
UT . Selection of exclusive

incoherent production is described. In the near future corrections for acceptance
and background and separation of longitudinal and transverse virtual photon con-
tributions will be given. At the same time the determination of SDME r0400 and
the study of the t-dependence of the cross section will be performed.

For the moment only cross check for the raw asymmetry Asin(φ−φS)
UT on the NH3

(2007) has been performed thanks to Guillaume and Heiner (REQUEST FOR
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RELEASE). While the next steps have been mostly realized by Guillaume for the
2004 data, they remain to be done for the 2007 data.

10 6 EVENT SELECTION

Part II

Event Selection and Asymmetry
Calculation

6 Event Selection

The initial data sample for this analysis is based on COMPASS data, taken during
the years 2004 and 2007 with the transverse target spin configuration. As this
data sample is the same as for the analysis of Collins and Sivers asymmetries for
unidentified hadrons, more detailed information on the basic event selection and
the data quality can be found in the COMPASS notes 2006-12 [13] and 2008-
10 [14].
In the following, the additional selection of exclusive ρ0 events is described in
detail, illustrated for both 2004 and 2007 data.

6.1 Beam and Scattered Muon

Only events with a best primary vertex are selected for the analysis. In addition,
in order to ensure that the same beam flux passes through each target cell, the cut
on the radial position of the vertex was applied. The maximal allowed radial dis-
tance of the vertex was 1.3 cm for 2004 data and 1.9 cm for 2007 data. The values
were chosen taking into account the actual target position. Another requirement
on the incident beam particle is the good fit quality of its track, which is ensured
by a reduced χ2

red smaller than 10 for a reconstructed beam track.

Since selected events have to originate in one of the target cells, the spatial
coordinates of the primary vertex are checked. After applying a cut on the ra-
dial distance of the primary vertex from the beam axis, the z coordinate has to be
within the range of one of the target cells. The spatial distributions of the primary
vertex are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

The scattered µ� is selected with a PHAST routine. This ”tagged” µ� candidate
has to fulfill the same criteria regarding χ2

red as the beam muon and in addition, the
calculated penetration length of the µ� track, expressed in units of the radiation
length, has to exceed a minimal value, i.e. X/X0 > 30. Aside from the PHAST
routine a additional recovering procedure is used, which is based on hit information
from the Muon Wall detectors. In the case when one of the outgoing particles from
the primary vertex causes more than 4 hits in MA01 or more then 6 hits in MA02,
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Figure 2: The spatial distributions of the primary vertex in the plane perpendicular to
the beam axis for the 2004 sample (left) and 2007 sample (right).
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Figure 3: The spatial distributions of the primary vertex in z-direction for the 2004
sample (left) and 2007 sample (right).

it is considered as a scattered muon. If the particle additionally fulfills the same
requirements on χ2

red and X/X0 as the ”tagged” µ�, the particle is marked as
a ”recovered” muon. Finally, only events containing one and only one scattered
muon (either a ”tagged” or a ”recovered” one) enter the further analysis. Moreover,
the whole event is rejected if the µ� track crosses the yoke of SM2.

6.2 Inclusive Scattering Variables

Inclusive scattering variables are calculated using the incident and outgoing muon
tracks. To obtain a final data sample, consisting of events in the deep inelastic
scattering regime, the negative four-momentum squared of the virtual photon is
restricted to Q2 > 1.0 (GeV/c)2, while the region of hadron resonances is excluded
by applying a cut on the invariant mass of the final state W > 5.0 GeV. Another
cut is applied on the variable y, 0.1 < y < 0.9, in order to remove events with
large radiative corrections (large y) or poorly reconstructed kinematics (low y).
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6.3 Hadrons

For the selection of exclusive events, three outgoing (final state) particles from
the primary vertex are required: the scattered muon and two hadrons of opposite
charge. Similar to the requirements on the µ tracks the tracks of the hadron
candidates have to satisfy the condition χ2

red < 10. Moreover, hadrons tracks
have to start before z=350 cm and to stop before z=3300 cm. On the other hand,
hadron tracks should not pass more than 10 radiation lengths. Finally, the event is
rejected if one of hadron tracks crosses the yoke of SM2 (CrossYokeSM2 function)
or if the positive hadron can be a muon (CanBeMuon function).

6.4 Exclusive ρ0 Sample

The invariant mass distribution of the two selected hadrons is depicted in Fig. 4
and shows clearly a peak at the expected value of about Mρ = 775.5 MeV/c2. The
RICH identification was not used in the present analysis and to calculate energies
of both hadrons the charged pion mass was assumed. In the following we require
an invariant mass of

−0.3 GeV/c2 < (Mρ −Mππ) < 0.3 GeV/c2 .

With this cut the non-resonant background is reduced, and φmasons (φ → K+K−)
seen as a reflection at low invariant masses are removed from the sample.
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Figure 4: Invariant mass spectrum Mπ+π− with all restrictions except a requirement
on the mass range applied for the 2004 sample (left) and 2007 sample (right).

As already mentioned, the final sample should be enhanced with exclusive
ρ0 mesons. To minimize the non-exclusive background, the missing energy

Emiss =
M2

X −M2
P

2 ·MP
=

(p+ q − ρ)2 −M2
P

2 ·MP
(11)
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is limited in the range −2.5 GeV < Emiss < 2.5 GeV. Here MP is the proton mass
and MX is the mass of the undetected recoiling system. The latter is calculated
from the four-momentum vectors p, q and ρ of the proton, the photon and the
ρ0 meson. The four-momentum vector of the meson is reconstructed via its decay
particles. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the missing energy Emiss before applying
the cut.
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Figure 5: Distribution of the missing energy Emiss before applying the cut for the 2004
sample (left) and 2007 sample (right).

To reduce the non-exclusive background and allow its simpler parametrisation
as a function of Emiss we use a cut on Eρ. Fig. 6 shows the correlation between
the reconstructed ρ energy Eρ and Emiss. Due to kinematic constraints, if y ≥ 0.1,
Eρ ≥ 16 GeV at p2T=0. If p2T varies up to 0.5 (GeV/c)2 the ρ energy stays really
above 15.5 GeV. For safety all events with Eρ ≥ 15 GeV are selected.
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Figure 6: Correlation between Emiss and Eρ (equal to the sum of energies of the two
pions) with all selections except the cut on Eρ. Both the 2004 data (left) and 2007 data
(right) are shown.

In Fig. 7 p2T distributions are shown for 2007 data (4 upper plots) and for 2004
data (4 lower plots). In the following we will use varibale p2T rather than t� for
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an experimental reason. The variable t� is poorly determined and systematically
biased towards larger values of |t�| for the non-exclusive events, which are a non-
negligible part of our sample. The discussion of this bias and the advantage of
using the variable p2T was presented in Ref. [11]. We should also mention that for
the real exclusive events in COMPASS kinematics p2T is a good approximation for
|t�|.

In order to reject coherent events from Lithium, He4, He3 and Deuterium nuclei
(2004 data) or from Nitrogen, He4 and He3 nucleus (2007 data), a lower limit
for the transverse component p2T of the ρ0 meson momentum vector with respect
to the virtual photon direction is applied. The upper limit for this variable was
chosen to further minimize non-exclusive background. Therefore, the kinematically
permitted range for the 2004 data is

0.1 (GeV/c)2 < p2T < 0.5 (GeV/c)2

and the kinematically permitted range for the 2007 data is

0.05 (GeV/c)2 < p2T < 0.5 (GeV/c)2

An evaluation of the remaining coherent contribution and of the non-exclusive
background after the p2T cuts was estimated using a fit of sum of 3 exponentials.
A fitted curve as well as each individual exponentials are displayed in Fig. 7. The
values of the p2T-slopes B are 52.5, 7.7, 2.3 (for 2007) and 40.9, 7.7, 2.2 (for 2004),
and in the simple interpretation we identify them with coherent, incoherent and
non-exclusive contributions respectively.

Using above fits one can estimate that after the cuts it remains less 5% of
coherent contribution in the final sample for 2007 data and 2% for 2004 data.

However, it is expected that at small p2T the distributions for incoherent/coherent
events deviate from simple exponential dependences, and the largest differences oc-
cur for the nuclei with the lowest atomic mass A (in particular for the deuteron).
Quantitative evaluations of this effect for ρ0 productin on the deuteron target were
obtained using Glauber Model approach and two different mechanisms of meson
leptoproduction: VMD model and the color dipol model. The results for vari-
ous cuts on p2T were shown in Ref. [12]. According to this estimates the residual
contribution of coherent events from the deuteron target with the lower p2T cut
= 0.1 (GeV/c)2 is about 8%. Therefore our conservative estimate of the residual
coherent background in the final sample is 5% for 2007 data and 8% for the 2004
data.

The non-exclusive background 35% (24 %) for the 2007 (2004) sample is im-
portant and will be rejected at a further step.
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6.5 summary of all the cuts applied

topology Primary Vertex reconstructed with
1 incident muon µ
1 outgoing muon µ�

2 charged tracks with opposite charge h+, h−

vertex in the target in PHAST routine z cut and�
(x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2 < 1.3 cm (for 2004)�
(x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2 < 1.9 cm (for 2007)

beam energy Eµ < 200 GeV
muon identification X/X0(µ�) > 30
hadron identification X/X0(h+) < 10 and X/X0(h−) < 10
quality of the tracks χ2

red < 10 for µ, µ�, h+, h−

zfirst(h+) < 350 cm
zfirst(h−) < 350 cm
350 < zlast(h+) < 3300 cm
350 < zlast(h−) < 3300 cm
h+, h− and µ� do not cross SM2 yoke (Phast routine)
h+ cannot be a muon (Phast routine)

quality of data Pure ECAL1 trigger rejected for periods:
W27-W28-W39-W40-W41-W42a

domain of analysis Q2 > 1(GeV/c)2

W > 5 GeV/c
0.1 < y < 0.9
0.003 < xB < 0.35

production of meson ρ −0.3 (GeV/c)2 < (Mρ −Mππ) < 0.3 (GeV/c)2

exclusivity −2.5 GeV < Emiss < 2.5 GeV
background rejection Eπ+π− ≥ 15 GeV

p2T < 0.5(GeV/c)2

without coherent rejection p2T > 0.01 (GeV/c)2

with coherent rejection p2T > 0.1 (GeV/c)2 (for 2004)
p2T > 0.05 (GeV/c)2 (for 2007)

6.6 Final Data Sample

The event yields of exclusive ρ mesons per year after the entire event selection is
listed below:

16 6 EVENT SELECTION

Year # Events
without coherent rejection with coherent rejection

2004 153.735 47.586
2007 576.788 227.376

Rejection of coherent events was not done in the previous analysis for the
2002-2004 data presented in the COMPASS note 2007-9 [1].

The distributions of the most important kinematic variables for the full statis-
tics of 2004 and 2007 can be found in Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The mean values
for the kinematic variables Q2, W , x and P 2

T are given in the following table.

Year < Q2 > < W > < x > < P 2
T >

2004 1.99 8.73 0.031 0.23
2007 2.17 8.11 0.040 0.18
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Figure 7: Distribution of p2T before applying the cut is shown for 2007 (4 upper plots)
and 2004 (4 bottom plots) data. For more details see the text.
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Figure 8: The distributions of xbj, Q2, p2T and W for the full 2004 (left) and 2007
(right) data samples.
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Figure 9: Correlations between Q2 and xbj and between t� and p2T.
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Figure 10: Distributions of the kinematic variables for the full 2004 (left) and 2007
(right) data sample. In particular the angular variables θ polar angle of the ρ decay, φ
angle between the hadron plane and the lepton scattering plane and φS angle between
lepton scattering plane and the target spin vector (see Fig. 1).
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7 Asymmetry Calculation

7.1 Calculation of the raw asymmetries

In this section the calculation of the raw asymmetries is presented shortly. The
method used for the calculation of the raw asymmetries as well as the extraction
of the physical asymmetry is the same as for the analysis of the Collins and Sivers
asymmetries.

The numbers of events as a function of the angle η = φ − φS between the
ρ0-production plane and the target spin vector (cf. Fig. 1) is given by

N(η) = Fnσu(η)(1 + �sin(η)) , (12)

where F is the muon flux, n the number of target particles, σ the spin averaged
cross-section and u(η) the product of angular acceptance and efficiency of the ap-
paratus. In the analysis of the data it has to be taken into account that u(η) is
largely unknown and it is different for the different target cells.

To minimize acceptance effects, the double ratio method was chosen. Therefore
the double ratio (DR) is calculated for 10 equidistant angular bins in η:

F (η) =
N↑

up(η) ·N↑
down(η)

N↓
up(η) ·N↓

down(η)
=

(1 + � · sin(η))2
(1− � · sin(η))2 , (13)

or

F (η) =
(N↑

up(η) +N↑
down(η)) ·N

↑
center(η)

(N↓
up(η) +N↓

down(η)) ·N
↓
center(η)

=
(1 + � · sin(η))2
(1− � · sin(η))2 , (14)

where Eq. 13 refers to the DR calculation for the two cells configurations (i.e. 2004
data) and Eq. 14 refers to the DR calculation for the three cells configurations
(i.e. 2007 data). In Eq. 13 and 14, ↑(↓) signifies up/down target polarisation,
up/down/center denotes the target cells. These relations are obtained with a
reasonable assumption that the ratio of acceptances a±u,d(η) for each cell is the
same before and after the polarisation reversal:

a−u (η)

a+d (η)
=

a+u (η)

a−d (η)
. (15)

For the three cells configuration, the upstream and downstream cells are con-
sidered as one cell. In this case the assumption is:

a−u (η) + a−d (η)

a+c (η)
=

a+u (η) + a+d (η)

a−c (η)
. (16)
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The DR is plotted versus the angle η = φ − φS. From this evolution, the
amplitude � is determined from a fit of the DR with the adequate function 13 or
14, which provides the raw asymmetries �.

7.2 Transverse Target Single Spin Asymmetry

The Transverse Target Single Spin Asymmetry AUT is extracted from the raw
asymmetry via the expression

Asin(φ−φs)
UT =

�

f · �PT �
, (17)

where f ∼ 0.14 is the mean value of the dilution factor evaluated in PHAST on
an event-by-event basis and �PT � is the mean target polarisation value, calculated
as the average over polarisation values for one kinematic bin.
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Part III

Data Analysis

8 Data Quality for the 2007 data: NH3 target

The data quality criteria have been defined by the transversity group in the recent
COMPASS notes 2008-10 [14] and 2009-XX [15].

So we use the 6 following periods W25, W26 with the production 1, W27 with
the production 3, W28, W30, W31 with the production 2, W39, W40, W41, W42,
W43 with the production 1 and we form the combinations:
- W25-W26; W27-W28; W30-W31
- W39-W40; W41-W42a; W42b-W43

9 Comparison of independent analyses performed
in Freiburg and Saclay for the 6 periods

The results of the raw Transverse Target Spin asymmetries � = f · �PT � ·Asin(φ−φs)
UT

have been compared using the two independent analyses, label as Freiburg and
Saclay in the following. Even if the two analyses apply identical cuts, there are
some differences, like the numerical procedure to evaluate some physics quantities.

An almost satisfactory agreement is obtained for the two independent analyses
over the 6 periods. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show � = f · �PT � · Asin(φ−φs)

UT as a function
of Q2, x and p2T .

The quality of the agreement is determined by the distribution of differences of
the measured asymmetries from Freiburg and Saclay analyses, plotted for all the
6 periods of data taking and the 3 main kinematic variables p2T (in 4 bins), Q2 (in
4 bins) and xB (in 3 bins). Fig. 13 shows this difference for the corresponding 66
entries. From this comparison, the distribution is really close to a gaussian, the
reduced χ2 is 1.04 and the difference between the results for the asymmetries is of
the order of 3.7% of the statistical error. This difference can be explained as the
fit of the double ratio is done as a function of η = φ− φS using the central value
of the bin for η in the Frieburg analysis and using the mean value of η in the bin
for the Saclay analysis.

The consistency over the periods seems also rather correct.

2412 APPROXIMATE ESTIMATEOF THE EFFECTS OF THE NON-EXCUSIVE BACKGROUND

10 Comparison of the evolution of the TTSA as
a function of Q2, xB and p2T

The results for the Transverse Target Spin asymmetries Asin(φ−φs)
UT are presented

for the two analyses as a function of the 3 main kinematic variables Q2, xB and
P 2
T in the following Fig. 14.
There is a rather good agreement between the 2 analyses which indicates also

the good evaluation of f and �PT �.
The measured Transverse Target Spin asymmetries is consistent with a zero

value within the statistical errors.

11 Comparison of consecutive and global deter-
mination of the TTSA

The results of two methods of the asymmetry calculation, the first considering the
mean value over all the whole experiment and the second considering the mean
value of all asymmetries for a consecutive couples of periods, were compared. The
results are rather close (see Fig. 15) and indicate that the systematic errors are
smaller than the statistical errors.

12 Approximate estimate of the effects of the
non-excusive background

There exists a systematic error due to the non-exclusive background. This back-
ground to signal ratio is always smaller than 1/2 (see Part II). The value of the
corresponding asymmetry is expected to be close to zero. So the background di-
lutes the asymmetry and to take into account this contribution, the asymmetry
and its statistical error should be enlarged by a factor sqrt(1+B/S)=1.2. This
correction is not taken into account in the Figures.
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13 Final results for Asin(φ−φs)
UT for incoherent pro-

duction

Figs. 16 and 17 present Asin(φ−φs)
UT as a function of Q2, xB or p2T for the NH3

(proton) and 6LiD (deuteron) targets respectively (with coherent rejection).

14 Comparison to HERMES and theory

Figs. 18 present the asymmetry Asin(φ−φs)
UT obtained by the HERMES collabora-

tion [16] for the proton case. A further analysis for longitudinal and transverse
separation has also been performed.

Theoretical predictions have been done by Goloskokov and Kroll for Asin(φ−φs)
UT .

The value is predicted around -0.02 for ρ production and around −0.1 for ω pro-
duction [17, 18, 19] on the proton.

26 14 COMPARISON TO HERMES AND THEORY

Figure 11: Comparison of the two different analyses for the 6 periods presented as a
function of Q2 (upper plot) and x (lower plot). The results of the Freiburg analysis are
slightly shifted on the right for convenience for each value of Q2 or x.
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Figure 12: Comparison of the two different analyses for the 6 periods presented as a
function of p2T. The results of the Freiburg analysis are slightly shifted on the right for
convenience for each value of p2T.

28 14 COMPARISON TO HERMES AND THEORY

Figure 13: Distribution of the differences of the asymmetries for the 2 analyses divided
by the statistical errors.
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Figure 14: Results for Asin(φ−φs)
UT vs Q2, xB and p2T for the 2 analyses (Saclay in red,

Freiburg in blue). Freiburg points are slightly shifted in abscissa on the right for better
visibility.

30 14 COMPARISON TO HERMES AND THEORY

Figure 15: Results for Asin(φ−φs)
UT vs Q2, xB and p2T for the 2 determinations of the

asymmetry (consecutive method in red, global method in blue). Points for the global
method are slightly shifted in abscissa on the right for better visibility.
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Figure 16: Results for Asin(φ−φs)
UT vs Q2, xB, p2T the 2007 data using the NH3 target

(with coherent rejection).
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Figure 17: Results for Asin(φ−φs)
UT vs Q2, xB, p2T the 2004 data using the 6LiD target

(with coherent rejection).

Figure 18: Asin(φ−φs)
UT obtained by the HERMES collaboration [16]. For these data the

longitudinal and transverse separation has been also performed (not shown here).
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1 Introduction
The study of Generalised Parton Distribution functions (GPD) using the Deeply

Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) process is one of the topics proposed for the COM-
PASS future plans. The physics motivations are briefly described in a Letter of Intent
(LoI) [1] submitted to the CERN/SPSC end of January 2009 describing the projected
measurements.

In the LoI projected errors based on simulations are given for DVCDS which depend
on many parameters from which some are still poorly known. A good knowledge of the
overall Figure of Merit (FoM) of the experiment is required to quantify the final beam time
request for the proposal. However, simulations are based upon rather ideal descriptions
for certain equipments, also the sources and yields of background are still poorly known
and should be quantified.

As shown in Fig. 1 the two main processes which contribute to the production of
an exclusive photon along with a slow recoiling proton are the DVCS and Bethe-Heitler
(BH) processes, where the latter can be exactly calculated in QED. Depending on the
relative yields, the separation of these two processes requires accurate flux determination,
a precise knowledge of the acceptance and control of overall detection efficiencies.

Figure 1: The two main processes of exclusive photon production: DVCS and the known
(QED) Bethe-Heitler.

Additinally there are background processes as exclusive π0 production which can
simulate DVCS. The setup presently used for the meson spectroscopy measurements with
hadron beam happens to be an excellent ”prototype” to perform validation measurements
for DVCS.

2 Exclusive γ detection with the COMPASS hadron setup
A first measurement of exclusive γ production on a Liquid Hydrogen (LH) target,

with detection of the slow recoiling proton in the Recoil Proton Detector (RPD) has been
performed during a short (< 2 days) test run in 2008, using 160 GeV µ+ and µ−) beams.

The measurements performed use the present hadron setup which comprises a 40 cm
long LH target surrounded by a recoil proton detector, all the standard COMPASS track-
ing detectors, the ECAL1 and ECAL2 electromagnetic calorimeters for photon detection
and appropriate triggers.

DVCS and BH have indistinguishable 3-body final states, namely one single photon
produced: µ + p → µ� + γ + p. Kinematic variables and possible constraints to select
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this final state are described in Appendix A.1. An accurate measurement of the incoming
muon momentum pµ is important to guarantee good exclusivity. For that purpose, it was
planned to re-install the Beam Momentum Station (BMS) which is removed for hadron
beam data taking to minimise the amount of material in the beam. Unfortunately the
early shutdown of the North Area, consequence of the LHC incident, did not permit to
re-install the BMS. Therefore there is no measurement of the incoming muon momentum,
the distribution of which is determined by the M2 beam acceptance and has a relative
spread σpµ/pµ ∼ 4%. Fig. 2 shows the principle of exclusive photon and recoiling proton
detection using the COMPASS apparatus.

Figure 2: Exclusive photon production with recoil proton detection

The full spectrometer including RPD, ECAL1 and ECAL2 has been commissioned
and calibrated prior to the 2008 hadron run. The main modification to the setup was the
implementation of new triggers which were commissionned before data taking with muon
beam.

The RPD providing identification and momentum determination of the recoiling
particle requires a dedicated and refined calibration. This involves timing calibration and
also application of suitable corrections to the energy loss of the emitted low-energy proton;
which uses the precise vertex determination from tracking. This calibration has been (and
will be) performed with a hadron beam for which recoiling protons from elastic scattering
are more abundant compared to with a muon beam. An illustration is given in Fig. 3
which shows the difference in the missing momentum component pperp obtained from
vertex reconstruction and RPD, as a function of pperp.

The status of the COMPASS electromagnetic calorimetry with ECAL1 and ECAL2
detectors was described in details in note [2] where the relevant information about the
calibrations, the noisy channel suppression and the cluster reconstruction can be found.
The performances of ECAL1 and ECAL2 are discussed in this analysis.

Data were taken with µ− and µ+ beams at intensities of 5.9 × 107µ−/spill and
1.54 × 108µ+/spill, respectively, with a SPS spill of 9.6 s/33.6 s (width/period). The
definition of the different trigger settings used and the list of runs recorded are given in
Appendix A.2. Note that the RPD is in coincidence in most of the trigger components.
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Figure 3: Difference between the missing momentum component pperp obtained from vertex
reconstruction and from the RPD measurement, properly back-propagated to the vertex
before (left) and after (right) suitable corrections for energy loss.

3 Data analysis
3.1 Preselection of µp → µ�pγ events

Preselection of exclusive single-photon events has been performed as follows:
– there are only two charged tracks (µµ�) at the primary vertex,
– there is only one photon with energy ≥ 5 GeV in ECAL1 and no photon with energy

≥ 10 GeV in ECAL2, or
– there is only one photon with energy ≥ 10 GeV in ECAL2 and no photon with

energy ≥ 5 GeV in ECAL11)

– there is only one proton candidate in the RPD and it has a momentum < 1 GeV/c.

Figure 4: Left: multiplicities in the Recoil Proton Detector for proton candidates. Right:
multiplicities in the ECALs for single-photon candidates.

Fig. 4 (left) shows the multiplicity in the RPD for proton candidates with mo-
mentum < 1 GeV/c. Events with one proton track represent ∼ 75% of the recorded
events. Fig. 4 (right) shows the multiplicity in the ECALs for the single-photon candi-
dates, Eγ > 5 GeV in ECAL1 and Eγ > 10 GeV in ECAL2. Events with one high energy
photon represent ∼ 85% of the recorded statistics. Finally 1329 events remain from this
first preselection.

1) The thresholds of 5 (10) GeV correspond to the lowest energy expected for DVCS and BH photons
given the angular coverage of ECAL1 (ECAL2).

4

Figure 5: Timing (left) and Z position (right) differences between the reconstructed µµ�γ
vertex and the single proton position detected in RPD.

Figure 6: The difference ∆pT = |pTmissing|− |pTrpd| (left) and the difference ∆φ = (φmiss−
φrpd) (right).

Figure 7: Left: the correlation between φmiss and φrpd. Right: the Φ angle between the µµ�

plane and the produced γp plane. All events (top), cut on correlated events (bottom).
5



The correlation between the muon vertex and the RPD information is shown in
Fig. 5. The left plot shows the difference between the incoming muon time and the RPD
time both properly extrapolated to the vertex. The random noise level in the 30 ns window
is less than 2%, a gaussian fit gives σt � 1 ns. The right plot shows ∆Z = (ZV ertex−Zrpd),
the difference between the longitudinal position of the vertex reconstructed using the in-
coming and the scattered muons and the position reconstructed using the RPD. It shows
a peak with a 4.5 cm width and a tail in the left part of the distribution. There is no cut
applied on this distribution since most of the events in the tail will be discarded by the
exclusivity cuts later in the analysis.

In the transverse plane the µ�γ system provides the missing momentum pTmissing,
sign of the possible presence of a recoil proton. On the other hand, having a selected
event with one track in the RPD allows us to calculate the transverse momentum pTrpd

of the proton candidate. Fig. 6 (left) shows the difference ∆pT = |pTmissing| − |pTrpd|.
From a fit of this distribution a cut for further backgound suppression was determined
as: |∆pT | < 0.2 GeV. Fig. 6 (right) shows the difference between two angles: the missing
momentum azimuthal angle φmiss calculated in the transverse plane from µ�γ system and
the azimuthal angle φrpd of the proton candidate. These highly visible correlations confirm
at this very first step of analysis an indication of exclusive high energy photon production
with a 3-body final state being the essential part of preselected events.

Assuming that the selected event is a pure 3-body final state µp → µ�γp (p being
a recoil proton) one can reconstruct the Φ angle between the µµ� plane (lepton plane)
and the plane spanned by the outgoing γ and the recoiling proton (hadron plane). The Φ
angle distribution is expected to have a peak at Φ = 0 for Bethe-Heitler events. Using the
correlation between the azimuthal angles φmiss and φrpd, one can significantly suppress the
background as illustrated in Fig. 7. The upper two plots of Fig. 7 show for the preselected
events the φmiss vs φrpd correlation and the Φ distribution fitted by two Gaussian plus
a constant term. The Φ distribution is well centered and shows the behaviour expected
for Bethe-Heitler events. The constant term - parameter p6 - reflects the background
contribution. The two plots in the bottom of Fig. 7 show the background suppression
selecting the well correlated events in the interval ±3 × σ (∆φ = 36 deg), (σ ∼ 12 deg
taken from the first Gaussian function - parameter p2 - Fig. 6). In the right plot the
rejected background events are shown (blue). The constant term from the fit goes down
from 18 to 2.4 - parameter p6 - and the peak of the distribution decreases from 200 to
180. These facts indicate that the distribution of background is flat over the angular range
from −180 deg to +180 deg.

Using the assumption of a 3-body final state one can also exploit the polar angle
θγ∗γ between the virtual photon γ∗ and the detected real photon γ. Fig. 8 (left) shows
the difference between the θγ∗γ’s calculated using the µµ�γ or the µµ�p (p being the recoil
proton) vertex informations as defined in Appendix A.1. A correlation appears, as above,
in this polar angle variable. The coloured (red) curve shows the correlation for events
which do not fulfill the applied exclusivity cuts in the ∆pT, ∆φ and Emiss variables.
Fig. 8 (right) shows the value of Emiss for preselected events. Note the tail extending
towards large values of Emiss.
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Figure 8: Left: ∆θγ∗γ for all events (white) and for events out of the exclusivity cuts (red).
Right: Emiss distribution.

3.2 Additional clusters in ECAL1 and ECAL2
Fig. 9 shows the XY coordinates of the high energy photons in ECAL1 and ECAL2

for the single-photon events preselected as described above.

Figure 9: Left: position of single-photon events in ECAL1. Right: position of single-photon
candidate events in ECAL2.

Fig. 10 (Fig. 11) shows for each preselected event having Eγ > 5 GeV in ECAL1
(Eγ > 10 GeV in ECAL2) the pattern of the additional photons in ECAL1 and ECAL2
seen below the thresholds of 5 GeV and 10 GeV, respectively. The plots show the cluster
multiplicities (top), the energy distribution for the reconstructed clusters, i.e. photons
(middle) and the XY coordinate of these clusters (bottom).

A large fraction of the high energy photon preselected events have additional clusters
in ECAL1 and ECAL2. When comparing to the similar distribution obtained for random
trigger events and shown in Fig. 12 one concludes that these additional photons belong to
the selected events. Understanding the origin and/or eliminating these additional photons
will be a crucial issue for the final selection of exlusive single-photon events.

7



Figure 10: Additional clusters multiplicities (top), corresponding γ energies (middle) and
XY positions (bottom), ECAL1 (left) and ECAL2 (right) for events with one photon of
Eγ > 5 GeV in ECAL1.

Figure 11: Same as above for events with one photon of Eγ > 10 GeV in ECAL2. ECAL2
(left) and ECAL1 (right).
8

Fig. 12 shows the cluster multiplicity (top), the cluster energies (middle) and the
XY coordinate of these clusters (bottom) for random trigger events after application of the
noisy channels suppression procedure. A probability for the noisy channels suppression of
5× 10−4 for ECAL1 and of 10−4 for ECAL2 was chosen. As can be seen for most events,
there exists no electromagnetic cluster in the calorimeters. In the ECAL2 it is clearly
visible that the parasitic clusters are due to pile-up.

Figure 12: The clusters multiplicities (top), their energies (middle) and XY positions
(bottom) for random trigger events after noisy channels suppression. ECAL1 (left) and
ECAL2 (right).

3.3 Lowering ECALs thresholds in µp → µ�pγ preselection
The choice of the optimum threshold to eliminate events having additional pho-

ton(s) is a critical issue. Fig. 13 shows the variation of the Signal/Backgound (Signal and
Background being the correlated and uncorrelated components as shown in the φmiss vs
φrpd distribution of Fig. 7).

An optimum is seen for a set of threshold around 1(2) GeV for ECAL1(ECAL2).
Note that this setting was already proposed as a good compromise to get a good separation
between γ and π0 events [3] and also to provide a good noise rejection in the ECALs [2].
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Figure 13: Signal/Background ratio for different sets of low energy threshold applied to
ECAL1 and ECAL2

For further analysis the events having additional low energy photon(s) above 1 GeV
and above 2 GeV for ECAL1 and ECAL2 respectively are rejected (new selection). Fig. 14
shows for the 990 events of this new selection the differences in timing and Z-position,
Fig. 15 shows the differences ∆pT and ∆φ and Fig 16 shows the correlation between the
φmiss and φrpd azimuthal angles and the Φ angle distribution.

Figure 14: New selection: timing (left) and Z position (right) differences between the
reconstructed µµ�γ vertex and the single proton position detected in RPD.

Figure 15: New selection: the difference ∆pT = |pTmissing|− |pTrpd| (left) and the difference
∆φ = (φmiss − φrpd) (right).
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Figure 16: New selection: the correlation between φmiss and φrpd (left), the Φ angle between
the µµ� plane and the produced γp plane for all events (right).

Fig. 17 (left) shows the correlation in the θγ∗γ polar angle variable, as previously
shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 17 (right) shows the value of Emiss for the new selection. Note that
the large tail in the Emiss distribution has been reduced compared to its size seen in the
first preselection (see Fig. 8 (right)).

Figure 17: New selection. Left: ∆θγ∗γ for all events (white) and for events out of the
exclusivity cuts (red). Right: Emiss distribution.

3.4 Final selection of the µp → µ�pγ events
In order to compare with simulations, one has to guarantee as much as possible

that exclusive µp → µ�pγ events are selected and a cut Emiss < 30 Gev will be applied.
Starting from the above sample of 990 evts obtained with the optimum 1 GeV (2 GeV)
threshold in ECAL1 (ECAL2) for additional photon rejections the following successive
cuts have been applied:
- cut ∆PT < 0.2 GeV/c (see Fig. 18),
- cut ∆PT < 0.2 GeV/c + cut Emiss < 30 GeV (see Fig. 19),
- cut ∆PT < 0.2 GeV/c + cut Emiss < 30 GeV + cut |φmiss−φrpd| < 36 deg (see Fig. 20),
- finally, cuts 1+2+3 plus selecting only Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2 events and applying r < 1.6 cm
to eliminate contributions from the LH target walls (see Fig. 21).
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Figure 18: New selection plus cut ∆PT < 0.2 GeV/c.

Figure 19: New selection plus cuts ∆PT < 0.2 GeV/c & Emiss < 30 GeV.

Figure 20: New selection plus ∆PT < 0.2 GeV/c & Emiss < 30 GeV & |φmiss − φrpd| <
36 deg.
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Figure 21: New selection plus cuts 1&2&3 plus selection of Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2 events.

Fig. 22 shows the variation of the number of selected events as a function of the low
energy (anti)-threshold cut applied on ECAL1 and ECAL2 keeping the relation threshold
on ECAL2 = 2× threshold on ECAL1.

Figure 22: Number of events vs the (low energy) thresholds applied on ECAL1 and ECAL2
(thr. ECAL2 = 2× thr. ECAL1), blue: no Q2 cut (division factor of 10), red: Q2 >
1 (GeV/c)2.

Since the data were obtained using different incident muon fluxes and different
trigger mixes, having (or not) prescaling factors, a proper normalisation is required. This
is developed in section 4.

3.5 Possible π0 background
By definition, a µp → µ�γp exclusive event should have one and only one photon,

i.e. zero additional photon. It is therefore important to understand the source of the
additionnal clusters (photons) seen in ECAL1 and ECAL2 which belong to the preselected
high energy photon events.

13



Possible sources are:
– pile-up which certainly contributes but does not dominate, as shown in the random

trigger events sample,
– photons parasitically produced but not at the primary vertex,
– photons from the decay of a particle produced at the vertex (like µp → µ�π0p)

which, if not well identified, will mock up DVCS events.
In this subsection the last source of background, namely the one from π0, will be

considered. The analysis was done by studying the invariant mass Mγγ distribution of the
high energy photon with the additional photons (see section 3.2) in the event. It should
be stressed that ALL such combinations were taken into account, hence the number of
entries on the Mγγ plot corresponds to the number of additional photons in the event.

Figure 23: The invariant mass Mγγ distributions of the high energy photon with the ad-
ditional photons in the event. The plots demonstrate the impact of the different exclusive
photon selection cuts applied step by step. Here and in all further Mγγ distributions with
all cuts the X scale of the plot has been shortened to enhance the π0 mass region.

Six plots on Fig. 23 show the impact of analysis cuts on the Mγγ distribution. On
the first blue plot there is a bump in the expected π0 mass region. On the second blue
plot after applying all cuts there remain several π0 candidates.

As Mγγ mass resolution in ECAL1 and ECAL2 are different the next figures present
the contribution from ECAL1 and ECAL2 separately.
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Figure 24: Invariant mass of two γ detected only in ECAL1. From the distribution on the
left plot a possible π0 contamination in the exclusive photon candidates can be estimated.

Figure 25: The same plots as previous for ECAL2.

Figure 26: The same plots as previous but one photon detected in ECAL1 and another
one in ECAL2
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Fig. 24 shows the Mγγ distribution before and after all cuts if both photons are
detected in ECAL1. A clear π0 peak is seen on the left plot with a mass resolution σ
equals to 20 MeV. From the right plot we can conclude that there is only one π0 candidate
in the ±3σ interval.

Fig. 25 shows the Mγγ distribution before and after all cuts if both photons are
detected in ECAL2. The π0 peak on the left plot is hardly seen due to a huge background.
Since we haven’t results from the fit we count the entries in the 0.1-0.2 MeV interval as
the π0 candidates. There are 6 entries from 4 events.

Fig. 26 shows the Mγγ distribution before and after all cuts if one photon is detected
in ECAL1 and another in ECAL2. As on the previous plot the π0 peak on the left plot is
not clearly seen. Using the procedure applied to ECAL2 photons we count 7 entries from
7 events.

At this step of analysis we consider 12 events with possible 14 π0 candidates, the
number of π0 candidates being larger than the number of events.

For further clarification the multiplicities of the additional clusters in the final sam-
ple of 51 exclusive photon events are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. The numbers in ()
correspond to Mγγ in the mass interval compatible with the π0 mass. It is seen that a)
in the case when ”exclusive photon” is detected in ECAL1 the multiplicity of additional
clusters is equal to one in both calorimeters, b) in the case when ”exclusive photon” is
detected in ECAL2 the multiplicity of additional clusters is equal to one in ECAL1 but
is equal to one and two in ECAL2.

Multiplicity Clusters in ECAL1 Clusters in ECAL2
0 3 4
1 4 (1) 3 (2)
2 0 0

Table 1: Multiplicity of additional clusters (γ) for the 7 events with a high energy γ in
ECAL1. Numbers in () correspond to π0 candidates.

Multiplicity Clusters in ECAL1 Clusters in ECAL2
0 32 18
1 12 (5) 17 (0)
2 0 9 (6)

Table 2: Multiplicity of additional clusters (γ) for the 44 events with a high energy γ in
ECAL2. Numbers in () correspond to π0 candidates.

The ECAL2 appears particularly noisy for events for which the high energy photon
is precisely detected in ECAL2, as illustrated in Fig. 11. From Table 1 and Table 2 we
notice that only in this particular case the multiplicity of additional clusters is elevated.
For further analysis we kept only events with not more than one additional cluster in
each calorimeter. All π0 candidates with both photons detected in ECAL2 are eliminated
using this criteria.

Finally we consider 8 π0 candidates (8 events) in our - 51 events - exclusive photon
sample. It should be noted that the main contribution to the π0 sample is from configu-
rations with one photon detected in ECAL1 and another in ECAL2 (7 π0 candidates out
of 8)
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Due to very limited statistics this estimation was based only on mass value criteria,
thefore we consider this number as an upper limit. This possible π0 contamination of
about 16 ± 6% is not in contradiction with the expectation that the π0/Bethe-Heitler
production ratio should be similar to the DVCS/Bethe-Heitler production ratio (about
10%).

It should be mentioned another possible source of π0 contamination. Both gammas
from very energetic π0 (Eπ0 > 90 - 100 GeV) can hit the same cells of ECAL2 and being
reconstructed as a single cluster. This problem of ”double photon clusters” was studied
in Primakoff analysis [4]. It was proposed to use RMS of cluster and R4 ratio to separate
single and ”double photon clusters”. In our analysis we used only RMS criteria.2) Roughly
if RMS > 3.4 cm this cluster is a π0 candidate. The RMS of cluster was calculated using
the X and Y coordinates of cells and the relative energy deposition in each cell as a weight.
Fig. 27 shows the RMS distribution for our 21 gammas with energy Eγ > 100 GeV. On
this statistics we don’t see any ”double photon cluster” and hence we do not have π0

contribution from this source in our final sample.

Figure 27: RMS distribution of ECAL2 clusters with energy Eγ > 100 GeV

4 Sharing between triggers, corrected event rates and FoM
The main triggers used in this analysis have either the RPD or the Middle Trigger

(MT) or both in coincidence. Because of severe time constraints in the preparation of
the beam test, only the upper half of the Middle Trigger was operationnal. Since it is
the preferred trigger there was no prescaling factor applied (see Table 1, Appendix A.2).
The RPD trigger was also used with the veto applied. For µ+ running, a prescaling factor
P = 6 was applied to the RPD trigger to cope for the higher intensity and trigger rate.
This factor has to be unfolded in the analysis of the data.

The position of the scattered muon in the transverse plane at the position of the
H4 hodoscopes (Z = 40 m) is illustrated in Fig. 28. It shows that for this data taking
period only the top part of the Middle Trigger was activated (black dots). The red (blue)
dots are events for µ− (µ+) beam for which the RPD trigger has fired. They are homoge-
neously spread and illustrate the optimal coverage required for the future trigger system.

2) R4 is the ratio of energy of the four most energetic cells to the energy of the cluster. As cut on R4
was tuned using the difference of R4 distributions in pion and muon data (Primakoff data) assuming
that the amount of ”double photon clusters” in muon data is negligible we cannot to use R4 criteria
in our analysis.
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Figure 28: Impact point distribution for triggers events at Z = 40 m.

In principle, the spread for µ+ running should favor the active area of the MT because of
the prescaling factor applied on RPD although statistics is too scarce to really observe it.

Trigger µ− µ+ µ+corr Total
RPD only 21 16 96 117
MT only 0 0 0 0
RPD&MT 3 11 11 14
NTotal 24 27 107 131± 25
Flux ×1011 0.73 2.55 3.3
evts /1011µ 33 42 40

Table 3: Sharing between the different triggers

The sharing between the different triggers is described in Table 3 below for µ+

and µ−. It shows a relative enhancement of the RPD&MT trigger for µ+ which is a
consequence of the prescaling (P) of the RPD trigger mentioned above. The third column
(µ+corr) contains the number of events corrected for this factor. The estimate of the total
number of events and statistical error has to incorporate this correction. For the final
event selection (shown in Fig. 21) we have measured NTotal = 131 ± 25 corresponding to
an integrated flux of 3.3× 1011 muons.

NTotal = 35 + P× 16 = 131 and ∆Ntot =
√
35 + P2 × 16 = 25

This figure can now be used to evaluate the efficiency of detection of exclusive
photon production using the present COMPASS set-up. For this task, two ”fast” Monte-
Carlo simulation programs have been developed [5] for which the expected number of
events (mostly from the Bethe-Heitler process) has been presently cross-checked at a level
of 10%.

A way to tag tho observed process is to look at the distribution of the angle Φ
between the leptonic and hadronic planes as discussed in section 3.1. The Bethe-Heitler
events (expected to dominate our events) show a peak at Φ ∼ 0. The observed distribution,
after applying the proposed cuts, already shown in Fig. 21 (right), is now displayed in
Fig. 29 with the prediction from the Monte-Carlo simulation.
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Figure 29: The distribution in the azimuthal angle Φ (µµ� vs γp planes) for the measured
exclusive µp → µ�pγ (Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2) events (black dots) and a comparison with
simulation [5].

The shape of the observed distribution is compatible with the Bethe-Heitler process.
The overall detection efficiency can be deduced from the relative normalisation of the
two distributions. The result is � = 0.32 ± 0.13. The final global efficiency incorporates
additional factors such as availability of the SPS, data taking efficiency and also realistic
detection and trigger efficiencies and livetimes when running at nominal beam intensity
(not the case for the present data). The estimate of these factors provided in the LoI
would lead to an additional factor �Add ∼ 0.84 = 0.41 which then leads to what we defined
in the LoI as the ”global Figure of Merit” FoM = 0.13 ± 0.05. The value presently used
in the LoI [1] of = 0.1 is in very good agreement with this first direct estimate. In order
to obtain definite conclusions on the important issue of target length and running time
for future running, further measurements and simulations are still needed.

5 Conclusions
An exclusive single-photon production signal has been observed for the first time

using the COMPASS hadron setup and a 160 GeV muon beam. The observed φ distri-
bution is clearly typical of a dominant Bethe-Heitler contribution. A first direct eval-
uation of the global efficiency (or global FoM used in the LoI [1]) has been performed
(FoM measured= 0.13±0.05) which is in agreement with the value (FoM estimated= 0.1)
used in the LoI.

With the present limited statistics (about 100 events), the yield for events originated
from pure DVCS process or DVCS-BH interference (about 1/10 of the total observed
yield), has the same order of magnitude that the yield of exclusive π0 originated from the
selected high energy photon plus a low-energetic extra photon.

The main goal for 2009 run is a first evaluation of the relevant contributions DVCS
and DVCS-BH interference and a better understanding of backgrounds.
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A Appendix
A.1 Kinematical constraints for Exclusive Single Photon production

The studied reaction is the one single photon production on the nucleon

µ+ p → µ� + γ + p

The kimematic variables in the lab are:

k, k, θµ four-momentum, momentum and angle of the incident muon µ
k�, k�, θµ� four-momentum, momentum and angle of the outgoing muon µ�

q = k − k�, q, ν four-momentum, momentum and energy of the virtual photon γ∗
q�, q� four-momentum and momentum of the outgoing real photon γ
p, m four-momentum of the incident proton and its mass
p�, p�, E�

p four-momenentum, momentum and energy of the recoiling proton

without BMS k = ± 6 GeV (one σ)
Pmiss = k − k� − q�

Emiss = Eµ − Eµ� − Eγ

Q2 is the negative four-momentum squared of the virtual photon
Q2 = 4kk�sin2((θµ� − θµ)/2)
the error on Q2 due to the bad knowledge of k is 4%

t = (p− p�)2 = (q − q�)2 is the four-momentum transfer
t is a very useful variable to link photon and proton kinematics
t can be determined by the recoil proton detection: t = (p− p�)2 = 2m(m− Ep�)
σt/|t| = (4m2 − t)/(2m2 − t)× σp�/p� ∼ 2σp�/p�

ν can be estimated using t and photon energy: ν = q� − t/(2m)
and then we can estimate x = Q2/(2mν)
t = (q − q�)2 = −Q2 − 2q�(ν − qcosθγ∗γ)
and then cosθγ∗γ = ν/q(1 + m/ν × (t + Q2)/(t + 2mν))

cosθγ∗γ =
1

�
1 + 4m2x2/Q2

�

1 +
2m2x

Q2

t + Q2

t + Q2/x

�

(1)

The following kinematical constraints can be applied:

– Correlation in transverse momentum relatively to the incident muon direction:
plot P⊥

miss - P
⊥
RPD

– Correlation in azimuthal angle relatively to the incident muon direction:
plot φPmiss - φRPD

– Correlation in polar angle
the detection of photon and muons allows to build cosθvia photon

γ∗γ = (�k− �k�) · �q�/(qq�)
the detection of proton and muons allows to build cosθvia proton

γ∗γ according the for-
mula 1: plot cosθvia photon

γ∗γ - cosθvia proton
γ∗γ
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A.2 Trigger settings and list of runs recorded

Trigger Definition
Trigger 1 RPD&veto:6 MT:1 MT&RPD:1 CT:20 BT:8000 RPD:200 rand:400
Trigger 2 RPD&FH&veto:1 MT:60 MT&RPD:1 MT&BT:80000 RPD&FH:400 rand:1000
Trigger 3 RPD&veto:600 MT:60 MT&RPD:1 BT:80000 rand:1000
Trigger 4 RPD&veto:4 MT:1 MT&RPD:1 CT:80 BT:8000 RPD:200 rand:400
Trigger 5 RPD&veto:3 MT:3 MT&RPD:1 CT:80 BT:4000 RPD:100 rand:400
Trigger 6 RPD&veto:3 MT:10 MT&RPD:1 CT:40 BT:4000 RPD:100 rand:400
Trigger 10 RPD&veto:1 MT:1 MT&RPD:1 CT:40 BT:4000 RPD:100 rand:400
Trigger 11 RPD&veto:1 MT:1 MT&RPD:1 CT:40 BT:10000 RPD:100 rand:400
Trigger 12 RPD&FH&veto:1 MT:1 MT&RPD:1 CT:40 BT:10000 RPD&FH:100 rand:400
Trigger MM1 RPD&veto:6 MT:1 MT&RPD:1 CT:20 VI:1000 Halo:200 BT:8000 RPD:200 rand:40

Table 1: Trigger settings used for µ− and µ+ data taking

Run spills Tag nµ/spill Trigger comment
71421 75 Good/OK 5.9× 107µ− Trigger 11 RPD threshold 60 60 500
71424 201 Good/OK - Trigger 11 -
71425 33 Good/OK - Trigger 12 -
71427 156 Good/OK - Trigger 11 -
71429 96 Good/OK - Trigger 10 -
71430 127 Prob/Prob - Trigger 10 Pb on MW1
71434 201 Good/OK - Trigger 10 -
71435 28 Prob/Prob - Trigger 10 Pb on SciFi-D 151
71436 201 Good/OK - Trigger 10 -
71437 201 Prob/Prob - Trigger 10 -

Total spills = 1319 (µ−)

Table 2: Runs and corresponding trigger settings taken with µ− beam

Run spills Tag nµ/spill Trigger comment
71445 16 Good/OK 1.54× 108µ+ Trigger 6 RPD threshold 60 60 500
71446 19 Good/OK - Trigger 5 -
71447 159 Good/OK - Trigger 4 -
71448 34 Good/OK - Trigger 1 -
71449 188 Good/OK - Trigger 1 -
71450 32 Good/OK - Trigger 1 -
71453 201 Good/OK - Trigger 1
71454 201 Good/OK - Trigger 1
71455 201 Good/OK - Trigger 1
71456 201 Good/OK - Trigger 1
71457 24 Good/OK - Trigger 1
71463 202 Prob/Prob - Trigger MM1 MM02X(Y) → nominal position
71466 201 Good/OK - Trigger 1

Total spills = 1679 (µ+)

Table 3: Runs and corresponding trigger settings taken with µ+ beam
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1 New analysis versus the previous one
The 2008 DVCS test data have been recently reproduced providing an improved

cluster reconstruction (mainly in ECAL2) and also having available the ECALs cluster
time with respect to the trigger time. The new analysis uses the newly reproduced data.
Both the old [1] and the new analysis involve common steps:

Preselection of exclusive single-photon events.
– there are only two charged tracks (µµ�) at the primary vertex,
– there is only one proton candidate in the Recoil Proton Detector (RPD) and it has

a momentum < 1 GeV/c.
– there is only one photon with energy ≥ 5 GeV in ECAL1 and no photon with energy

≥ 10 GeV in ECAL2, or
– there is only one photon with energy ≥ 10 GeV in ECAL2 and no photon with

energy ≥ 5 GeV in ECAL1.1)

It should be noted that the preselected events may have additional low-energy pho-
tons. In the old analysis, the suppression of additional photons was done by an appropriate
choice of ECALs thresholds.

Figure 1: The multiplicities in the Recoil Proton Detector for proton candidates. Left: old
production Right: new production.

Figure 2: The multiplicities in the ECALs for high energy photon candidates. Left: old
production Right: new production.

One step before this preselection of exclusive single-photon events the RPD and
ECALs multiplicities were checked. Fig. 1 shows the multiplicities in the RPD for proton
candidates with momentum < 1 GeV/c for old and new productions. Fig. 2 shows the
multiplicities in the ECALs for high energy photon candidates, E > 5 GeV in ECAL1

1) The thresholds of 5 (10) GeV correspond to the lowest energy expected for DVCS and BH photons
given the angular coverage of ECAL1 (ECAL2).

2

and E > 10 GeV in ECAL2. As can be seen, the distributions in the new production are
very similar to those of the old one.

We preselect events with one RPD proton and one single high energy photon can-
didate. The conclusion from the old analysis [1] that the events with one proton track
represent ∼ 75% of the initial sample is confirmed in the new production. The fraction
of events with one high energy photon is now ∼ 90% of the initial sample, compared to
∼ 85% previously.

Choice of optimum threshold of 1 GeV and 2 GeV for ECAL1 and ECAL2, respectively, to
eliminate events having additional photons.

This painful problem seems to be resolved in the new production. The reduction
of additional photons comes essentially from two sources: a) general improvement of the
ECAL software and calibration, b) imposing a cut on the ECALs timing information.

In the old data production, only the energy and the spatial coordinate of each cluster
were available. In the new production, the cluster time defined as the moment when the
front SADC signal amplitude reaches half of its maximum value is also available.

Fig. 3 shows the timing resolution for clusters reconstructed in ECAL1 and ECAL2
for the 2008 DVCS run. The timing resolution is σt ∼ 1.7(1.6) ns for all gammas and
σt ∼ 1.5(1.4) ns for the (energetic) gammas having Eγ ≥ 5(10) GeV in ECAL1(2). The
timing cuts to accept a cluster were evaluated to be |tcell − 0.05| < 5.35 ns for ECAL1
and |tcell − 0.13| < 4.93 ns for ECAL2. The cut is chosen to ∼ 3.5× (σt for energetic γ’s)
which was shown to maximize the number of selected events.

Figure 3: Timing resolution for ECAL1 (top) and ECAL2 (bottom) for all gammas (left)
and only energetic gammas (right).
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In the new production the average multiplicities and energy of the additional clusters
(low energy γ’s) have changed drastically. Table 1 and Table 2 present the improvements
with respect to the old production seen in the new production without and with timing cut.
As can be seen, in both calorimeters the average multiplicities decrease but the average
energy of the remaining clusters increases, a consequence of the strong suppression of
non correlated low energy background. Applying the timing cut opens the possibility to
efficiently select exclusive single photon events without applying any thresholds for ECALs
as it had to be done in the old analysis [1].

For the final selection an optimum set of cuts is chosen to guarantee that as many as possible
exclusive µp → µ�pγ events are selected.

– ∆PT < 0.2 GeV/c (∆pT = |pTmissing| − |pTrpd|, transverse missing momentum bal-
ance),

– Emiss < 30 GeV (the large value is due to the absence of the Beam Momentum
Station),

– |φmiss −φrpd| < 36 deg (difference between the azimuthal angle φmiss of the missing
momentum and the azimuthal angle φrpd of the proton candidate),

– Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2 (a cut for physics),

– r < 1.6 cm (a cut to eliminate contributions from the LH2 target walls).

Table 1: Average multiplicities and energy of additional clusters in events with a single
high energy (Eγ > 5 GeV) photon candidate in ECAL1.

Eγ < 10 GeV in ECAL2 and Eγ < 5 GeV in ECAL1
Old production (OP) New production (NP) NP with timing cut

Ecal1 Ecal2 Ecal1 Ecal2 Ecal1 Ecal2
Mean (multip) 1.70 0.56 1.46 0.24 1.31 0.23
RMS (multip) 1.77 1.07 1.73 0.72 1.65 0.72
Mean (E, GeV) 1.50 2.00 1.64 3.49 1.80 3.52
RMS (E, GeV) 1.26 2.44 1.35 2.51 1.38 2.57

Table 2: Average multiplicities and energy of additional clusters in events with a single
high energy (Eγ > 10 GeV) photon candidate in ECAL2.

Eγ < 10 GeV in ECAL2 and Eγ < 5 GeV in ECAL1
Old production (OP) New production (NP) NP with timing cut

Ecal1 Ecal2 Ecal1 Ecal2 Ecal1 Ecal2
Mean (multip) 0.91 0.54 0.52 0.17 0.27 0.09
RMS (multip) 1.19 0.97 0.92 0.63 0.76 0.67
Mean (E, GeV) 1.08 0.90 1.70 1.15 2.35 1.42
RMS (E, GeV) 1.77 0.83 1.81 0.98 2.19 1.15

4

2 Impact of the timing information from the ECALs on the selection of
exclusive single-photon events.
Fig. 4 shows, for the old production, the distribution of the Φ angle between the µµ�

plane and the γp plane for the 51 selected events (left). Among the 51 events, 36 events
have an additional photon, i.e. only 15 events can be named purely exclusive events (i.e.
γ multiplicity equal to one) as shown in Fig. 4 (right). It should be noted that among
the 36 events, 8 lead to an invariant mass for the two γ’s compatible with the π0 mass
corresponding to an upper limit of of 16 ± 6% for a possible π0 contamination in the
selected events.

Fig. 5 shows the same distributions as before (Fig. 4) but using the new production,
still without applying any timing cuts. A slight increase in the number of selected events
(51 → 55) and a significant increase (15 → 34) in the number of selected events with
photon multiplicity equal to 1 are seen. It was verified that the main exclusivity cuts
∆PT < 0.2 GeV/c and |φmiss − φrpd| < 36 deg are equally well applicable for this new
analysis .

Figure 4: Old production. The Φ angle between the µµ� plane and the γp plane for the
51 selected events with photon multiplicity ≥ 1 (left). The same for the 15 events with
photon multiplicity = 1 (right).

Figure 5: New production without timing cuts. The same as in Fig. 4, 55 selected events
with photon multiplicity ≥ 1 (left) and 34 events with photon multiplicity = 1 (right).
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Fig. 6 shows the impact of the timing cuts |tcell − 0.05| < 5.35 ns for ECAL1 and
|tcell − 0.13| < 4.93 ns for ECAL2 on the selection of exclusive single-photon events.
Comparing now Fig. 6 (new production and timing cuts) with Fig. 4 (old production)
and left (mult. ≥ 1) and right (mult. = 1) for both figures we note the slight increase of
the final number of selected events (51 → 55) and the significant increase of the number of
events with no additional clusters (15 → 52). Among the 51 events of the old production
a contamination by π0 candidates of up to 16% could not be excluded and the only way to
avoid this contamination is to select (mult. = 1) which leaves only ∼ 1/3 of the selected
events. Now, among the 55 events, there are only 3 events with additional clusters and
those 3 events have only one additional cluster. The mass combination of the additional
cluster with the high energy photon is compatible with the π0 mass. This leads to an
upper limit for the π0 contamination of about 5%. Note that these 3 events can be simply
removed asking purely exclusive single-photon events (Fig. 6 right). The contamination
from π0 mesons for this selected single photon sample (52 events) is now coming only
from the cases where one of the photons from the π0 decay is converted and not detected
in ECALs.

Figure 6: New production.The same as in Fig. 5 but applying the timing cut, 55 selected
events with photon multiplicity ≥ 1 (left) and 52 events with photon multiplicity = 1
(right) .

3 Conclusions
Using the time information for clusters along with general improvements of the

ECALs software the multiplicity of low energy additional photons is considerably reduced.
Our old result - 51 events with up to (16±6)% of π0 contamination due to the low energy
additional photons - is superseded by the new result - 52 events without such kind of
background. In the final exclusive single-photon sample of 52 events the reason for a π0

contamination can only be is that one of the two photons is not detected in the ECALs,
or has an energy even lower than the hardware threshold. The larger statistics expected
in exclusive π0 events from the 2009 DVCS test run may help to determine quantitatively
this type of background.
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